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Abstract 

This study concentrates on low carbon pearlitic steels. Two sets of experiments 

are carried out, the first on a section of semi-killed gas pipe and the second on 

specially prepared alloys of iron and carbon with pearlite fractions varying from 

0.19% to 100%. Their magnetic properties are studied both in the as received state 

and after tensile plastic deformation. In addition, four different heat treatments 

are applied to the low carbon steel. 

Standard magnetisation and fluxmeter techniques are used to determine the 

bulk magnetic properties, with further use of a vibrating sample magnetometer for 

coercivity measurements. The Barkhausen noise of the samples is also recorded 

and High Voltage Lorentz Electron Microscopy used to directly observe the domain 

configurations and the interaction of the domain walls with dislocation tangles. 

The changes in the magnetic properties after tensile deformation are similar 

to those due to elastic compressive stress, with an additional increase in the coer

civity. For the initial magnetisation curve initial permeability (J-Li) and maximum 

relative permeability both decrease, while the field at which the latter occurs (Hm) 

increases. The hysteresis curve shears over reducing the maximum differential per

meability and the remanence and also increasing the coercivity. These results and 

the change in the shape of the hysteresis curve, most noticeable in the low carbon 

steels, are explained in terms of the reduction in easy domain wall movement due 

to the dislocation tangles, as observed under the electron microscope, and to the 

magnetostrictive effect of the compressive residual stress. 

Inter-relationships are found between coercivity and both J-Li and Hm. The 

coercivity io also found to vary linearly with both Vickers Hardness and Yield 

Stress. The Kneppo formula for the initial magnetisation curve is found to hold 

better for the higher carbon content steels with the fit deteriorating with increasing 

plastic deformation. 
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Chapter I 

Introduction to Magnetism. 

The subject of Magnetism has a wide audience and applications in many 

branches of Science from Biology to Astrophysics; it is used in numerous Engi

neering situations from electronics to its non-destructive testing applications on 

oil rigs, gas pipes and aircraft. Despite its ancient recognition satisfactory expla

nations for the phenomenon required the advent of quantum mechanics and the 

subject is still growing with increased uses in recording technology and the study 

of new magnetic interactions in magnetic multilayers. Much of the standard lit

erature dates from the 1960's and an excellent background in the subject can be 

gained by studying the texts of Bates (1963), Brailsford (1966), Chikazumi (1964) 

and Morrish (1965), whereas ferromagnetism is treated by Bozorth (1951) and 

Craik et al (1965). More recently good introductory texts have been written by 

Crangle (1977) and Jakubovics (1987), but the most relevant book is that of Cullity 

(1972). In addition many solid-state texts such as Kittel (1976) discuss the theory 

of magnetism. A summary is provided here of the origins of magnetism paying 

particular attention to the discussion of magnetic domains and their detection as 

a method of determining the magnetic properties of a material. 

1.1 Basic Magnetic Properties. 

The magnetic force applied to a material is given the symbol H and units of 

amperes per metre (Am -l) as it is derived from the magnetic field that arises from 

a. current flowing in a wire. The magnetic induction B measured in webers per 

square metre (Wb m-2) or tesla (T) is the magnetisation induced in the medium, 

and depends on the susceptibility of the material to be magnetised. In free space 

B is directly proportional to H and the constant of proportionality is called the 

permeability of free space f.Lo which has the value 47r x 10-7 henries per metre 

(Hm-1 ). The induction in free space, B 0 is therefore given by :-

Bo = J.LoH ... (1.01) 
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and in any other medium :-

B = llo(H + M) ... (1.02) 

which can also be written as:-

B = Bo + lloM ... (1.03) 

M, the magnetisation per unit volume, measured either in amperes per metre 

(Am- 1) or joules per tesla per cubic metre (JT- 1m-3 ) is the magnetic dipole mo

ment per unit volume. The maximum value of M is the saturation magnetisation 

M 8 and is an intrinsic property of the material. A parameter often used to de

scribe a material's response to an applied magnetic field is susceptibility Xv per 

unit volume and Xm per unit mass defined as:-

M M 
Xv = H Xm = pH ... (1.04) 

where pis the density of the material. However it is often more practical to rewrite 

equation 1.02 as :-

B = llollrH · .. (1.05) 

and measure 1£r, the relative permeability, derived as :-

M 
llr = 1 + H ... (1.06) 

1.2 The Origins of Magnetism. 

Ana.J.ogous to the magnetic dipole moment that originates from a current flow

ing in a loop, the electron orbit of an atom results in a magnetic dipole moment 

proportional to its angular momentum. In addition the electron itself has an in

trinsic angular momentum due to its spin and the tota.J. magnetic dipole moment 

of the atom is given by the vector sum of these two quantities. 

When atoms are confined to a bound state in a molecule or an ionic system 

they usua.J.ly combine such that no net dipole moment exists in the absence of an 
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applied field. When placed in a magnetic field the electrons acquire an additional 

precessional motion according to Larmor's Theorem and this additional angular 

momentum results in a non-zero magnetic moment. However this moment, ac

cording to Lenz's law, is antiparallel to the applied field and if there is no other 

source of magnetic moment then the material has a negative, temperature and field 

independent, susceptibility and is said to be diamagnetic. All materials display 

diamagnetism, but the negative susceptibilities involved are very small (Xv"' 10-5 ) 

and are usually masked by any additional moments present. 

Materials whose bound states do result in a net atomic, molecular or ionic 

magnetic moment, but whose moments are randomly orientated in a zero magnetic 

field are said to be paramagnetic. As a field is applied the moments align resulting 

in positive susceptibilities of Xv rv 10-3 and a temperature dependence determined 

by the Curie-Weiss Law:-

c 
Xv = T _ Tc ... (1.07) 

Where C is the Curie constant, T the absolute temperature and Tc the Curie 

temperature (a characteristic constant for a particular material and usually zero 

for paramagnetic materials). 

Some materials, notably the transition metals and hence also steel, exhibit 

magnetic ordering even in the absence of an applied field, the mechanisms respon

sible will now be discussed under the general term ferromagnetism. 

1.2.1 Ferromagnetism. 

At absolute zero the magnetic moments in the three classes of ordered magnetic 

materials, ferro-, antiferro- and ferri- magnetics, are perfectly aligned. Increasing 

the thermal energy introduces disorder into the system so that above some critical 

temperature, the Curie temperature for a ferromagnet, the material reverts to 

paramagnetism and the Curie-Weiss Law as defined above is obeyed. Iron has a 

Curie temperature of 1043K and is therefore ferromagnetic at room temperature. 

The first explanation for magnetic ordering was given by Weiss (1907) who 

developed a theory based on an internal field, the 'Weiss molecular field', which 
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would align the moments in a similar manner to an external field. The theory sat

isfactorily explained the temperature dependence of the saturation magnetisation 

but the internal field necessary, supposed to arise from molecular interactions, was 

enormous ("' 103 tesla) and no mechanism could be found that could provide this. 

Magnetic ordering was discovered to be a quantum mechanical effect and 

Heisenberg in 1928 considered the Pauli exclusion principle to be responsible for an 

exchange interaction between the unpaired spins of electrons in adjacent atoms. 

This resulted in mutual repulsion between parallel spins and mutual attraction 

between antiparallel ones. The electrostatic exchange energy is described by the 

Heisenberg Hamiltonian Hex which sums the interaction between neighbouring 

atoms i and j over all N atoms in the solid. The interaction is characterised by 

Jij the exchange constant derived by considering the spatial wavefunctions of the 

electrons from the two atoms. 

N N 
Hex = -2 L L JijSt.Sj ... (1.08) 

i=l j=l 
ii-j #i 

Where 81 and SJ are the spin quantum numbers of the two neighbouring atoms i 

and j respectively. If lij is positive then the exchange energy will be a minimum 

when the spins are parallel resulting in a net magnetic moment and ferromag

netic ordering. Minimum exchange energy for negative Jij therefore occurs for 

antiparallel spins. In this case, if the adjacent opposing magnetic dipole vectors 

are of equal magnitude then there will be no net magnetic moment and the mate

rial is antiferromagnetic, if however they are not equal then a net moment will 

exist and ferrimagnetism occurs. A large ratio of interatomic distance to orbital 

radii is conducive to a positive exchange interaction (as there is mutual repulsion 

between the parallel spins) as is the case for iron, cobalt and nickel. 

This direct exchange interaction describes the simplest situation and differ

ent mechanisms are actually responsible for the ordering in many cases: superexo 

change occurs in ferrimagnetic materials such as ferrites where the intermediate 

non-magnetic atom or ion mediates the exchange between the magnetic ones; in 

rare earth metals the interaction between the f-shell electrons occurs by indirect 

exchange via the conduction electrons. In metals, including the transition met

als the non-localised nature of the conduction band 3d electrons resulted in the 
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development of Stoner and Slater's collective electron or band model of itinerant 

exchange. 

1.3 Magnetic Domains. 

The theory of exchange mechanism can explain the very large magnetisations 

achieved in ferromagnets, but cannot describe their magnetic properties which in

clude the ability to have zero magnetisation both with and without an applied field 

and to display magnetic hysteresis. Weiss postulated in 1907 that the material was 

divided up into small domains within which the magnetic moments were aligned, 

random orientation of these domains would result in zero overall magnetisation. 

The subsequent application of a field to the material causes the rearrangement 

of these domains; involving either the growth of preferentially orientated domains 

and hence the movement of the domain walls separating them or the alignment 

of the magnetisation directions of the individual domains in the direction of the 

external applied field. A study of the magnetisation process in a ferromagnet must 

therefore deal with the energy considerations for the formation and movement of 

these domains. The minimisation of these energies determines the domain con

figuration in the sample and the positions of the domain walls. In an imperfect 

polycrysta.lline sample the effects of grain boundaries, inclusions, dislocations and 

stress on these energies and hence domain configuration and wall movement must 

also be considered. 

1.3.1 Magnetocrystalline Anisotropy. 

The energy associated with the magnetisation of a ferromagnetic crystal de

pends on the direction of magnetisation with respect to the crystal orientation 

leading to easy and hard directions of magnetisation. The actual exchange inter

action between electronic spins is isotropic and cannot therefore provide an expla

nation for crystal anisotropy. A weak coupling exists between the spin moments 

and the lattice via the spin-orbit coupling as the orbit is in turn strongly coupled 

to the lattice. Hence when an external field attempts to reorientate the spins the 

coupling will attempt to distort the lattice which will resist the reorientation until 

the spin-orbit energy can be overcome. 
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In body centered cubic (b.c.c.) crystals of iron the cube edge directions (100) 

are the easiest directions ofmagnetisation, and the (111) cube diagonal the hardest. 

The resulting magnetocrystalline energy can be written as a series expansion as 

follows:-

Where the Kn are the magnetocrystalline anisotropy constants and the O:i the 

direction cosines between the magnetisation direction and the cubic axes. An 

approximation to the anisotropy is often given using the first anisotropy constant 

K1 which is 4.7 x 104Jm-3 for iron. 

Where there is a more direct coupling between the spm moments and the 

crystal lattice such as in the rare earth metals the crystal anisotropies are very 

large. 

1.3.2 Magnetostriction. 

Closely related to the magnetocrystalline anisotropy is the magnetoelastic 

strain anisotropy. In an attempt to minimise the magnetocrystalline energy the 

crystal suffers a small deformation when magnetised, introducing an additional 

strain into the system. The resulting strain is dependent on the crystal symmetry 

and the direction of magnetisation such that magnetostriction constants .\100 and 

.\111 along the (100) and (111) directions respectively can be defined. In iron a ten

sile strain develops in the (100) easy directions and the previously b.c.c. structure 

becomes tetragonal with §.{- rv 10-5. For polycrystalline specimens the constituent 

crystals are assumed to be randomly orientated so that .\100 ::= .\111 = .\., and the 

resulting magnetostriction at an angle f) to the direction of magnetisation is found 

by:-
6 3 2 1 
l = 2.\s{cos fJ- 3} ... (1.10) 

However, this assumes the individual grains to be magnetically isotropic and does 

not account for any preferred orientation within the sample. 

The inverse effect to a strain resulting from the application of a magnetic field is 

the affect on the magnetisation due to the application of elastic stress. This inverse 
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magnetostriction effect can be expressed in terms of a magnetoelastic energy which 

depends on the product of the magnetostriction constant and the applied stress a 

hence the polarity of the energy can be reversed by the sign of either of these two 

quantities. At an angle fJ to the magnetisation, the magnetoelastic energy is given 

by:-

For iron, with a positive magnetostrictive constant, the magnetoelastic energy will 

be minimised for a tensile stress applied parallel to the magnetisation. 

1.3.3 Magnetostatic Energy. 

The magnetostatic energy arises from a discontinuity in the magnetisation ei

ther at the specimen surface or within the sample itself. To counteract the disconti

nuity a demagnetising field develops antiparallel to the direction of magnetisation. 

On a macroscopic scale the demagnetising field of the sample can be expressed in 

terms of a demagnetising factor D which is determined by the sample geometry:-

(Ba)D = -DJ.LoM ... (1.12) 

and the magnetostatic energy density by :-

1 2 
Ems= 2,DJ.L0 M ... (1.13) 

The demagnetising factor can only be found exactly for perfect ellipsoids, but very 

often can be successfully approximated (Brailsford 1966). This shape anisotropy 

can be a very significant factor in determining the direction of magnetisation par

ticularly for particles with elongated axes, and in determining the domain config

uration within a sample. 

1.3.4 Domain Walls 

Whilst the domains in a sample may preferentially lie along easy axes of mag

netisation or parallel to the direction of applied field, in order to reduce magneto

static energy usually more than one domain will be present. The region, or wall, 

between adjacent domains is a region of changing magnetisation direction and some 
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energy is therefore required to create it. This energy must be offset against the 

reduction in energy that results from the multiple domain configuration. 

Domain walls are often classified as either 180°walls separating regions of an

tiparallel magnetisation or 90°walls which separate regions whose magnetisations 

are approximately perpendicular. 

The first type of wall to be discussed is the Bloch wall (figure 1.01) in which 

the magnetisation vector, the spin direction for a transition metal, rotates about 

an axis normal to the boundary. The exchange energy between adjacent spins is 

a minimum if they are parallel encouraging a gradual rotation of spins through 

the wall, but as the spins rotate out of the easy direction extra magnetocrystalline 

energy is incurred. Hence the final width of the wall is determined by minimising 

the sum of these two energies. 

From equation 1.08 the extra exchange energy incurred by rotating a spin away 

from its parallel neighbour by an angle <P is given by JexS 2 ¢2• For a 180°wall on 

a {100} surface of a cubic crystal, lattice constant a, N atoms thick <P = fv the 

extra exchange energy per unit area of wall is found by:-

The quantity A = 2J,~S2 

is often used to characterise the material so that the 

exchange energy becomes:-

A1r2 
lex= -N ... (1.15) 

2 a 

The anisotropy energy per unit area can be approximated using the first anisotropy 

constant K 1 :-

Ia = N aK1 ... (1.16) 

The wall energy lw is found by the sum of lex and Ia and the optimum wall 

thickness N0 a is the value of N at minimum wall energy when ~]V = 0 :-

No=~~ 2~1 therefore 8w = 11'& ... (1.17) 
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Figure 1.01 Schematic Diagram of a 180°Bloch Domain Wall. The Arrows Rep

resent the Magnetisation Vectors. 
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Hence the minimum wall energy can also be written as:-

[AK;[AK; 
rw ='Try 2 + 7rv 2-2- ... (1.18) 

[AK; 
therefore rw = 27rv 2 ... (1.19) 

and ... rw = 28wKl ... (1.20) 

So the minimum wall energy occurs for equal increases in exchange and anisotropy 

energy. 

Substituting values for iron: K1 = 4.7 x 104Jm-3 , a= 2.86 x 10-10m, S = 

1, Tc = 1043K. Using J ~ ~' where k = 1.38 x 10-23 is the Boltzman constant, 

J = 2.9 x 10-21 J and hence A~ 2.0 x 10-11 Jm- 1. This gives values for iron of:-

8w ~ 4.6 X 10-8m i.e. N0 ~ 160atoms 

rw ~ 4.3 X 10-3 Jm- 2 

These values should be compared with those of I'V 0.4Jm-2 for grain boundary 

energy densities. Despite the fact that these values do give reasonable agreement 

with those determined experimentally they are necessarily approximate due to 

the Ising approximation which assumes a 1 dimensional model for calculating the 

exchange energy, the approximation of a simple cubic lattice for iron and the 

assumption of uniform rotation through the wall. It can be shown that the local 

exchange energy is everywhere equal to the local anisotropy energy and that the 

angle between the spin direction and the x-axis ,0, follows the relation :-

cosO =tanh [zJ¥] ... (1.21) 

where z is the distance from the centre of wall. 

In the case of deposited thin films, or thinned foils the thickness of the sam

ple is reduced to the same order as the wall thickness itself. The increase in the 
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Figure 1.02 Schematic Diagram of a 180°NetH Domain Wall. The Arrows Repre

sent the Magnetisation Vectors. 
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demagnetising factor causes the magnetostatic component of the wall energy to be

come large compared to the anisotropy and exchange components. This eventually 

results in the Bloch wall becoming unstable in preference to a N eel wall. 

In a Neel wall (figure 1.02) the magnetisation vector rotates in the plane of 

the film creating free poles on the wall surface, but none on the film surface itself. 

Due to these free poles the effect of a N eel wall can be felt over a greater distance 

than that of a Bloch wall. 

The type of wall present is also affected by the angle between the magnetisa

tions of the adjacent domains and becomes particularly important at the transition 

thickness between Bloch and Neel walls. If the angle is less than the critical angle, 

which increases as the film thickness decreases, pure Neel walls will form, and if 

it is 180°pure Bloch walls will form. At intermediate angles transition walls can 

exist which consist of both Bloch and Neel components. These transition walls 

are often unstable and low energy partition walls are preferentially formed. Here 

a Bloch wall is subdivided into sections of alternate perpendicular magnetisation 

vectors by Neel lines and a Neel wall divided into alternating segments by Bloch 

lines. The latter is called a cross-tie wall and is illustrated in figure 1.03. Where 

the magnetisation in the wall rotates such that the flux closure lines are parallel 

with the adjacent domains the rotation is smooth, but in alternate sections a rapid 

change occurs known as the cross-tie. 

The wall structure is affected by inhomogeneities such as periodic variations 

in the anisotropy. This results in a ripple wall structure where lines develop per

pendicular to the wall and the magnetisation. 

The two main categories of wall illustrate the processes involved in wall forma

tion, but as in the case of partition walls many domain walls have a more complex 

structure. They may form asymmetric Bloch walls, asymmetric Neel walls or vary 

in width along their length. 

1.3.5 Domain Configurations. 

In a uniaxial crystal, magnetised along the easy direction, the magnetostatic 

energy is reduced by increasing the number of parallel stripe domains until it 
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Figure 1.03 The Magnetisation Distribution Surrounding a Cross-tie Wall. (After 

Craik and Tebble 1965) 
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Parallel Stripe Domains 

Figure 1.04 Hypothetical Domain Configuration in a Cubic Crystal Showing the 

Formation of Closure Domains. 
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is balanced by the wall energy. Further reduction in the surface magnetostatic 

energy can also be made by the creation of small, pointed spike domains of reverse 

magnetisation which do not require much wall energy, but result in the creation 

of some interior poles. In a cubic crystal with more than one easy axis more 

complex structures can evolve in order to reduce the magnetostatic energy. One 

very common arrangement is that of closure domains (figure 1.04) perpendicular 

to the main stripe domains, which complete the flux path. These domains will 

however incur some magnetoelastic energy (equation 1.11); this is proportional to 

their volume and can be minimised by increasing the number of the stripe domains. 

If the closure domains are to completely close the flux path, then the angle the 

domain wall makes with the stripe domains must be 45°. 

The situation is more complex in a polycrystalline material where the grain 

surfaces do not usually lie exactly along an easy direction and the domains are in

terrupted by grain boundaries, inclusions, regions of microstress and dislocations. 

All these inhomogeneities alter the energy of the system and hence the domain 

structure, but the problem of free poles forming at grain boundaries and at inclu

sions is often the dominant factor resulting in the formation of closure, spike or 

multiple stripe domains to reduce the magnetostatic energy of the system. 

Where a domain wall bisects an inclusion closure domains tend to form around 

it to reduce the magnetostatic energy. Within the domain itself the energy is 

reduced by the formation of spike domains, as illustrated in figure 1.05, the spike 

magnetisation is at an angle with the main domain that is as close to 45°as possible. 

1.3.6 Domain Wall Motion and Hysteresis. 

When a magnetic field is applied to a demagnetised ferromagnetic material 

such as iron the magnetisation initially increases by the growth of preferentially 

orientated domains by reversible domain wall motion. This is followed by irre

versible domain wall motion and finally by domain rotation until all the domains 

are aligned. Plotting the resulting induction against the applied field produces the 

initial magnetisation curve as illustrated in figure 1.06 which also indicates the val

ues used to parameterise the curve: the initial permeability IJ.i, maximum relative 

permeability J.Lmax and saturation induction Bs. As the saturating magnetic field 

is reduced to zero the direction of magnetisation within each domain returns to 
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Figure 1.05 The Formation of Spike Domains on an Inclusion Bisected by a 

Domain Wall. (Reproduced from Cullity 1972) 
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Figure 1.06 Example Initial Magnetisation and Hysteresis Curves for a Ferro
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its easy direction and some easy domain wall movement occurs reducing the mag

netisation to remanence. The subsequent application of the reverse magnetic field 

allows the more difficult domain wall motion to occur and reduce the induction to 

zero at the coercive point. Subsequently increasing the field causes further domain 

wall movement and rotation to bring the material to negative saturation. The loop 

that the magnetisation of the sample traverses as the applied field is alternated 

between positive and negative saturation values is called the hysteresis loop and 

is also illustrated in figure 1.06. The magnetic induction B has been plotted as 

this is the quantity which is often measured experimentally. Marked on the curve 

are some of the properties used to characterise the curve : the remanent field Br 

and coercive field He required to reduce the magnetisation of the sample to zero 

from the remanent point. The irreversible motion of domain walls results in work 

being done to complete the hysteresis cycle, this hysteresis loss corresponds to 

the area under the curve. Measuring the parameters defined above for the initial 

magnetisation and hysteresis curve of a material yields much information about 

its magnetic properties and this method is often used to characterise a magnetic 

material. 

Domain growth requues the movement of domain walls and their passage 

through the material will be impeded by any inhomogeneities encountered such 

as regions of microstress or inclusions. Any region with a spontaneous magneti

sation that differs from the bulk can be considered an inclusion in this situation, 

and hence in steel they may take the form of cementite particles, other impurities, 

dislocations or grain boundaries. 

To illustrate the mechanism by which a domain wall may pass through an 

inclusion, the motion of a wall through a hypothetical, nonmagnetic inclusion will 

be considered, the theoretical domain structure is illustrated in figure 1.07. As the 

field parallel to the left-hand domain is increased this domain grows and the wall 

tries to move to the right. As it moves, the closure domains are extended to form 

tube domains and this reversible motion continues until in 1.07 d) the increased 

wall energy of the tube domains becomes too high and the wall is released leaving 

two spike domains around the inclusion to reduce its magnetostatic energy. Until 

the wall is released the wall movement is irreversible as reducing the applied field 

would cause the the walls to revert back to their original configuration, however 
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Figure 1.07 The Passsage of a Domain Wall through an Inclusion. (Reproduced 

from Cullity 1972) 
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once the wall has been released and the field reduced, the returning wall will 

encounter a completely different situation. A single irreversible movement of a 

domain wall is known as a Barkhausen jump. 

In general an inclusion smaller than the width of a domain wall has little 

magnetostatic energy and hence its presence in the wall reduces the wall energy, 

therefore requiring more energy for the wall to leave its position bisecting the 

inclusion. A larger inclusion bounded by closure domains will pin the domain 

wall due to its subsidiary domains as outlined in the above situation. Inclusions 

approximately the same size as the wall width are the most effective at pinning 

the wall. 

Regions of residual microstress in a domain will affect the domain and wall en

ergy due to their magnetoelastic energy. Plastic deformation involves the creation 

of many dislocations and very quickly large concentrations of dislocations called 

dislocation tangles resulting in a very complex distribution of microstress. Each 

dislocation is surrounded by a strain field, which decreases approximately with the 

inverse square of the distance from the dislocation, and associated magnetoelastic 

energy. The affect of the resulting microstress distribution on domain wall motion 

will depend not only on the direction and magnitude of the stress, but also on the 

magnetostriction constant of the material. The interaction of 180°and 90°walls 

with regions of stress is very different as no change in magnetoelastic energy is 

involved in the former so that only the energy of the wall is affected. The energies 

involved in the interaction of a single wall with a particular type of stress can 

be derived (Cullity 1972), but are of little value due to the complex situations 

found in practice. It is possible however to conclude that high stress gradients and 

magnetostriction are not conducive to easy domain wall motion. Where a wall 

is passing through a region of irregular microstress the wall will find the lowest 

energy point which balances the increased wall energy due to passing through a 

high stress region, and the increased magnetostatic energy which will result if the 

wall curves to avoid such regions. 

The interaction of a domain wall with an inclusion or area of stress can be rep

resented as in figure 1.08 by the energy variations in its path and the corresponding 

force required to move the wall represented by the differential of this curve. Ini-
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Figure 1.08 The Variation of Domain Wall Energy Along its Path. (Reproduced 
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tia.lly the wall is positioned at an energy minimum at 1, increasing the field causes 

reversible movement until point 2 where any further increase in applied field results 

in an irreversible Barkhausen jump to point 3 on the curve which represents the 

same restoring force. Reducing the field from 3 now results in reversible movement 

to the local minimum at 4. Further reduction in the field causes reversible move

ment until the wall reaches the point of inflection at 5 when another Barkhausen 

jump will occur to point 6. Such consideration of the motion of a wall illustrates 

how a minor hysteresis loop can be traced out. The combination of the motion of 

all the walls in a real sample determines the final measured hysteresis curve. 

1.3.1 Review of Domain Wall Imaging Techniques 

Domains and domain walls are usually too small to be detected without mag

nification, a summary of the techniques available is given here followed by a more 

detailed description of the method used: Lorentz electron microscopy . 

The oldest method, developed in 1931, is the Bitter or powder technique. 

Here a colloidal suspension of fine magnetic particles such as magnetite (Fe304) is 

applied to the surface of the sample, the particles are attracted to the field gradients 

which are most pronounced where domain walls intersect with the surface. It is 

very important that the surface of the specimen is carefully prepared so that the 

domain pattern that is delineated is representative of the material. This usually 

requires electropolishing as the final stage to remove the strains induced on the 

surface of the sample during mechanical polishing which influence the domain 

pattern. The orientation of the crystal with respect to the sample surface can also 

have a significant effect on the observed domain structure such as the complex 

"tree" pattern observed when a {100} surface is not parallel with the cut crystal 

surface belying the simple domain structure underneath. By applying a field to the 

specimen whilst it is under the optical microscope the movement of the domain 

walls can be observed although the technique is restricted by the inertia of the 

particles and so only very slow domain movement can be studied. 

The plane of polarisation of polarised light undergoes a rotation when it en

counters a magnetic medium. This magneto-optic effect is exploited for domain 

wall imaging using the Kerr effect for reflected light, and the Faraday effect for 
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transmitted light. In adjacent domains with different magnetisations the polar

isation plane will be rotated in different directions hence, by using an analyser, 

contrast can be obtained between the different domains. As it is the component 

of magnetisation parallel to the direction of the light beam that determines the 

rotation then the technique is most effective on materials with magnetisations per

pendicular to the surface. Normal incidence can then be used for transmission, 

and the polar Kerr effect for reflection measurements; otherwise oblique incidence 

and the longitudinal Kerr effect must be used. These methods are very well suited 

to the study of moving domain walls as they suffer no inertia and the image itself 

is not affected by the additional applied field. 

The deflection of electrons by the Lorentz force in a magnetic field can be 

used in the transmission electron microscope to image both static and dynamic 

domains walls and domains. The technique of Lorentz microscopy in a transmission 

electron microscope (T.E.M.) can produce high resolution images that provide 

information on the structure of domain walls themselves and on their interaction 

with microstructural features such as grain boundaries and dislocation tangles. The 

study of magnetic domains in thin films has been reviewed by Chapman (1984). 

The scanning electron microscope can also be used for the study of bulk samples 

using either Type I or Type II magnetic contrast, and its use has been reviewed by 

Jones {1978). Type I contrast relies on the presence of surface leakage fields and 

hence is most often used for uniaxial materials such as cobalt. The trajectories 

of the secondary electrons are deflected by the leakage fields above the specimen 

surface and hence in different directions from domains of different orientation. 

The ability of cubic materials such as iron to form closure domains precludes 

the formation of surface leakage fields and Type II magnetic contrast must be 

used which depends on the deflection of the primary electron beam by the internal 

magnetisation of the sample. The sample is tilted by about 55°towards the electron 

beam so that the Lorentz force in one domain causes the beam to be deflected 

further into the sample, and in the opposite domain the beam is deflected back 

towards the surface. This produces a variation in the backscattered electrons from 

the two domains allowing the domain structure to be imaged. Both methods 

require a high beam currents to obtain a satisfactory signal to noise ratio and a 

high standard of surface preparation. 
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1.4 Lorentz Electron Microscopy. 

In the electron microscope electrons produced by a thermionic gun are accel

erated down an evacuated column onto a specimen with focusing of the electron 

beam achieved by the use of magnetic lenses. A variety of elastic and inelastic 

scattering processes take place during interaction with the specimen before the 

reflected electrons in a scanning electon microscope (S.E.M.) are detected by a 

scintillator and the transmitted electrons in a transmission electron microscope 

(T.E.M.) imaged on a florescent screen. A useful introductory text to electron mi

croscopy is that of Grundy et al (1976), and excellent works on thin film electron 

microscopy which also discuss Lorentz microscopy in detail are those of Hirsch et 

al (1965) and Reimar (1984). 

Typical electron acceleration voltages in a T.E.M. are hundreds of kilovolts 

producing relativistic electron velocities. The de Broglie wavelength of an electron 

is given by: 
h ,\ = - ... (1.22) 
p 

which non relavistically gives the wavelength of an electron accelerated through a 

potential Ve as: 
h 

,\ = ~ ... (1.23) 

Taking into account the relativistic velocity of the electron above Ve ""' 105V 

introduces a correction of about 5%: 

h 
,\ = 1 ••• (1.24) 

[2m0 Ve(1 + 2,!;c2)] 2 

where m 0 is the rest mass of the electron and h is Planck's constant so that: 

,x = 12.26 1 A ... (1.25) 
[Ve(1 + 0.9788 X 1Q-6Ve)]2 

At 1MV this gives an electron wavelength of 0.87pm. 

In order to interpret the images formed in an electron microscope the theory 

behind the diffraction of the electron beam in the sample must be understood. In 
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the kinematical approximation of diffraction theory it is assumed that the ampli

tude of the scattered wave is small compared to the incident wave, i.e that there 

is no multiple scattering. It is successful in providing qualitative explanations for 

most of the image contrast effects such as fringes produced by thickness variations 

and planar faults and dislocation contrast. For quantitative analysis the dynamical 

theory must be used which can also predict additional image effects. 

However, the resolution obtained in this study was not sufficient for to analyse 

the electron micrographs in such detail and the kinematical approach provides 

sufficient information. 

An electron in a magnetic field experiences a force, the Lorentz force, perpen

dicular to the direction of its velocity v and the direction of the field B : 

F = -e[v x B] ... (1.26) 

Magnetic induction in the plane of the specimen will result in a deflection of the 

electrons from the vertical, z, direction in the xy plane given by :-

e>..tBy 
tPx = h ... (1.27) 

where )... is the electron wavelength, t the thickness of the specimen, h Planck's 

constant and By they component of induction. At 900kV, >.. = 0.942 pm and in a 

steel specimen 0.5J.Lm thick saturated to 2 Tesla a deflection of 2.4 x 10-4radians 

would result. 

Early studies of magnetic domains by this technique were made by Fuller et 

al (1960 a and b), extensive studies have also been made by Grundy et al (1968) 

and Jakubovics (1975 and 1965). The two most commonly used methods of using 

this deflection to obtain magnetic contrast are described below. 

1.4.1 Foucault Method. 

Magnetic deflection results in the formation of a. small angle diffraction pat

tern, known as the deflection pattern, in the back focal plane. By moving the 

objective aperture such that it absorbs one of these spots, the domains produc

ing that deflection will appear dark, and the other domains bright (figure 1.09). 
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Figure 1.09 The Foucault Method of Domain Wall Imaging. (after Alcock 1985) 
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Blocking the other spot results in the opposite contrast. Due to scattering some 

contrast is still present in the dark regions and hence this technique allows infocus 

observation of microstructural regions and the domains. Although in principle it 

should be possible to conduct dynamic experiments in an applied field, in practice 

the positioning of the objective aperture is so sensitive that the image is often lost 

as the sample magnetisation and hence deflection is altered. 

1.4.2 Fresnel Method. 

Here the image of the specimen is defocused so that the deflections of the 

electrons in adjacent domains result in either a convergent or a divergent image 

in the region of the domain wall as (figure 1.10). The opposite contrast will be 

obtained for the opposite defocusing position enabling the walls to be studied in 

both the divergent and convergent situation. This method benefits from the greater 

structural detail that can be observed in the convergent walls at the expense of 

loss of simultaneous microstructural detail due to the defocusing. By magnetising 

the specimen insitu it is possible to observe the motion of domain walls and their 

interactions with such features as grain boundaries and dislocation tangles. 

In the convergent wall image it is possible to use wave theory to consider 

the coherence effects and interference fringes produced by the two waves. It can 

be shown that the enclosed magnetic flux between two coherent waves traversing 

different paths from conjugate points ( ~x apart) in the object and image introduces 

a phase shift between them of :-

A._ 21re~B~xt ( 28) 
'+'- 1i ... 1. 

Equations can be derived for the fringe spacing and patterns determined for partic

ular spin distributions that are sensitive to domain wall width. However the beam 

coherence necessary to resolve these fringes results in very low image intensities. 

In addition the wave-optical analysis is very sensitive to the exact experimental 

conditions. For these reasons the geometrical approach, valid at small defocusing 

distances, was used in this study. This technique has been used for studies of wall 

widths by Gong et al (1987). 
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Figure 1.10 The Fresnel Method of Domain Wall Imaging. (After Hirsch et al 

1965) 
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There are a number of advantages to using a High Voltage Electron Microscope 

(H.V.E.M.) for Lorentz microscopy. The amount of magnetic contrast increases 

with acceleration voltage untilrv400kV, above this voltage the angular variation of 

the non-magnetic scattering decreases at a faster rate and the magnetic deflection 

is dependent only on the foil thickness. The higher the acceleration voltage the 

greater the penetration power of the electrons and the thicker the foils that can 

be imaged, ~ 700nm at 1MV. Using thicker foils also has the advantage that the 

observed domain structures are more likely to be representative of the bulk ma

terial and that fewer asymmetric walls will be observed. The defocusing limit for 

the geometrical theory also increases with increasing voltage. As the velocity of 

the accelerated electrons is increased the deflection of the electron beam by hori

zontal applied fields will be reduced. The increased electron velocity also improves 

the brightness of the image, reducing exposure times so that difficulties due to 

such problems as the instability of the microscope are reduced. Higher voltages 

also reduce chromatic aberration due to the energy spread of electrons and hence 

improve the resolution. 

]..5 The Barkhausen Effect. 

The discontinuous movement of domain walls is known as the Barkhausen ef

fect. These irreversible jumps between positions of maximum wall energy gradient 

can be detected by the rate of change of flux through a search coil wound around 

or placed next to a sample being magnetised. Originally detected through a pair 

of loud speakers by Barkhausen in 1919, hence the term "Barkhausen Noise", it 

is the resulting voltage spikes that are usually recorded and analysed. Sources of 

noise in ferromagnetic materials have been reviewed by Bittel (1969). 

While Lorentz electron microscopy enables direct observation of the movement 

of domain walls, it has the disadvantage that only very thin foils can be examined 

whose domain structures do not necessarily correlate with those in the bulk of the 

sample. Barkhausen noise can be detected from large samples and hence provides a 

means of studying the irreversible domain wall movement in the bulk. It is however 

only possible to detect the Barkhausen noise from the top few J.Lm of the sample, 

a complementary study is that of magneto-acoustic emission which has a much 

greater penetration. An irreversible jump of a 90°wall causes an abrupt change in 
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elastic energy and the propagation of an elastic wave through the sample which 

can be detected by a piezo-electric transducer. A useful comparison can be made 

between Barkhausen signals due to both 180°and 90°walls and magneto-acoustic 

emissions sensitive only to the movement of 90°walls (Buttle et al. 1986). A de

tailed consideration of the magnetisation transitions that produce the Barkhausen 

noise is given by Tiitto (1977). 

The magnetising coil can either contain the sample as described by Tiitto et 

al. (1976) or be wound on a small surface mounted coil as used by Siiyniijiikangras 

(1974a); a triangular waveform is usually used to provide a constant rate of change 

of applied field. Many different arrangements of pick-up coils have been used to 

detect the noise and their geometry and characteristics are important as they can 

distort the shape of the Barkhausen pulses. Tebble et al (1950) treated the coil 

and a Barkhausen jump as a pair of coupled inductors and showed that provided 

the time constant of the coil is shorter than that of the jump no distortion of the 

pulse will occur. 

Various methods have been used to record the noise and subsequently analyse 

it. Pulse height analysers have been used for analysis in the amplitude domain 

such as in the work of Siiyniijiikangras (1974b). In this region parameters such 

as the Barkhausen amplitude (B.N.A.), peak heights and positions and median 

values are used to characterise the noise. Spectrum analysers are now commonly 

used (Tiitto et al 1986) for analysis in the frequency domain to calculate the power 

spectra (Mazzetti 1963). 

Mazzetti and Montalenti (1964) and Mazzetti (1964) were the first to introduce 

the idea that individual Barkhausen jumps are not independent of each other, but 

are correlated over a particular volume of the material known as the correlation 

domain. Tiitto (1978) considered that the correlation could be due either to the 

short range magnetostatic coupling between neighbouring domains, or the long 

range indirect effect of other domain wall motions causing a change in the local 

field. The Correlations between domain reversals have led to the conclusion that 

any analysis of power spectra must take them into account (Manson 1972). 

Celasco et al (1974a) considered the individual pulses to cluster together to 

form one discontinuity and that these discontinuities would be correlated within a 
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correlation domain. Using the distribution in time as: 

where K1, K2, J..L1andJ..L2 all depend on the physical properties of the material; they 

developed a new theory to describe the power spectra: 

[ 
2p(1 - ZIT0 )

2 l 
<I>(w) = ¢>(w) 1 + 1 2 2 2(1 )2 ... (1.30) + W p T 0 - ZIT0 

where ¢>(w) is the power spectra of the individual Barkhausen events without cor

relation; pis the number if individual events in a cluster; 11 is the number of events 

per unit time and T 0 is the time between each event. This treatment is valid in 

the frequency range 0.001Hz to 1Hz. At low frequencies equation 1.30 can be 

approximated to: 
2p 

<I> ( w) ~ ¢>( w) 2 2 2 ... ( 1. 31) 
1 + W p To 

The power spectrum was found to vary with sample thickness and magnetising 

frequency (Tiitto et al 1975). Within the range 10-2Hz to 10Hz they found evi

dence of clustering in the low frequency region (<20kHz) above which there was 

a region of random noise. They also considered the damping of the noise due to 

eddy currents deriving an expression for the damping function of the noise between 

frequencies !I andf2: 

12 
f g(f)eFAxl df 

D(x) = h 
12 

... (1.31) 

J g(!)df 
h 

where A is a constant and g(!) is the noise function. The depth from which the 

noise can be detected increases for lower magnetising frequencies and for materials 

with low permeabilities and conductivities (Tiitto 1988). 

The power spectrum was only found to be constant for infinitely thin samples 

and the surface to volume ratio important for thicknesses below 0.15mm. Celasco 

et al (1974b) recorded a drop in the low frequency part of the spectrum as they 

thinned their samples down from 0.4mm. 
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Chapter II 

The Magnetic and Mechanical Properties of Steel. 

Iron and its alloys are remarkable in the wide variation of both mechanical and 

magnetic properties that are obtainable by the addition of impurities and different 

heat treatments. Hence the use of steel in industry is extensive and there are many 

good texts to be found in the literature on its metallurgy; in particular the recent 

book devoted to steels by Honeycombe (1981) is especially comprehensive. Other 

metallurgy texts useful for this study include those of Bailey (1972), Higgins (1965 ), 

Johnson and Weeks (1964), Cottrell (1967) and Rollason (1964). The mechanical 

behaviour of steel and in particular plastic deformation is also well covered in 

the literature, again the text of Honeycombe (1970) was found to be particularly 

relevant. A more detailed treatment of dislocation theory can be found in Friedel 

(1964) and further discussions in Biggs (1965), Cottrell (1953) and Lubahn and 

Felgar (1961 ). 

2.1 Plastic Deformation. 

The concept of atomic crystal defects or dislocations was introduced indepen

dently by Orowan, Polanyi and Taylor (1934) to explain why experimental crystal 

strengths were orders of magnitude lower than the theoretical predictions made 

by Frenkel. A dislocation is a discontinuity between part of a crystal that has 

sheared, and part that has not. The deformation progresses through the crystal 

by the propagation of these dislocations along a slip plane. A dislocation can be 

defined by its Burgers vector which represents the amount and direction of slip 

which is produced when that dislocation has passed right through the crystal and 

is independent of the orientation of the dislocation itself. The Burgers circuit, 

figure 2.01a) and b), defines the Burgers vector more specifically. An atomic path 

of two perpendicular lattice directions is traversed and then repeated using vectors 

of the opposite sign. In a perfect crystal a closed rectangle will have been traced, 

but if the circuit encloses a dislocation then the vector required to complete the 

circuit is the Burgers vector. A perfect dislocation will have a Burgers vector that 
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is a lattice translation; a partial dislocation for which the Burgers vector is not a 

simple lattice vector will result in a stacking fault. 

2.1.1 The Edge Dislocation. 

In a simple cubic lattice this can be characterized by the addition of an extra 

half plane of atoms inserted into the crystal as illustrated in figure 2.0lc). Its 

Burgers vector lies in the slip plane and is perpendicular to the dislocation line. 

An edge dislocation lies at the centre of an internal stress field with the material 

above the slip plane in compression, and that below the slip plane in tension. The 

existence of dilational as well as shear stresses means that edge dislocations can 

act as sinks for impurity atoms, with atoms smaller than the host resting above 

the slip plane, and the larger impurity atoms being accommodated below the slip 

plane. Due to the extra half plane of atoms, the movement of an edge dislocation is 

non-conservative as atoms must diffuse either towards or away from the dislocation 

requiring thermal activation. If, however, vacancies migrate to the half plane at 

the dislocation, then the dislocation may be able to 'climb' out of its slip plane in 

a conservative glide. 

2.1.2 The Screw Dislocation. 

Here the slip direction is parallel to the dislocation line and coincides with the 

Burgers vector. It can be illustrated by shearing a cylinder of material along a 

line cut longitudinally as shown in figure 2.01d). The lattice is no longer a set of 

discrete planes , but a continuous helicoidal surface. As there is no extra half plane 

of atoms only shear stresses are involved and the movement of a screw dislocation 

is conservative rendering them more mobile and enabling movement between slip 

planes with common slip directions. 

2.1.3 Dislocation Loops. 

A region of deformation can be contained entirely within the crystal with no 

dislocations emerging on a crystal face. This is usually a combination of both 

edge and screw dislocations, the Burgers vector of this mixed dislocation lies at an 

arbitrary direction to the dislocation line but can be resolved into its screw and 

edge components. 
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2.1.4 Dislocation Dynamics. 

The strain fields surrounding dislocations decrease as the inverse of the distance 

from the dislocation core, enabling dislocations to exert forces on each other and, if 

they are in opposite directions, to cancel out. The free surface is also able to exert 

an attractive force on the dislocation which may result in the loss of dislocations 

during thinning processes such as those used in preparing electron microscopy 

samples. 

Applying external stress to a crystal results in a force acting on the dislocations. 

The force on the dislocation line, determined by Mott and N abarro in 1948, is the 

product of the shear stress and the Burgers vector and acts along the slip plane 

normal to the dislocation. A critical stress, the Peierls' stress (Peierls 1940 and 

Nabarro 1947) is required to move a dislocation. Observed dislocation densities in 

metals are usually between 105cm-2 and 108cm-2 indicating that large numbers 

of dislocations must be generated within the crystals. The macroscopic yield point 

corresponds to the point at which this multiplication of dislocations begins to 

occur. 

Figure 2.02a) illustrates the operation of the Frank-Read source which is a 

simple mechanism by which dislocations can be generated on a slip plane. The 

dislocation line is pinned at the points A and B causing the dislocation line to bow 

until it forms a perfect semicircle. At this point the stress required to operate the 

source is obtained and the dislocation loop begins expanding . As each point is 

acted on by the same stress, the line begins to spiral around the pinning points A 

and B which approach each other from opposite directions annihilating on contact. 

The closed dislocation loop is now free to expand continuously until an opposing 

stress or barrier is encountered. If an obstacle is encountered then the dislocations 

at this point will begin to pile up creating a stress concentration which exerts a 

back stress on the dislocation source. 

2.1.5 The StressDStrain Curve. 

A schematic diagram of a stress-strain curve for steel is shown in figure 2.02b). 

The first part of the curve, up to the yield point 'A', is the region of elastic 

deformation. During a tensile test the strain rate is constant; immediately after 
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Figure 2.02 a)The Operation of a Frank-Read Source (Reproduced from Hon

eycombe 1970); b) Schematic Diagram of a Stress-Strain Curve for 

Steel. Inset: The Propagation of Luders Bands. (Reproduced from 

Honeycombe 1981) 
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the yield point 'A' the multiplication rate of dislocations is so high that the metal 

deforms faster than the driving yield mechanism and the drop in stress 'AB' results. 

After the lower yield point at 'B', the plastic deformation is propagated through 

the specimen observed by the movement of the Luders band (figure 2.02b inset). 

In the initial easy glide region 'BC' the work hardening rate is slow, the slip 

occurs on parallel planes and in an effort to minimise the force between them, the 

dislocations tend to line up under one another. A greater applied stress is then 

needed to push these dislocations past one another to continue the deformation. 

As the dislocations become more closely packed as the deformation proceeds this 

extra force also increases. It is also possible for dislocations on other slip planes 

to block the glide on the primary slip plane, these are called forest dislocations. 

During the second stage of linear hardening 'CD' the work hardening rate is more 

rapid due to the higher resistance to dislocation motion resulting in dislocation 

pile-ups at obstacles such as dislocation tangles cutting across the primary slip 

plane. This will also create rHficulties for a dislocation on a parallel plane trying 

to pass the pile-up. As forest dislocations begin to multiply on other slip planes 

dislocations have to try and cut through them, a 'jog' forms which must move 

non-conservatively, requiring more energy. In the third and final stage 'DE' of 

parabolic hardening just before fracture, the stresses are large enough for cross

slipping to occur introducing new slip systems making deformation easier and 

reducing the hardening rate. Point 'P' represents the new yield point occurring on 

the reapplication of stress to a previously deformed specimen. 

Fracture follows stage three when the increased stress due to the decrease in 

cross sectional area is no longer compensated for by the increase in work hardening. 

When significant plastic deformation occurs before fracture then it is referred to as 

a ductile fracture and otherwise as a brittle fracture. Brittle fracture is associated 

with cracks and occurs when the external stress is greater than the energy required 

to form the new, exposed faces. In some cases the crack tip hardens under the 

increased stress at its tip and plastic deformation can occur, but if the crack yields 

and opens up it causes catastrophic failure. 
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2.2 Steel-Metallurgy and Microstructure. 

Steel is essentially an alloy of iron and carbon usually with small quantities 

of additional elements to obtain the desired mechanical characteristics. It is this 

ability to tailor the properties of steel and its relative cheapness that have resulted 

in its extensive use in industry. In order to understand how the properties of 

this complex series of alloys are affected by their chemistry and heat treatments 

it is necessary to study, in detail, the microstructure of iron and the iron-carbon 

equilibrium diagram. 

2.2.1 The Microstructure of Iron 

The multitude of properties of steels is due to the three possible phases of iron, 

an outline of these and their associated microstructure is given in table 2.01. There 

are two crystal forms of iron; the first, body-centered cubic (bee) is present as a

iron, called ferrite, at temperatures up to the 1- a: transformation at 910°C, and 

also as 6-iron at temperatures between 1390°C and the melting point at 1536°C; the 

second is a face-centered cubic (fcc) structure, 1-iron or austenite, present at the 

intervening temperatures (910°C-1390°C). Although the fcc austenite structure is 

closer packed than the bee ferrite, it has larger interstitial holes and hence a greater 

solubility of carbon and nitrogen. Small additions of other elements have a marked 

affect on the properties of steel, as little as 0.1 wt% of carbon has a significant 

affect on the strength. Table 2.02 gives the atomic diameters for some of the 

common elements that are added to steel. In general the non-metallic elements 

have diameters small enough to enter interstitial sites, although evidently some 

lattice strain still occurs, whereas metallic elements form a substitutional solid

solution. 

The difference in solubilities between the two structures (2.04 wt% C in !

iron to 0.02 wt% in a-iron) and the higher rate of diffusion in the more loosely 

packed bee ferrite have great consequences for heat treatment. The transformation 

between austenite and ferrite is a very rapid one, and its kinetics are very important 

in the formation of steel microstructure. 
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ft1536 (mpt) LIQUID 

1390°C-. 1536°( 8-iron, b.c.c. 

1-iron, f.c.c. Austenite 

close packed structure 

large interstitial sites 

910°C-. 1390°C largest spheres fitting interstices: 

tetrahedral: 0.28A 

octahedral: 0.51A 

2.04wt% solubility of C 

910°C RAPID TRANSFORMATION 

a-iron, b.c.c. Ferrite 

loose packed (1% volume increase from f. c. c.) 

faster diffusion 

small interstitial sites 

.IJ.910°C largest spheres fitting interstices 

tetrahedral: 0.36A 

octahedral: 0.19A 

0.02wt% solubility of C 

:S0.00005wt% at 20°C 

Table 2.01 Summary of the Three Phases of Iron. 
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Element Atomic radim _r_ 
TFe 

r (A) 

a-Fe 1.28 1.00 

B 0.94 0.73 

c 0.77 0.60 

N 0.72 0.57 

0 0.60 0.47 

H 0.46 0.36 

Table 2.02 Atomic sizes of non-metallic elements in iron (Honeycombe 1981) 

2.2.2 The Mechanical Properties of Iron and Steel. 

A supersaturated solid-solution of 0.02wt% of carbon in o:-iron, having been 

quenched from 700°C is not stable, and the carbon will be precipitated out as 

the close-packed hexagonal form of iron carbide (Fe3C). The effect of the carbon 

diffusing through the ferrite is referred to as 'ageing'. Above 200°C the carbon 

is precipitated as orthorhombic cementite. A similar quenching affect is observed 

with nitrogen. Quench ageing causes a significant increase in the strength of the 

steel even at low carbon or nitrogen contents. 

Carburizing and nitriding are hardening processes which take advantage of the 

rapid diffusivity of carbon and nitrogen in a-iron by heating to 500°C-1000°C in 

either a carbon, or nitrogen gaseous atmosphere. 

The amount of stress required to yield the material (the yield stress) is a 

measure of its strength. A single crystal of pure iron has a yield stress as low as 

10MNm-2whereas the strength of steel can range from 200MNm-2to 2000MNm-2. 

Many factors contribute to this range of strengths, and some of the main contrib

utory mechanisms will now be considered. 

The shortest translation vector in the bee structure of ferrite is the close packed 

(111) direction resulting in a Burgers vector of ~(111) and three possible slip 

planes: {110}, {112} and{123} (as illustrated in figure 2.3) . As cross slip can 
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(1IO) (231) 

Figure 2.03 Slip Planes in b.c.c. Ferrite. (Reproduced from Honeycombe 1981) 
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occur between the different planes, then a deformed crystal displays wavy slip 

bands. 

The shear stress, T, necessary to produce further deformation is determined 

by the effective stress, T*, necessary to overcome short range obstacles such as 

isolated dislocations and the internal stress, Ti, due to long range obstacles such 

as grain boundaries, arrays of dislocations, and cell walls : 

T = T * + Ti ... ( 2. Q 1) 

The ease of overcoming short range obstacles is increased by thermal activation and 

hence T* decreases with increasing temperature. This temperature dependence can 

be observed as a reduction in the yield stress as either the temperature or strain 

rate are increased, and is not affected by interstitial impurities in the iron. 

Workhardening is a very effective method of strengthening without adding 

additional impurities, and is particularly useful for rods and wires. Work harden

ing increases the dislocation density of the material, increasing its internal stress 

(equation 2.01) which results in an increase in the yield stress independent of 

temperature. 

The upper yield point, point 'A' in figure 2.02b, is reduced if carbon and ni

trogen are removed by annealing in wet hydrogen, but re-emerges with only very 

small additions of interstial atoms (0.02 wt% C and 0.001 wt% N). Cottrell and 

Bilby explained this affect by considering the reduction in total strain energy due 

to the interaction of the strain fields associated with the interstial atoms and those 

associated with the dislocations. They showed that concentrations, or atmospheres 

of interstitial atoms developed near dislocations; lines of interstitial atoms forming 

at places of maximum dislocation density are referred to as condensed atmosphere. 

The dislocations are locked in position by the carbon atoms as the binding energy 

between the iron and carbon is approximately 0.5 eV. The yield-stress curve at 

elevated temperatures becomes serrated as the interstial atoms are able to diffuse 

more readily, destroying, and creating atmospheres. The very sharp yield point 

cannot be satisfactorily explained by the unpinning of dislocations once they have 

been locked in position, but by the sudden generation of large numbers of disloca

tions causing the specimen to yield (Gillman and Johnson). 
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The increased strength gained by the addition of substitutional elements such 

as vanadium and molybdenum is variable; generally the larger the difference in 

atomic size the greater the increment, but this is usually regarded as a subsidiary 

consequence of adding the element for other reasons. 

The grain size however, is a very important parameter for altering the strength 

of steel. The relation of grain size, d, with yield stress ay is given by the Hall-Petch 

relationship: 

a0 is the temperature dependent friction stress which corresponds to the yield 

stress of a single crystal. The constant ky does not vary with temperature which 

further indicates that the yield point is not entirely due to an unpinning parameter 

such as that initially proposed by Cottrell. 

The stresses in a grain build up as dislocations pile up in the adjacent grain, as 

they reach a critical value a new source is created in the grain. A greater build up 

of dislocations is possible in larger grains, resulting in a higher stress concentration 

and hence easier propagation of the strain through the material. Refining the grain 

size of the steel can therefore have a significant effect on its strength e.g. reducing 

the grain size from 0.25mm to 0.0025mm results in an increase in strength from 

lOOMNm- 2 to SOOMNm-2. 

The dispersion of other phases in the steel such as ferrite has a similar affect on 

the strength, in general the yield stress is inversely proportional to the spacing of 

the additional phases. For example in eutectoid pearlite the flow stress is inversely 

proportional to the square root of the uninterrupted mean free ferrite path. 

In higher carbon steels rapid quenching from austenite can result in the for

mation of an acicular bee distorted tetragonal structure called martensite. The 

resulting lattice distortion forms an effective barrier to dislocation motion forming 

an extremely hard and, without further treatment, very brittle material. The pro

cess of tempering or heating at a subcritical temperature encourages some of the 

carbon in solid solution to be released and form other less brittle carbides which 

disperse themselves through the a-iron matrix. 
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The ability of the steel to form martensite during the quenching process is 

called hardenability. This is increased by restriction of the transformation to ferrite 

and pearlite in steels with large grain sizes and metallic alloying. 

2.2.3 lPlain CMhon Steels. 

The binary iron-carbon system is the basis of most steels and an insight into 

their behaviour can be gained from a study of the iron-carbon equilibrium diagram 

(figure 2.04). For more complex steels the effects of the alloying elements on the 

iron-carbon phases must be considered. There are four important temperatures to 

note on the diagram (A1-A4). The first, A1 is the eutectoid temperature of 723°C. 

A2 is the Curie point at 769°C for pure iron, but this has little structural signifi

cance. The transformation temperature between a-iron and 1-iron, A3, occurs at 

910°C for pure iron but is reduced as the carbon content is increased; while the 

temperature at which the transformation between 1-iron and 8-iron occurs, A4, is 

increased from 1390°C as the carbon content is increased. The higher solubility of 

carbon in the fcc austenite is reflected by its dominance of the equilibrium diagram. 

As a steel with less than the eutectoid composition of 0.87%C is cooled from 

the 1 phase the austenite is transformed into hypo-eutectoid ferrite, enriching 

the remaining austenite that, containing 0.87%C at 723°C will transform into 

the lamellar mixture of ferrite and cementite (iron carbide Fe3C) that is called 

pearlite. A hyper-eutectoid steel containing more than 0.8%C will form cementite 

on cooling, hence reducing the carbon content of the austenite to the eutectoid 

composition so that it too will transform to pearlite on reaching 723°C. A hyper

eutectoid alloy will therefore contain some free cementite as indicated by the large 

( 1+ Fe3C) phase in the diagram. 

The percentage of pearlite in the system can therefore be calculated from the 

percentage carbon content: 

%carbon x 100 
%Pearlite = ... (2.03) 

0.87 

By cooling the steel at different rates the austenite-ferrite transformation can 

be forced to occur at different temperatures. The temperature at which the trans

formation occurs has a significant effect on the morphology of both the ferrite and 
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Figure 2.04 The Iron-Carbon Equilibrium Diagram. (Reproduced from Roney

combe 1981, after Hansen 1958, Constitution of Binary Alloy 2nd 

ed. McGraw Hill) 
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the cementite that form. Dube classified four different morphologies, they apply to 

the formation of both ferrite and cementite, although each phase exhibits different 

crystallographic relations. At high transformation temperatures grain boundary al

lotriomorphs form. The crystals nucleate at austenite grain boundaries with which 

they have a crystallographic relation; the Kurdjumov-Sachs relation for ferrite: 

{111}-n II {110}a 

(110)-n II (111)a 

and the more complex Pitsch relation for cementite: 

(lOO)c II (554), 

(OlO)c II (110), 

(OOl)c II (225), 

The growing crystals usually have a random orientation with the grain into which 

they are growing, with curved boundaries, but as the temperature is reduced facets 

begin to develop. As the mobility of the 1 - a or 1-cementite boundary is re

duced and more coherent interfaces begin to form then growth can occur into the 

Kurdjumov-Sachs or Pitsch grain. This horizontal growth along well defined ma

trix planes originating either from the grain-boundary or existing allotriomorphs 

is called Widmanstatten sideplates or laths and is the second classification. This 

sideways growth is more likely to occur in larger grains, and in steels with carbon 

contents greater than 0.4% the growth of pearlite restricts the ferrite. The third 

morphology consists of intragranular idiomorphs which are equiaxed crystals that 

can nucleate within austenite grains and can exhibit either curved boundaries or 

crystallographic characteristics. Intragranular plates that nucleate entirely within 

the grains form the final morphological classification at transformation tempera

tures of about 725°C. 

The C-shaped time-temperature-transformation (TTT) curve for a eutectoid 

carbon steel is shown in figure 2.05. The transformation is driven by the degree of 

undercooling (Jj,T = A1 - T) and the diffusivity. The transformation is therefore 
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Figure 2.05 Time-Temperature-Transformation (TTT) Diagram for a 0.89% Car

bon Steel. (Reproduced from Honeycombe 1981, after: U.S. Steel 

Co. Atlas of Isothermal Diagrams.) 
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slower at the higher temperatures where the degree of under cooling is low, and 

also at the lower temperatures where the diffusivity has been reduced. 

The transformation from austenite to pearlite is primarily diffusion lead and 

the nucleation sites are determined by the composition of the steel; in a hypo

eutectoid steel ferrite will provide more sites than pearlite and vice versa for a 

hyper-eutectoid alloy. A schematic diagram of the growth of a hemi-spherical 

nodule of pearlite nucleated at an austenite grain boundary is given in figure 

2.06a) and of the formation of pearlite colonies in figure 2.06b ). A simple model 

of pearlite formation which neglects the strain energy and assumes that austenite 

and pearlite have the same specific heats produces the observed result that the 

higher the transformation temperature, the larger the spacing of the lamellae. 

This relation begins to break down at high degrees of under cooling. 

[
Te- Tl .tlH Te pS0 = 21 ... (2.04) 

.tlH: Latent heat of transformation, Te: Eutectoid temperature, p: density, 80 : 

Interlamella spacing and 1: interfacial energy per unit area. The fineness of the 

spacing is eventually limited by the available free energy. As we have seen, the 

strength of the alloy is inversely proportional to the square root of the interlamellar 

spacing and so a low transformation temperature will help produce a high strength 

alloy. 

A pearlite nodule exhibits no relation with the austenite grain into which it is 

growing, but between the layers of ferrite and cementite within the nodule there 

exist two crystallographic relations; 

the Pitsch-Petsch relation:-

(001)Fe3 C II (52l)a 

(010)Fe3 c2.6° from[113]a 

(100)Fe3 c2.6° from[13l]a 

[ 00 1] Fe3 c habit plane 
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Figure 2.06 a) The Nucleation of a Pearlite Nodule on an Austenite Boundary 

(After Honeycombe 1981), b) the Growth of Nodules into Pearlite 

Colonies (After Kottrell {1967). 
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and the Bagaryatski relation:-

(100)Fe3 C II (Oll)a 

(010)Fe3 C II (lii)a 

(001)Fe3 C II (211)a 

[I01]Fe3 chabit plane 

Where the subscripts 'Fe3C' and a denote cementite and ferrite respectively. The 

Pitsch-Petch relation is usually found close to the eutectoid composition in nodules 

growing on clean austenite boundaries. The ferrite within the pearlite exhibits the 

Kurdjumov-Sachs relation and the pearlitic cementite the Pitsch relation with 

the /1 grain. The Bagaryatski relation is more often found in high carbon steels 

on cementite boundaries; here the grain boundary cementite shields the pearlitic 

ferrite from any crystallographic relations, but the pearlitic cementite is continuous 

with that from the grain it is growing. 

2.2.4 Industrial Use of FerriteaPearlite Steels. 

Although carbon is a very effective strengthening agent, it also reduces the 

ductility of the material causing machining problems, and potential cracking during 

welding. For these reasons it is often not desirable to increase the carbon content 

above 0.2 wt% and other methods need to be employed such as alloying and heat 

treatment to improve the properties of the steel further. 

Alloying elements are added to the steel either to assist the manufacturing 

process during which some of the less desirable elements must be removed, or to 

import some particular characteristic to the steel such as corrosion resistance or 

added strength. These fall into two categories, 1 stabilisers or a stabilisers. 

Sulphur forms the brittle FeS compound, if manganese is added to the melt 

then MnS will preferentially form which is more ductile and can be deformed during 

a rolling process improving both the strength and the ductility. Manganese will 

also, in a similar way to carbon and nitrogen, increase the strength of the steel by 

interstitial solid solution. Silicon also acts as a deoxidant, but its additions must 
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be carefully controlled in high carbon steels to reduce the formation of free ferrite 

and graphite. Small amounts of elements such as aluminium, vanadium, titanium 

and niobium may be added as grain refiners, they form stable compounds with 

nitrogen in the case of aluminium or carbon which pin the grain boundaries and 

hence restrict grain growth. Phosphorus forms FeP which is another very brittle 

compound, and levels of phosphorus must be kept below 0.05%. 

The steel can also be subjected to various forms of heat treatment to obtain 

particular microstructures:-

Normalising involves the heating of the steel to about 100°C above the ap

propriate transformation temperature for that carbon content and air cooling to 

refine the austenite and ferrite grains. 

The process of austenising at a high temperature followed by slow air cooling 

is referred to as annealing. The resulting transformation to pearlite at such high 

temperatures results in the formation of coarse grains which improve the steel's 

machinability. Coarse ferrite and pearlite can be formed by isothermal annealing 

where the steel is cooled to a subcritical temperature and isothermal transforma

tion allowed to occur. If the steel is held below the transformation temperature 

then, the pearlite, in an effort to reduce the surface energy of the interfaces, begins 

to spheroidise : this treatment is called spheroidise annealing. 

Steel with carbon contents less than 0.5 wt% is often used with no further treat

ment after hot rolling in structural applications such as buildings, and bridges, and 

the sheet form in fabrications where the surface finish is not important. Where 

greater strength and, or a better surface are required, cold rolling is used, some

times followed by annealing to obtain an even higher quality sheet. In the same 

carbon content range the steel can also be cast and used in a wide range of appli

cations. Steels with carbon contents from 0.2wt% to 0.5wt% are frequently used 

for closed die or drop forgings to manufacture such items as shafts and gears. 

Closely controlling the application of heat and deformation during the rolling 

process is referred to as controlled rolling. This process, which encourages grain 

refinements results in the reliable attainment of the desired mechanical properties. 
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2.2.5 Steel Manufacture. 

The raw material from which most steel is produced in a blast furnace is pig iron 

consisting of iron ore (such as magnetite, haematite, hydroxides such as limonite 

or carbonates such as siderite); limestone which combines with the non-metallic 

residue of the ore to form the bulk of the slag and coke which reduces the iron 

oxides. 

The Basic Oxygen Furnace based on the Linz-Donawitz process is the most 

effective for low-carbon steels. The furnace consists of a lined steel shell in which 

the pig iron is melted, slag collects on the surface and can be poured away by 

tipping the furnace. The lining is usually of CaO MgO or magnesite to provide 

the lime to reduce the phosphorous content. A water-cooled oxygen lance feeds 

oxygen directly into the melt to oxidise the impurities, silicon and manganese first, 

followed by carbon and finally phosphorus forming phosphorous pentoxide. Carbon 

is then added to the required percentage , manganese to combine with the sulphur 

and also, along with silicon to de oxidise the melt. This deoxidation process is the 

process of 'killing' the steel. A semi-killed steel is left with sufficient oxygen to 

allow the gas evolution to offset the shrinkage of the ingot. 

2.2.6 A Specific Example: High Pressure Gas Pipeline. 

Steel used in British Gas high pressure pipe-lines must be able to withstand 

hoop stresses around the circumference of the pipe of up to 70 bar and they must 

therefore have good strength, ductility and weldability. Since 1963 when the first 

pipe-line was manufactured further requirements have been specified and the steel 

been modified accordingly. 

Initially a semi-killed steel was used which was sufficient to satisfy the M.S.Y.S. 

(minimum yield stress required for 0.5% strain) value of 240MNm-2 for a 456mm 

(1811) pipe. 

The increase in the volume of the transmitted gas led to the development of 

larger and more economic pipes, pipes of 1067mm diameter are not unusual with 

M.S.Y.S. values of 414MNm-2. The maximum M.S.Y.S. value attainable from the 

semi-killed steel was 386MNm-2 and so the increased yield stress was obtained 
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by using a fully-killed steel. Here the addition of excess manganese and silicon 

increase the strength by solid solution hardening, while the addition of vanadium 

and niobium strengthen by precipitation hardening through the formation of vana

dium carbonitride and niobium carbide. Aluminium is added for grain refinement. 

The problem of crack propagation resulted in the assessment of the toughness of 

the steel and led to the Drop Weight Tear Test (D.W.T.T.) which required that 

the brittle-ductile transition be below 0°C. This was 10-30°C for the semi-killed 

steel, but was lowered to between -50°C and -10°C for the fully-killed material by 

concentrating on grain refinement as the strengthening process. 

It was found that although this prevented brittle crack propagation the energy 

involved in the propagation could be greater than that absorbed by the steel, 

preventing the crack being arrested. A new criteria, the Charpy upper shelf energy 

(U .S.E. ), was introduced to indicate the steel's ability to absorb crack energy. The 

manganese added in the killing process forms MnS in preference to the brittle FeS 

and this forms long ribbons during the rolling process which become weak planes 

along the length of the pipe. The weakness was reduced by adding rare-earth 

metals to form less deformable rare-earth metal sulphides. Charpy U.S.E. values 

are now in the region of 100-200 J compared to the earlier values of around 30J. 

The weldability of the steel is defined by its carbon equivalent value (C.E.). The 

most significant factor in this equation is the carbon-content, this was subsequently 

reduced, with the result that further methods were then required to boost the 

strength up to the previous values. This was done by control rolling the steel to 

encourage grain refinement and by further addition of niobium. 

All three types of steel: semi-killed, fully-killed and control-rolled are in oper

ation in the British Gas high pressure pipe-line system . 

Most of the pipes are manufactured by a U-ing and 0-ing process from the 

rolled plate to a seam-welded pipe. Once the plate has been sheared to the correct 

size and the edges prepared for welding, the longitudinal edges are crimped to 

the right shape for the final diameter. The main deformation is carried out by 

the U-ing process and the circular shape then finished by a series of presses and 

dyes. The pipe is then seam-welded from both sides, and the weld checked by 

both radiographic and magnetic particle inspection techniques. The final shaping 
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of the pipe is done by high pressure hydraulic expansion during which process 

the weld can also be tested hydrostatically. The additional cold-working during 

this manufacturing process also improves the mechanical properties of the final 

pipeline. 

2.3 Magnetic Properties. 

In addition to the extensive use of iron and steel in industry for its mechanical 

properties, its magnetic properties are also exploited in a variety of applications. 

Pure iron is mechanically very soft and it also has a very high magnetic perme

ability, its magnetic properties can be manipulated by the addition of impurities 

and by altering its microstructure in a similar way to the mechanical ones. Alloys 

of iron that are very soft magnetically such as SiFe are used to manufacture such 

components as transformer cores, whereas iron also forms the base for alloys with 

extremely hard magnetic properties used as permanent magnets. 

As the magnetic properties of steel are so sensitive to its microstructural char

acteristics, any change in the material's properties such as corrosion, cracking or 

straining can be detected by a corresponding change in its magnetic properties. 

These affects are exploited in a number of non-destructive evaluation techniques 

employed on the many structural engineering components that are manufactured 

from steel. There is a variety of such techniques available summarised in the review 

by Jiles (1988a) and for those methods designed to detect stress by Rudd (1982) 

and Theiner et al (1983). 

A summary of the use of Barkhausen noise in non-destructive testing is given 

in Sundstrom et al (1979). Barkhausen noise has been successfully used for the 

detection of residual stress (Tiitto 1988) and this is being extended to the pre

diction of the imminence of fatigue (Tiitto 1989). Jiles (1990) is developing a 

"magnescope" which measures the flux density of components in situ and is inves

tigating how measured properties such as coercivity and remanence change with 

cycled strain also in an attempt to predict fatigue. Buttle et al (1987) have used 

Barkhausen noise and magneto-acoustic emission to study the effects of neutron 

irradiation on a-iron. Langman {1987) has used the anisotropy that develops in 

the steel to detect applied stress and has compared his method with those using 
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the Barkhausen noise. Atherton et al (1982 and 1983) were able to detect stresses 

in buried gas pipelines by using a magnetometer above the ground. 

Magnetic Particle Inspection (MPI) is extensively used for the detection of 

cracks especially in large engineering structures such as oil rigs. Magnetic particles 

either in the form of powder or in a suspension (forming a magnetic ink) are 

attracted by the flux leakage above the crack. The use of magnetic leakage fields 

is discussed by Forster {1983) and an analytical solution for this field by Edwards 

et al (1966). Recently work has been carried out in Durham on the magnetic inks 

used in this technique (McCoy 1988, McCoy et al1989a) and b) and Tanner 1986). 

British Gas uses both magnetic and ultrasonic techniques in its on-line inspec

tion vehicles (or "intelligent PIGs") which are pushed through their high pressure 

gas pipelines by the gas pressure to detect and locate defects (by magnetic flux 

leakage) and cracks (using ultrasonics). Unlike ultrasonic techniques the changes 

in magnetic properties are large and the problems lie in analysing which change 

in the steel has produced the detected magnetic signal. In addition, as there is 

such a variety in the properties of the steels employed it cannot be assumed that 

their magnetic properties will all react in the same way. In order to successfully 

evaluate the data from the magnetic PIG to determine accurately defect size and 

position it was necessary to investigate the magnetic properties of the steels in use. 

Some of this work was carried out in the Physics Department of Durham U ni

versity (Willcock 1985, Morgan et al 1986, Willcock et al 1987). The volume 

fractions and grain sizes of ferrite and pearlite were found to have the greatest 

affect on the coercivity and correlations also found with tensile strength and less 

reliably with Vickers Hardness (Tanner et al 1988). The effect of the grain size 

was determined from observations of domain wall pinning by the cementite lamel

lae in pearlite grains using Lorentz electron microscopy (Hetherington et al 1987). 

Attempts were also made to apply harmonic analysis to the hysteresis loops and 

coercivity was found to vary linearly with the first and third even-order harmonic 

coefficients (Willcock et al 1986). This technique was also used to analyse the 

results of Anderson (1980) on plastically deformed 50D steel in which the mono

tonic decrease of the first harmonic component was found to be proportional to 

the increase in coercivity with plastic strain (Willcock et al 1983). 
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A series of studies on the magnetic properties of carbon steels has also been 

made by D.C. Jiles (1988b) in which a correlation was found between initial per

meability and coercivity independent of carbon morphology; although the effect 

of the carbon morphology on the absolute values of coercivity was very marked. 

Spheroidised pearlite degraded the magnetic properties less than the lamellar 

pearlie and the harder martensitic steels had the hardest magnetic properties; 

further studies on the effects of different heat treatments on AISI 4130 steels were 

also made by Jiles et al 1988. For a particular type of heat treatment the magnetic 

properties were found to vary smoothly with carbon content. 

The effect of plastic deformation on the magnetic properties of steel is impor

tant for two main reasons a) they may be used to detect unwanted plastic strain 

developing in an engineering component, in some cases this requires separating 

the effects of plastic and elastic strain; and b) plastic strain is inherent in many 

engineering components and its effects may mask or confuse measurements made 

to detect other properties. The results of previous studies on the effects of stress 

and strain on the magnetic properties of steel will be discussed in context with the 

analysis of this study in chapter six. 
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Chapter III 

Equipment 

The experimental methods and equipment used for the investigations in this 

thesis are described here, with new computer programs listed in Appendix C. 

The reader is referred to existing detailed descriptions, but any modifications are 

documented here. 

3.1 Mechanical Properties. 

Samples were prepared for optical microscopy using. the Struers "Exotom" 

cutting wheel, the "Metaserve" mounting press and the Struers "Abraplan" and 

"Abramatic" automatic polishing wheels in the Metallography laboratory at the 

British Gas Engineering Research Station in Killingworth. The samples were pol

ished down to 1J.Lm and then the low carbon samples were etched (Petzow 1978) 

with "nital" (1-10 ml dilute nitric acid in 100 ml ethanol) and the higher pearlite 

content samples with "picral" (3 ml picric acid and 2 ml nitric acid in 100 ml 

ethanol). The specimens were then examined under the optical microscope at 

magnifications up to x 2000. Vickers Hardness measurements were also carried out 

in the metallography laboratory with the 10kg mass (HV10). 

The samples were plastically deformed on a 500kN Denison tensile testing 

machine in the School of Engineering and Applied Science at Durham University. 

3.2 Measurement of Bulk Magnetic Properties. 

A Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (V.S.M.) is a very sensitive and versatile 

instrument for magnetic measurements, but the large magnetic susceptibility of 

steel results in the demagnetising factor becoming dominant, making measurement 

of intrinsic permeability impractical. For this reason it was necessary to use other 

methods to determine the full hysteresis curves of the steel and reserve the V.S.M. 

for accurate measurements of coercivity, unaffected by the demagnetising factor as 

the magnetisation is zero at this point. 
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Both the toroid and permeameter methods are based on the magnetisation and 

fluxmeter technique, described in British Standard BS 6404 (1986), which rely on 

Faraday's law stating that the e.m.f. induced in a coil is proportional to the rate of 

change of flux passing through it. Where sufficient samples were available to allow 

the extraction of toroids this method was used to ensure complete flux closure. 

This was not feasible at every deformation stage in the second set of experiments 

and here a yoke permeameter was used. 

3.2.1 Toroids 

This method involves the magnetisation of a toroidal specimen by passing a 

current through a primary coil wound around the ring and the detection of the 

flux induced in secondary windings by an integrating fluxmeter (Cullity 1972). 

The experimental apparatus is outlined in figure 3.01a). In order to provide a 

smooth primary magnetising current the Farnell power supply is set to less than 

one volt and amplified by the Amcron low noise power amplifier. The current 

through the coils is slowly varied by adjusting the output of the Amcron, and 

reversed at zero current using the reversing switch. Demagnetisation is achieved 

by driving the sample around decreasing hysteresis loops, the maximum current in 

each loop checked by the digital ammeter. A Hirst integrating fluxmeter, calibrated 

to N.P.L. standards is used to detect the flux induced in the secondary coils wound 

on the toroid. The voltage across the shunt resistor is supplied to the x-axis of 

the chart recorder and the output of the fluxmeter to the y-axis tracing out the 

hysteresis loop. 

All the samples were mechanically extracted with extreme care by the Student 

Workshop at Durham University. An excess of coolant was applied during ma

chining to prevent work hardening altering the magnetic properties of the steel. 

This method has been investigated in detail by Willcock (1985) and found to be 

acceptable. The details of the sample dimensions and windings can be seen in 

figure 3.01b). The rings were first wrappped in insulating tape to protect the insu

lation on the wire and a small wire attached to the metal so that any breakdown 

in this insulation could be detected. Nominally 100 turns were wound on each 

toroid for both the primary and secondary windings with s.w.g. 22 and s.w.g. 40 

insulated copper wire respectively. BS6404 recommends that the cross-sectional 
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area of the samples be between 100mm2and 500mm2to reduce machining effects. 

The restrictions of the original sample dimensions rendered this impossible, but 

the recommended ratio of diameters was maintained. 

D ~ l.ld ... (3.01) 

Where D is the outside diameter of the toroid, and d the inside diameter. 

A comparison was made by Brown (1985) at the Welding Institute on two 

toroids cut from the same material, the first of similar dimensions to those used 

here, and the second within the recommended guidelines. It was found that the 

results for the two toroids differed by less than 4%, the smaller ring showing a 

higher magnetisation. 

Equation (3.02) was used to calculate the magnetising field yielding a maxi

mum field strength of 7kAm- 1for a primary current of approximately 3 amps, and 

equation (3.03) to calculate the flux density in the ring. 

Applied field: H = ~~ ... (3.02) 

Flux density: B = N:A ... (3.03) 

Where Np and N8 are the number of primary and secondary turns respectively, L 

the mean toroid diameter, ¢ the induced flux, I the magnetising current, and A 

the cross-sectional area of the toroid. 

3.2.2 The Yoke Permeameter 

In the permeameter the flux path through the bar sample is completed by 

clamping a yoke onto it as illustrated in figure 3.02 b). The magnetising field is 

supplied by a coil that surrounds the sample and the flux induced in a search coil 

wrapped tightly around the sample measured by an integrating fluxmeter. The 

computer controlled compensated yoke permeameter at British Gas's Engineering 

Research Center, developed by M. Warnes according to BS5884 (1980), and cali

brated with respect to National Physical Laboratory standards, was used to record 

the hysteresis curves of bar samples and is illustrated in figure 3.02. 
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The magnetising field is provided by both the main and auxiliary coils in order 

to achieve flux uniformity in the sample, and the magnetic circuit completed by a 

yoke. The current in the coils is controlled by the system's M.I.N.C. minicomputer 

whose ADC boards supply +/- lOV (for +/-2000 counts) to the bipolar Kepco 

amplifier. This is sufficient to produce an applied field in the sample of 100Am-1to 

40kAm -l. The field is measured by a Hall probe placed alongside the sample read 

by a computer controlled LDJ Gaussmeter. The output from a 50 turn search coil, 

wound onto the sample, is fed into an integrator and read by one of the M.I.N.C. 

ADC boards. 

The sample is first demagnetised by driving it around decreasing hysteresis 

loops before an initial magnetisation curve is measured. This initial curve is mea

sured by recording the maximum magnetisation occurring for a series of increasing 

minor loops. For every point three readings are taken at +Bs, -B8 and then again 

at + Bs, the values compared, and repeated if not within predetermined tolerance 

limits. This helps to eliminate the inherent problems of integrator offset and drift, 

although does assume that the hysteresis curve is symmetrical. The programme 

pauses for 5 seconds before every reading to reduce the effects of eddy currents. 

After the first two points the computer attempts to predict the flux change in the 

sample in an attempt to achieve a set of readings equally spaced in B. 

A full hysteresis curve can also be determined, this is completed by repeated 

cycling at the required maximum applied field with readings being taken at a differ

ent point on each cycle and with the same protocol as for the initial magnetisation 

curve. 

An analysis program was written for the permeameter data once it was trans

ferred to a P.C. (Appendix C). The program extracts values of initial permeability, 

maximum relative permeability and the field at which this occurs from the initial 

magnetisation curve and maximum differential permeability, coercivity and rema

nence from the full hysteresis curve. In addition the program allows plotting of 

both permeabilities as a function of applied field and testing of the Kneppo relation 

by plotting ln( flux density) against inverse applied field. 
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3.2.3 The Vibrating Sample Magnetometer. 

The principle of the operation of a vibrating sample magnetometer (V.S.M.), 

as originally described by Foner (1956), is that if a sample is vibrated perpendicular 

to a magnetising field then an a.c. voltage will be induced in detection coils placed 

adjacent to the sample. This a.c. voltage will be proportional to both the frequency 

and amplitude of the vibration and the sample's magnetic moment. Hence if the 

amplitude and frequency of the vibration are kept constant then the signal will 

be proportional to the magnetic moment of the sample. Once the system has 

been calibrated with a known magnetic moment (such as a constant current coil 

or a sphere of high purity nickel), then the magnetisation of the sample can be 

measured as a function of the applied field. For a review of developments since 

Foner see Willcock ( 1985). 

Both Durham's two 1.2T electromagnet double crank V.S.M. 's were built on 

the design of Hoon (1988 and 1983) and are described in detail there and in Will

cock (1985), the differences incorporated during the construction of the second 

instrument being described by J.M.McCoy (1988). As a result only the outline of 

the systems will be described here, for a diagram of the instrument see figure 3.03. 

The first machine constructed by Hoon and Willcock will be referred to as "A" and 

the second one due to McCoy as "B" throughout. Both instruments were used for 

room temperature measurements of coercivity and only 'A' for low temperature 

work. 

The double crank design of the sample vibration transducer provides a signif

icant improvement on previous systems in amplitude and frequency stability, low 

vibrational noise and high inertial loading. A sine wave generator operating at 

approximately 60Hz, amplified by a transformer and Quad 50E amplifier to 240 V 

a.c., provides the power to the motor which drives the crank at half the supply fre

quency. A small permanent magnet is attached to an extension of the motor shaft 

and situated inside a small coil such that the signal induced in the coil will have 

the same frequency as the detection coil signal and can be used as the reference 

signal for the phase sensitive detector. 

Both instruments use the Mallinson (1966) detection coil system which consists 

of two coils placed vertically above one another on each pole piece. A discussion of 
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other potentially suitable coil designs and the reasons for this choice are given by 

Willcock (1985). The detection coils are wound on tufnol formers mounted onto 

brass cheek plates and screened by copper covers fastened to the cheek plates. The 

coils for "B" are wound with 16000 turns compared to 4600 on "A", increasing the 

inductance of each coil by a factor of 15. The opposing signals from each set of 

coils are subtracted and fed into the lock-in amplifier. 

The position of the sample between the polepieces can be altered in the x and 

y direction using the worm screws incorporated in the head supporting mechanism, 

and the whole head assembly raised or lowered in the z direction by altering the 

amount of air in the pneumatic support collar used to isolate the vibrations of 

the head from the detection system. It is important that the sample be mounted 

centrally as a 1% change in sensitivity can be detected for a displacement from 

the centre of as little as 1.5mm (McCoy 1988). This is facilitated for "A" where 

a P.T.F.E. bush automatically centralises the sample rod inside the cryostat. The 

variation in output as a function of position is shown in figure 3.04. 

The power supply for the magnet in both cases is provided by a Newport In

struments C225 350V 30A control unit and generator with additional modifications 

designed by Willcock to provide a bipolar output and consequent current reversal. 

The current is controlled by a stepper-motor-controlled potentiometer and the 

applied field measured with a Hall effect probe placed adjacent to one of the pole 

pieces. The maximum working field used was 1. 2 Tesla and this has been found to 

vary less than 0.38% (McCoy 1988) within a 10mm radius sphere of the sample. 

Both systems are computer controlled, "A" by a Commodore PET via a Bede 

Scientific Instruments Minicam and the IEEE488 standard, and "B" by an Acorn 

BBC model B Microcomputer and 6502 second processor via both the IEEE488 

standard and the BBC's RS432 interface. Both control and analysis programs, 

written in PET and BBC Basic for "A" and "B" respectively, are such that mod

ification for individual requirements is straightforward. The recent introduction 

of an IBM compatible P.C. has led to new analysis and control programs being 

written. 

Both programs allow the operator to carry out the necessary setting up of 

the lock-in amplifier, gaussmeter and sample positioning, and to specify field re-
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quirements and the number and density of points required before taking complete 

control. Ten readings are taken at each point, a standard deviation calculated, 

repeating the reading if the deviation is too high. The measurement of coercivity 

is carried out within the remanent field of the magnet (~150 Gauss), with ap

proximately 100 readings taken in this linear region for both positive and negative 

applied field. A least squares fit is then applied to the data with the x intercept 

yielding the coercive force. As the magnetisation at the coercive point is zero no 

calibration of the system or demagnetising corrections are necessary and hence the 

system can be used even for soft magnetic materials such as steel. 

For weaker samples the magnetic moment of the sample rod and holder must 

be corrected for and a least-squares fit of the residual noise is subtracted from the 

raw sample data. A demagnetising factor (Brailsford 1966) for the sample must 

also be calculated and used in conjunction with the nickel calibration to determine 

the true magnetisation of the sample. 

"A" is fitted with an Oxford instruments CF1200 helium gas flow cryostat, 

modified to fit between the pole pieces of the electromagnet. This enables mea

surements to be made in the temperature range 4.2K to SOOK. The temperature 

is measured with a gold-0.07 iron-chromel thermocouple attached to the heater 

block at the base of the sample space and controlled by an Oxford Instruments 

3120 temperature controller. The helium exchange gas in the sample space is iso

lated from the atmosphere by flexible coupling between the sample space and the 

vibrating head Willcock (1985). A useful text for low temperature work was found 

in Richardson and Smith (1988). 

3.3 Ba.A"khausen Noise Detection. 

The Barkhausen noise detection system used was essentially that developed by 

A.J.Birkett (1988) but with the Commodore PET computer replaced by a P.C. for 

the second set of experiments accompanied by new control and analysis programs 

(Appendix C). 

The system (after Rulka 1975) consists of a magnetising coil which surrounds 

the sample and a small pick-up coil placed, with its axis perpendicular to the 

magnetising direction, close to the sample. The small voltages induced in this coil 
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as the sample is magnetised are amplified and recorded by a transient recorder. 

An outline of the system and the details of the coil system are shown in figures 

3.05 and 3.06 respectively. 

The magnetising coil is wound in two sections on tufnol formers, each nominally 

of 900 turns of 0.8mm diameter wire. The method of Zijlstra (1967) is used to 

calculate the magnetising field generated by the coils along the axis for a current 

density of 1 Amp: 

Where P2 = ap1, the length of the coil runs from z0 = 0 to f3 Pl and T is the current 

density. As the magnetising field is proportional to the current density, the field 

can be calculated at any point in the magnetisation cycle. 

A Mullard 4B1 ferrite core, diameter 1.5mm, length 12mm wound with 804 

turns of O.lmm wire is used as the pick-up coil. This is supported in the centre 

of the magnetising coil by a tufnol holder which also supports the bar sample. 

The Barkhausen signal of between O.Olm V and lOrn V induced in the coil is am

plified 1000 times by a low noise amplifier designed by C.D.H. Williams and then 

input to a Thorn EMI Waveform Analyser SE2550. The whole coil assembly is 

enviromentally shielded in a steel box constructed from 1/4 inch thick steel. 

A triangular waveform of frequency O.lHz is used to provide a uniform mag

netisation rate. The transient recorder is triggered at the peak of the waveform 

and the delay set on the transient recorder to determine the section of the cycle 

to be analysed, figure 3.05. The region around the coercive force, found to be the 

area of most activity can then be divided up into a convenient number of sections 

for recording. The data is then transferred to the NUMAC Amdahl mainframe 

computer where the data can be analysed and where desired the power spectra 

calculated. 

3.4 Lorentz Electron Microscopy. 

All the electron microscopy was conducted on the A.E.l. EM7 lMV High Volt

age Electron Microscope in the Department of Materials Science at the University 
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of Oxford. The main features of the microscope are outlined in figure 3.07. The 

condenser lenses focus the electron beam onto the specimen inside the Faraday 

cage which aligns the beam. The objective lens forms the specimen image which 

is magnified by the projector lenses Pl, P2, and P3 onto a tilted flourescent screen 

which can be rotated vertical to allow the image to be projected onto the camera 

for the taking of photographs. Dynamic images such as the movement of domain 

walls whilst operating the magnetising coils can be viewed instead on a television 

screen and recorded onto a Sony U-matic video recorder using the sound-track to 

record the applied field. 

A specially designed magnetising stage for Lorentz microscopy (R.A. Taylor 

1980) was fitted to the microscope for all this work making both Fresnel and 

Foucault imaging possible. The stage is situated in the top entry port where 

the axial field is only 10 Oe and where sufficient space is available to site the 

magnetising coils. A diagram of the magnetising stage showing the position of the 

specimen is shown in figure 3.08a). The field profile along the microscope axis of 

the coil windings is shown in figure 3.08b ), the field variation across the specimen 

has been calculated to be within 10% Taylor (1980). With the specimen situated in 

its usual position in the plane of the bottom set of coils a maximum magnification 

of 40K is available and a 4J.Lm shift of the image is suffered for a 1000e change of 

field. The coils provide a maximum field variation of 12 kAm- 1and the field vector 

can be rotated through 360°to within 5°. 

With the sample raised above the objective lens, the available magnification 

is severely reduced, calibration was done on a 2.3mm grid with 2160 lines mm- 1. 

The monographs of Edington (1974 and 1975) and (Chescoe et al1984) were found 

to be of good practical use in operating the microscope. 

3.4.1 Sample Preparation 

The 2.3mm diameter, 1mm thick discs were initially mechanically polished 

to approximately 100J.Lm,in the case of the pipe steel by hand, and for the pure 

steel samples on the Struers polishing wheels at British Gas. Electropolishing to 

remove the surface strains was done in 5% perchloric acid in acetic acid ( Goodhew 

1984, Hetherington 1985) in a Struers Tenupol electropolishing unit at Oxford. 
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This method produces a dish shaped sample with the area around the central hole 

sufficiently thin for study under the EM7 High Voltage Electron Microscope. 
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Chapter IV 

Initial Experiments on Pipe Steel. 

4.1 Introduction and Sample Details. 

A section of typical British Gas pipeline manufactured from 2401 semi-killed 

steel (pearlite content 17%) was used for the initial experiments; a summary of 

its chemical composition , mechanical and magnetic properties as determined by 

Willcock (1985) is given in Appendix A. Ten bar samples with central dimensions 

of 50 x 22 x 6 mm were extracted from this section as indicated in figure 4.01. 

The microstructure of the steel was studied under an optical microscope and 

micrographs of the undeformed material are displayed in figures 4.02a) and b) 

and of a 20% deformed sample in figures 4.02c) and d). The rolling and also 

deformation direction is horizontal and the elongation of the grains in this direction 

can be seen in all the micrographs. The individual grains of pearlite and ferrite 

are clearly defined with the finely spaced pearlite lamellae (""" 0. 7 J..Lm) visible in the 

x 1000 micrographs. The microstructure is not noticeably affected by the plastic 

deformation at these magnifications. 

Using a 500kN Denison tensile testing machine nine of these bars were plas

tically deformed to residual strains ranging from 2.4 to 20.4%. Two example 

stress-strain curves are shown in figure 4.03 and figure 4.04 plots the gradient of 

the stress-strain curve as the load is removed against the residual strain achieved 

indicating the degree of work-hardening of the sample. The Barkhausen noise from 

all these bars was recorded before samples were extracted from them (figure 4.01) 

for use in the experiments described below. The samples were toroids of diameter 

20 mm and discs of dimension 2.3 x 1 mm (type A parallel, and type B perpendic

ular to the rolling and hence deformation direction). All the experimental methods 

used to determine the results presented here have been described in the previous 

chapter. 
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4.2 Bulk Magnetic Properties (Room Temperature). 

To determine the bulk magnetic properties of the pipesteel and investigate 

their variation with plastic deformation initial magnetisation and hysteresis curves 

were recorded for all the samples. These were determined manually from the 

toroids using the standard magnetisation and fluxmeter technique demagnetising 

the samples first and then saturating in an applied field of 14kAm-1. A summary 

of the factors by which the various properties changed with plastic deformation is 

given in table 4.01 and a detailed record of the results in Appendix B. From the 

curves traced on the x-y plotter values of maximum relative permeability J-lrnax 

on the initial curve, maximum differential permeability JJ.'max (measured at the 

coercive point), remanence Brand coercivity He were obtained. Figure 4.05 shows 

example curves for an undeformed and a 20% deformed sample. The reduction over 

the 20% deformation range of IJ.rnax and the increase in the field at which IJ.rnax 

occurs Hm are plotted in figure 4.06 and the increase in J-L'max with the decrease in 

Br in in figure 4.07. 

More accurate coercivity measurements were made using the vibrating sample 

magnetometers; the coercivities both parallel and perpendicular to the direction 

of strain (also the rolling direction) were measured, saturating the samples in 1.2T 

and the results plotted in figure 4.08. The coercivities parallel to the direction 

of strain correlated with those from the toroid measurements and increased with 

plastic strain, while the coercivity perpendicular to the strain remained, within 

experimental error, constant. At 0% strain the coercivity is higher perpendicular 

to the rolling direction corresponding to the direction in which the rolled steel is 

deformed during the process of pipe manufacture. 

Stee %Carbon Maximum %Deformation IJ.max Hm He I /1 Br I 
J-lrnaz 

2401 0.15 20.4 .IJ.2.6 114.2 111.8 .IJ.1.5 .IJ.3.1 

Table 4.01 FACTORS by which the magnetic properties 2401 pipe steel changed 

over the maximum range of plastic deformation. 
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4.3 Coercivity as a Function of Temperature. 

In order to investigate whether the contribution to the coercivity due to the 

plastic deformation was temperature dependent, the variation of coercivity with 

temperature in the range 4.2K to 300K was measured using the vibrating sample 

magnetometer for three samples with different strain values of: 0%, 7.8% and 20%. 

The decrease in coercivity with increasing temperature was found to be constant 

for all three deformation values, figure 4.09. 

4.4 Minor Loops 

The rate of change of remanence and coercivity as the maximum applied field is 

increased or decreased gives an indication of the energy distribution of the pinning 

sites. To determine how this energy distribution changes as the steel is plasti

cally deformed a series of D.C. Demagnetising (D.C.D.M.) curves and Irreversible 

Magnetising (I.R.M.) curves were taken for an undeformed and a 20% strained 

sample using the manual toroid apparatus. The D.C.D.M. curve was taken by 

saturating in a negative field of about 10kAm-1 , removing the applied field to 

reach the remanent point and then repeating the process for decreasing fields. The 

I.R.M. curve follows the same procedure but starting with a very low applied field 

applied to the demagnetised state. As it was found that the same results were 

obtained in both the first and the third quadrants the curves were subsequently 

taken for series of full minor loops the I.R.M. curve following on immediately after 

the D.C.D.M .. The low field portions of these curves are shown for the two sam

ples in figures 4.10a) and 4.10b). Values of Br were then measured and plotted 

against applied field in figures 4.11 to 4.14, the results for the I.R.M. and D.C.D.M. 

curves were found to be identical for each sample. A similar method is often used 

with fine particle systems Dr. K. O'Grady (private communication), plotting two 

remanence curves against each other to determine the time dependence of the sys

tem. The differentials of these curves were then calculated and plotted using the 

mathematical package Matlab, figures 4.15 to 4.18. 
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4.5 Barkhausen Noise. 

The Barkhausen noise of all the samples was recorded to further the inves

tigations of A.J. Birkett (1985) into using the power spectra of the Barkhausen 

noise to characterise the magnetic properties of steel samples to include the effects 

of plastic deformation. The existing PET controlled Barkhausen noise detection 

system was used, dividing the 5 second half-loop into four sections and sampling at 

31J.Ls intervals. The calculation of the power spectra was carried out by Dr. Birkett 

after the data had been transferred to the NUMAC mainframe computer. The zero 

frequency intercept of the power spectrum decreased with plastic deformation as 

shown in figure 4.19. 

4.6 Electron Microscopy. 

A range of samples were studied usmg High Voltage Lorentz Electron Mi

croscopy to observe the way in which the plastic deformation directly affects the 

domain configuration and subsequent domain wall movement under an applied 

field. The studies were undertaken using the EM7 High Voltage Electron Micro

scope at Oxford University using the Lorentz stage and for half the time with 

the magnetising coils in situ. Both the Fresnel and Foucault methods of domain 

wall imaging were used when no field was applied, but the delicate adjustment of 

the objective aperture necessary for Foucault imaging was found to be impractical 

when simultaneously applying a field as this in turn moves the image relative to 

the aperture. With no applied magnetic field the domain configuration was studied 

in all the samples in both ferrite and pearlite grains. With the magnetising coils 

in situ a magnetic field could be applied in a specific direction so as to encourage 

a particular domain in view to grow or contract and hence observe the change in 

domain configuration and movement of the domain wall through a minor hysteresis 

loop. 

Domain configurations in the ferrite grains of the undeformed samples were 

usually uncomplicated and where a complex domain pattern was observed it often 

disappeared on the application of such low fields as 0.2kAm-1 . Where the grains 

were relatively dislocation free the domain walls were straight but were influenced 

by the presence of ferrite-ferrite grain boundaries. Walls perpendicular to such 
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boundaries were little affected, but when parallel were quite strongly pinned some

times diverting a wall so that the nearest section could lie parallel to the boundary. 

The domain configuration and movement was dominated by the presence of the 

pearlite. The walls in the ferrite often formed closure domains onto large pearlite 

grains as shown in the Fresnel micrographs of figure 4.20 a) and b) and the walls 

themselves were often seen to splay at their actual point of contact with the grain. 

On the application of a field parallel to the main walls the configuration moved 

fairly easily along the grain. Domain walls were observed inside the pearlite grains 

running both parallel and perpendicular to the lamellae. Parallel walls can be seen 

in figure 4.20, such walls proved almost impossible to move with the maximum field 

available of 12kAm-1. Walls running perpendicular to the lamellae were both eas

ier to see and to move under an applied field. The interior of a pearlite grain is 

shown in figure 4.21 where the individual cementite lamellae and dislocations in 

the ferrite are visible in the infocus micrograph . A number of perpendicular walls 

are visible in the accompanying fresnel pictures. The walls are affected by the 

presence of each lamellae giving it a disjointed undulating appearance and forming 

small closure domains onto some of the cementite lamellae as the wall is broken 

up along its length. Under an applied field some movement was observed with the 

wall retaining its overall orientation with the lamellae but not always remaining 

intact as the pinning effect varied across the grain. Small inclusions encountered 

in the direction of travel of a wall had a direct pinning affect restricting further 

movement until sufficient field was applied to overcome the pinning site. 

Large areas of dense dislocation tangles were observed in all the deformed 

material. Walls running through these areas were no longer straight, but even with 

no applied field were curved or distorted. The sequences in figures 4.22 and 4.23 

show regions of dislocated ferrite also including a ferrite-ferrite grain boundary. In 

both examples the affect of the overall configuration due to the grain boundary is 

evident by the closure domains that have formed and the bending of a wall so that 

it runs alongside the boundary. On a smaller scale the walls are affected by the 

presence of the dislocation tangles, some splaying is clearly visible in figure 4.22b) 

in the white wall pinned to the boundary, and none of the walls are straight along 

their length. A field was applied to the region illustrated in figure 4.22 before the 

photographs were taken in which the wall pinned to the boundary was initially 
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parallel to it before jumping across where it remained pinned for the rest of the 

magnetising sequence. 

The way in which the domain walls moved was strongly affected by the presence 

of the dislocations. Smooth movement was no longer observed and was replaced 

by a series of domain wall bowing followed by release from the pinning sites. This 

situation is demonstrated in figure 4.24. The infocus micrograph shows the dislo

cation tangles and the ferrite grain boundary. In this case the walls are not affected 

by the boundary but are severely restricted by the high density of dislocation tan

gles. Figure 4.24b) is a fresnel micrograph taken in an applied field of 8.3kAm- 1 

in which strong bowing of the domain wall between pinning sites is observed before 

their release. This sequence has also been recorded on video. 

It was rare to observe any domain movement at all at low fields in contrast to 

the undeformed sample where rapid domain rearrangement was often observed in 

this low field region. Less domain wall movement was observed within the pearlite 

grains than in the undeformed samples, and that that was appeared even more 

disjointed and difficult. 

It was not possible to obtain good diffraction patterns in the limited microscope 

time available, but where movement in the region of a ferrite-ferrite grain boundary 

was being observed the diffraction pattern on either side of the boundary was 

observed to confirm that they were two distinct grains with different orientations. 
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Figure 4.20 Fresnel electron micrographs of undeformed 2401 pipe steel a) 

overfocus, b) underfocus. 



c) 

Figure 4.21 Fresnel electron micrographs of undeformed 2401 pipe steel a) 

infocus, b) under focus, c) overfocus. 



Figure 4.22 Fresnel electron micrographs of 20% deformed 2401 pipe steel : a) 

infocus b) underfocus, c) overfocus. 



Figure 4.23 Fresnel electron micrographs of 20% deformed 2401 pipe steel : a) 

infocus b) underfocus, c) overfocus. 



H=8.3kAm-1 '\. 

Figure 4.24 Fresnel electron micrographs of 7.8% deformed 2401 pipe steel : a) 

infocus, b) underfocus. 



Chapter V 

Experiment§ on Specially Prepared Steel. 

5.Jl. Introduction. 

As the iron-carbon system is very sensitive to added impurities, heat treat

ments and strain, it is difficult to separate these effects in the pipe-steel from the 

additional plastic strain subsequently induced. In order to investigate the indepen

dent effects of carbon content and heat treatment and their different responses to 

additional plastic deformation four batches of steel with nominal pearlite contents: 

20%, 50%, 70%, 100% were obtained with additional heat treatment applied to 

some of the 20% pearlite bars. A similar series of experiments to those conducted 

on the pipe steel were carried out and the results of these experiments are recorded 

in this chapter. 

5.2 Sample Detail§. 

The four lOkg batches were manufactured at the Sheffield Metals Advisory 

Centre, under the supervision of Mr. A. Harvey, by the following process. The 

iron and excess carbon were heated under vacuum in an induction furnace with 

a small amount of argon added to reduce spitting; the excess carbon was then 

boiled off and the crucible left to cool in an argon atmosphere. Before any further 

treatment one gramme of the material was drilled from the billets and chemically 

analysed in a LECO Analyser in which the sample is heated in an induction furnace 

and the C02 and S02 emitted collected. The billet was then machined to a more 

uniform cylinder 730mm (2 7/8 inches) diameter lllmm ( 4 3/8 inches) long before 

extrusion at a temperature of 1175°C to a bar approximately 3.35m long with a 

cross-section of 20mm x 10mm and air cooled. Seven or eight bars of length 

440mm were then machined from the extruded metal to produce the bar samples 

as detailed in figure and table 5.1. The surface of the samples was prepared on 

a surface grinder operating at low speeds and making very shallow cuts in the 

presence of copious amounts of coolant. 
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Steel batch %Carbon %Pearlite %Sulphur 

7091 0.17 19.5 0.003 

7092 0.44 50.6 0.003 

7093 0.67 77.0 0.003 

7094 0.87 100 0.003 

Table 5.01 Chemical Compositions of the Specially Prepared Samples. 

5.3 Steel Properties prior to heat treatment. 

The microstructure of each batch of steel was studied under an optical mi

croscope at magnifications of x 100 and x 1000 and the micrographs are displayed 

in figures 5.02 and 5.03. At these magnifications non of the microstructures were 

affected by the subsequent plastic deformation. The relatively slow air cooling 

experienced by all the samples has resulted in quite a high transformation temper

ature and hence the pearlite is well dispersed and some coherent interfaces have 

formed. 

In the 7091 x 100 micrograph the outline of the previous austenite grains is 

clearly visible due to the lath-like growth of both the ferrite and pearlite inwards 

from the grain boundaries. This structure is similar to that found in the heat

affected zone of welded samples which also experiences slow cooling. At the higher 

magnification the dark regions are confirmed to be lamellar pearlite accompanied 

by some smaller pearlite grains. Although it is not practical to define a grain size 

for such a microstructure the domain walls will be affected by the pearlite-ferrite 

boundaries and the size of these "grains" rather than the larger scale austenite 

boundaries. 

The 7092 micrographs show a similar microstructure to 7091 with the outline 

of the austenite grains still visible. The microstructure is cellular with the proeu

tectoid ferrite enclosing the pearlite colonies. The pearlite within the colonies is 

denser than in 7091 and little of the interior structure can can be determined un

til the higher magnification picture is studied. There is quite a wide variation of 

lamellae spacing and orientation within the nodules and some of the cementite 
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appears to be divorced. 

The microstructures of 7093 and 7094 in figure 5.03 are very similar the only 

difference being the higher carbon content in the latter. Both samples appear to 

be almost entirely pearlite although some free ferrite is visible in both materials. 

The growth of the pearlite inwards from the austenite grain boundaries results in 

the "star-like" appearance of the microstructure on the x 100 scale. The x 1000 

micrographs reveal the lamellar nature of the pearlite within which there is again 

a wide variation of lamellar spacing, colony size and divorced pearlite. 

From each 440mm bar a 70mm section was initially removed so that a toroid 

and some 2.3mm discs could be extracted for further analysis of the undeformed 

properties. The 500kN Denison tensile testing machine in the School of Engineering 

and Applied Science at Durham University was used to plastically deform the 

samples up to plastic strains of 11%, example stress-strain curves are presented 

in figure 5.04. After deformation the Barkhausen noise from the samples was 

recorded, their Vickers Hardness (HV10) measured and their magnetic properties 

determined using the British Gas permeameter. If subsequent deformation was not 

required then a toroid and discs were extracted from the bar for further analysis 

and where applicable thinning in preparation for Lorentz Electron Microscopy. 

The restriction of the number of low carbon steel samples available necessitated 

redeforming the 7091 samples after each stage. 

5.3.1 Bulk Magnetic Properties. 

The yoke permeameter at British Gas was used to measure both the initial 

magnetisation and hysteresis curves of all the samples and hence determine the 

affect on the magnetic properties of the steel with increasing residual strain. A 

summary of these results follows in table 5.2 with the full details in Appendix B. 

The bars were first measured in their initial, undeformed state from which the 

variation of the properties with carbon content could be studied. The expected 

increase in hardness is plotted in figure 5.05. The initial magnetisation curves for 

each of the four batches are plotted together in figure 5.06 illustrating the increas

ing magnetic "hardness" as the carbon content is increased. This trend is revealed 

by the decrease in maximum relative permeability /-Lmaz and increase in the field 
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at which this maximum value occurs Hm both plotted in figure 5.07. The initial 

permeability J.l.i also decreases (figure 5.08). Hysteresis curves determined for 7091 

and 7094 are reproduced in figures 5.09 to illustrate the change in loop shape be

tween minimum and maximum carbon concentration. From the hysteresis loops 

the decrease of maximum differential permeability JJ.'max (figure 5.10), decrease of 

remanence and linear increase of coercivity (both figure 5.11) were measured. The 

toroids were wound and measured as for the pipe-steel as part of a third year under

graduate project by F.Coultard and G.Watson. These results, although suffering 

from larger errors, correlated with the permeameter measurements especially in 

the linear increase in coercivity with carbon content. 

Batch %Carbon Max %Strain J.l.i J.l.max Hm He Br I 
J.l.max 

7091=:::} 7094 0 .Jj.5.2 .Jj.4.3 113.2 112.7 .Jj.l.6 .Jj.3.6 

7091 0.17 9.8 .Jj.4.1 .Jj.3.2 114.2 111.9 .Jj.3.3 .Jj.4.0 

7092 0.44 6.0 .Jj.l.7 .Jj.2.2 112.6 111.7 .Jj.l.8 .Jj.2.7 

7093 0.67 7.1 .Jj.4.6 .Jj.l.6 111.8 111.5 .Jj.l.3 .Jj.1.8 

7094 0.87 10.2 .Jj.1.4 .Jj.1.7 111.8 111.5 .Jj.l.3 .JJ.1.6 

Table 5.02 FACTORS by Which the Magnetic Properties of the Various Car

bon Content Steels Changed Over the Maximum Range of Plastic 

Deformation. 

The hardness of each batch of steel also increased during the initial stages of 

deformation and is shown in figure 5.12. The initial magnetisation curves for the 

series of plastic deformations for a low and high carbon content sample are plotted 

in graphs 5.13 and 5.14 and indicate the increased resistance to magnetisation as 

the degree of residual strain is increased. Decreases in J.l.max for each batch, in

creases in Hm and the decrease of J.l.i with plastic deformation are plotted in figures 

5.15 to 5.17. Example hysteresis loops for the maximum deformation attained for 

each carbon content are displayed in figures 5.18 a) to d) to illustrate the alteration 

in the loop shape. This distortion is more pronounced in the lower carbon content 

steels. The increase in He and decrease in JJ.'max and Br for each carbon content 

with increasing plastic strain are plotted in figures 5.19 to 5.21. 
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5.3.2 Barkhausen Noise 

Studies of the nature of the Barkhausen noise of a steel can give an indication 

of the type of processes occurring as the sample is magnetised. To obtain this 

additional information the Barkhausen noise for samples of each carbon content 

was recorded before and after plastic deformation. The automated Barkhausen 

apparatus was used for these studies with three recordings made on each sample 

at magnetising currents of LOA, 2.5A and 3.5A corresponding to applied fields of 

4.7kAm- 1, 11.75kAm-1 and 16.45kAm-1 respectively at a frequency of O.lHz. The 

full half cycle was recorded in each case and sampled at intervals of 152~ts. Once 

transferred over to the mainframe computer at N.U.M.A.C. the data was averaged 

over 50 samples and plotted. The results obtained with a maximum field of 11.75 

kAm -l were found to be the most useful and the traces for the undeformed steel 

and one example of a recording from a deformed sample are presented in figures 

5.22 to 5.29. 

5.3.3 Electron Microscopy. 

In order to determine the mechanisms by which the pearlite content of the steel 

affects its domain configuration and domain wall movement and how this is altered 

by plastic deformation; an undeformed and deformed sample of each carbon content 

were studied using High Voltage Lorentz Electron Microscopy. The A.E.I. EM7 

microscope at Oxford University was used in both fresnel and foucault modes with 

the magnetising coils insitu, enabling observation of the domain wall movement 

under an applied field and the recording of magnetising sequences on video. 

In the low carbon 7091 samples large ferrite grains were visible broken up by 

well defined pearlite nodules and ferrite-ferrite grain boundaries. A typical example 

of the uncomplicated domain structure observed in the undeformed material is 

shown in fresnel and foucault images in figures 5.30 a) and b). The dominant 

feature here is clearly the pearlite grain onto which the closure domains are forming. 

The walls however are not entirely straight, but affected by the dislocations present 

in the ferrite grain and the low angle grain boundary. The walls most distorted 

are the 90° walls forming the closure part of the domains. Once inside the pearlite 

grain it is difficult to see the domain walls, but a wall can be seen pinned between 

the two cementite inclusions attached to the bottom of the grain. 
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Figure 5.30 Electron micrographs of undeformed 7091 a) infocus, b) foucault 

contrast. 



A dislocated ferrite grain in a 10% deformed sample is shown in figure 5.31; 

across the grain is a low-angle grain boundary and the surrounding ferrite grain 

is relatively dislocation free. A pair of domain walls run along the grain parallel 

to the grain boundary. Movement was observed at low applied fields of 2kAm- 1 

parallel to the grain boundary, but due to preferential wall movement occurring in 

the relatively undeformed ferrite outside the grain the two walls inside the grain 

sometimes moved in the same direction. The grain boundary is the dominant 

feature in this case with the walls eventually becoming pinned to it. The wall 

movement, although sudden and not steady, is not strongly affected along its length 

by the dislocations and is only slightly disturbed by the low angle boundary running 

across the grain. 

The series of micrographs in figure 5.32 of a deformed sample illustrates the 

large variation in dislocation density within the samples. The first fresnel micro

graph is at the maximum applied field of 15kAm-1 and shows the domain walls 

strongly pinned to the carbide particle to the left of the picture. It is also pinned 

by the dislocations between it and the ferrite grain boundary to the bottom as the 

domain between the two walls tries to contract. As the field is reduced the wall is 

eventually released at 9.4kAm- 1 and rests pinned to the heavily dislocated ferrite 

particle at the right of photographs 5.32 c) and d) which show different areas at 

the remanent point. The white wall on the right has also been bent around to 

the left reducing the angle between it and the grain boundary running across the 

picture. The walls are not straight in this region but vary along their length as 

they encounter the different pinning sites in the shape of dislocation tangles and 

grain boundaries. 

As was expected the 7092 samples contained significantly more pearlite, but 

the microstructure was similar to the 7091 samples in that the pearlite grains were 

well defined. This is illustrated in the sequence of an undeformed sample recorded 

in figures 5.33 a) to d); the region appears similar to figure 5.30 of a 7091 sample in 

which a ferrite region is bounded at the top and bottom by pearlite grains. In the 

over- and under-focus micrographs with no applied field the straight domain walls 

running across the grain form closure domains onto the pearlite and to the small 

cementite inclusions in the lower half of the picture. The photographs are taken at 

low magnification so these domains are relatively large. When a field was applied 
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Figure 5.31 Fresnel electron micrographs of 10% deformed 7091 : a) infocus, b) 

underfocus at 1.6kAm- 1. 



lpm 

lpm lpm 

Figure 5.32 Fresnel electron micrographs of 10% deformed 7091 : a) infocus, 

b) underfocus at maximum applied field of 15kAm-1 , c) and d) 

underfocus at end of magnetising sequence. 
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parallel to these domain walls most of the steady movement along the pearlite 

boundary occurred at low fields with no movement at all above lOkAm- 1. Figure 

5.33 c) shows the situation at an increasing field of 7kAm- 1 in which a white wall 

can be seen coming into the picture from the left slightly pinned by the small 

inclusions and dislocation tangles encountered along its length. The situation in 

the maximum negative applied field is shown in d) where the bottom part of the 

black wall has moved to the left to become pinned to the inclusion there. 

Figure 5.34 is an infocus foucault micrograph inside a rather irregular uncle

formed pearlite nodule which illustrates how complex the domain configuration 

can be in such an area. On application of an applied field slow restricted domain 

wall movement was observed in this region. 

A largely pearlitic area is shown at low magnification in figure 5.35a) where 

a complex array of domain walls can be seen running both across and along the 

lamellae. The more irregular the pearlite, the more irregular the domain pattern. 

The following five micrographs are taken at higher magnification of the relatively 

regular area to the right of the picture which is shown in focus in figure 5.35b). This 

clearly shows the cementite lamellae and the dislocations present in the ferrite. The 

magnetising sequence is taken in the overfocus position and records the domain 

wall movement up to a maximum applied field of 16kAm-1 and then finally after 

removing the applied field. The walls running across the colony are invariably 

affected by the presence of each cementite lamella, the wall's direction bending 

towards the lamella as it passes through each one. Some of the walls stop abruptly 

with closure domains onto a lamella or a heavily dislocated region. The actual wall 

movement, mainly across the lamellae and parallel to the applied field, although 

disjointed as the walls changed shape, was relatively steady and started at low 

fields. 

A dislocated ferrite region in a 4% strained sample is shown at high magnifi

cation in figures 5.36a) and b). The overfocus micrograph shows a white domain 

wall attached to the dense dislocations to the right by a closure domain. To the 

left the wall splits again as it reaches another dislocated area. On the applica

tion of an applied field the wall bowed along its length before moving irreversibly. 

The photograph in 5.36 b) was taken after the field had been removed, but some 
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Figure 5.34 Foucault electron micrograph of undeformed 7092. 

Figure 5.35 Fresnel electron micrographs of undeformed 7092 : a) and b) infocus. 



H = 4.1kAm- 1
"'-

Figure 5.35 contd. c) overfocus, d) underfocus at 4.lkAm-1, e) underfocus at 

16kAm-1and f) after removing the applied field. 



b) 

Figure 5.36 Fresnel electron micrographs of 4% deformed 7092 : a) infocus and 

b) overfocus. 



of the bowing still remains and the wall also suffers further distortion where the 

dislocations are densest. 

The four infocus micrographs in figure 5.37 illustrate the variety of pearlite 

structures to be found within one sample. These particular pictures were taken of 

a strained sample but similar microstructures were also observed in the undeformed 

material although the dislocation density is higher here. Figure 5.37a) is taken at 

a lower magnification to demonstrate how the pearlite microstructure can change 

from a fine divorced state such as that at the top left to a widely spaced lamella 

structure in the bottom right. The other three micrographs are taken at higher 

magnification to observe the pearlite on a scale that the domain walls encounter 

it. Broken up pearlite of this type was frequently observed in the 7092 and 7093 

samples; it is not thought that the apparent shearing effect is due to the plastic 

strain, but that it is due to the low transformation temperature allowing nucleation 

within the grains as well as at the boundaries. A video sequence was taken in a 

similar pearlitic region where the domain wall movement was most disturbed in the 

irregular areas forming closure domains onto the disjointed lamellae and bowing 

in-between inclusions. 

Samples 7093 and 7094 appeared to be almost 100% pearlite although even in 

the 7094 samples the occasional clear area of ferrite was present. As the ferrite 

etches preferentially to the pearlite these samples were more consistently electro

polished. The first sequence of micrographs displayed of the 7093 samples in 

figure 5.38 is of an undeformed pearlitic region at the junction of two pearlite 

colonies. At the higher magnifications the regular, although broken up, nature 

of the lamellae becomes clearer. In the fresnel micrograph a white domain wall 

runs down the picture diagonally across the lamellae. The wall is quite straight 

and moves relatively steadily towards the colony boundary, distorting a little as it 

crosses the lamellae, where it becomes pinned. 

Figure 5.39 shows three further examples of different pearlite lamellae at high 

magnifications. At a lower magnification figure 5.40 shows a disjointed pearlite 

region both in and out of focus. The domain configuration is very complex with 

short distorted domain walls which rearranged rapidly on the application of an 

applied field making it difficult to follow a magnetising sequence. 
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Figure 5.37 Infocus electron micrographs of 4% deformed 7092. 



lpm 

Figure 5.38 Fresnel electron micrographs of undeformed 7093 : a) and b) infocus 

and c) underfocus. 



Figure 5.39 Infocus electron micrographs of undeformed 7093. 



lpm 

Figure 5.40 Fresnel electron micrographs of undeformed 7093 : a) infocus and b) 

underfocus at SkAm- 1 . 

Figure 5.41 Fresnel electron rillcrographs of undeformed 7093 a) overfocus. 

b) underfocus. 



A more ordered undeformed pearlitic region is presented in figure 5.41 with 

a long domain wall running across the lamellae. Although the wall is strongly 

affected by the cementite forming closure domains and splitting in places along its 

length, when a field was applied it was able to remain largely intact as it moved 

across the lamellae. 

Two infocus examples of the microstructure in a strained 7093 sample are 

presented in figure 5.42.; a) is a dislocated ferrite region and b) a pearlitic region 

where the dislocations are visible in the ferrite. 

The improved electropolishing of the 7094 100% pearlite resulted in better 

contrast and hence it was possible to successfully photograph some full magnetising 

sequences. The first (figures 5.43 a) to h)) is taken in a regular pearlitic region 

of an undeformed sample with the major walls running across the lamellae. As 

usual the walls are distorted along their length by the occasional closure domain 

and split wall. As a positive field is applied the main white wall in the overfocus 

fresnel micrographs moves upwards towards the pearlite boundary, but becoming 

strongly pinned by the dark tangled region within the grain, bowing substantially 

before being released and attaching itself to the boundary at maximum applied 

field ( 5.43 e)). On removing the field the wall is released from the boundary and 

has reached the tangled area again by the remanent point. Subsequently applying 

a reverse magnetic field the wall becomes pinned again and eventually breaks up 

as it tries to pass the pinning area. 

The second sequence in figures 5.44a) to h) is also in an unstrained sample 

and illustrates a small ferrite grain sandwiched between two pearlite grains with 

their lamellae parallel to the ferrite-pearlite grain boundaries. Domain walls can 

be seen in the ferrite running between these two pearlite grains and walls in the 

pearlite in the same direction across the lamellae. A wall is also visible running 

diagonally between the two pearlite grains . As the field is increased in a direction 

perpendicular to the lamellae this diagonal wall jumps to become parallel to the 

pearlite grain boundary where it becomes pinned and at the same time another, 

similar wall at the same orientation detaches itself from the opposite side of the 

pearlite grain moving in the same direction. The two walls in the ferrite running 

directly between the two grains quickly disappear, while the walls in the pearlite 
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Figure 5.42 Infocus electron micrographs of 7% deformed 7093. 
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H=4kAm-1/ 

Figure 5.43 Fresnel electron micrographs of undeformed 7094 a) infocus, b) 

underfocus, c) overfocus and d) at 4kAm-1. 



H= SkAm- 1/ 

H=-5.2kAm-1 / 

H=-8.3kAm- 1 / -
Figure 5.43 contd. e) overfocus at 8.3kAm- 1 , f) overfocus after removing the 

field, g) overfocus at -8.3kAm-1and h) after reducing the field to 
-5.2kAm-1. 
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Figure 5.44 Fresnel electron micrographs of undeformed 7094 : a) overfocus, 

b) underfocus, c) underfocus at 3kAm-1and d) underfocus after in
creasing the field to 8.3kAm-1. 



H=-2kAm- 1
/ 

H=-8.3kAm-1 / -

Figure 5.44 contd. e) underfocus after removing the field, f) underfocus at -

2kAm-1, g) underfocus at -8.3kAm-1and h) after removing the neg

ative field. 



slowly make their way across the lamellae. This is the only movement still visible 

above 4kAm-1. As the field is removed and a negative field applied the diagonal 

wall returns again to the top ferrite grain. 

The final magnetising sequence (figures 5.45 a) to g)) is taken in a pearlitic 

region within a 10% deformed sample. The area, which is a junction of three 

pearlite colonies, is shown infocus first at different magnifications to illustrate the 

heavily dislocated ferrite. The domain walls run mainly across the lamellae and 

move intact as the field is applied. In addition to the usual distortions the wall 

experiences whilst in pearlite it also bows over quite a large scale as it moves across 

the grain. When the field is reduced to zero the wall splits around a particularly 

tangled region as it tries to move to the left and is finally released from this pinning 

site when a negative field is subsequently applied. 

5.4 Heat Treated Samples. 

For steels with pearlite contents greater than 20% the changes in microstruc

ture induced by different heat treatments are largely dominated by the effect of 

the presence of the carbon itself. However for lower carbon content material the 

changes in carbon morphology and in grain size can have a significant effect on 

the properties of the steel. To investigate how the response of these materials to 

plastic deformation is affected by its microstructure four of the 20% pearlite bars 

were subjected to different heat treatments. 

5.4.1 Sample Details. 

Initially the heat treatments were tested on the 70mm offcuts from the bars 

by F.Coultard and G.Watson as part of their final year project. Toroids were cut 

from these bars to measure their bulk magnetic properties and samples examined 

under the optical microscope. 

Four of the 370mm bars were then subjected to the same heat treatments, 

samples cut from them examined under the optical microscope and their magnetic 

properties measured using the permeameter and compared to those determined 

prior to heat treatment. The samples were then progressively deformed in four 
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Figure 5.45 Fresnel electron micrographs of 10% deformed 7094 : a), b) and c) 

infocus. 



H=15kAm- 1 /' 

H=-13kAm-1 /' --

Figure 5.45 contd. d) overfocus, e) overfocus at 15kAm-1, f) overfocus after 

removing the field and g) overfocus at -13kAm-1 . 



stages on the 500kN Denison tensile testing machine, measuring the Vickers Hard

ness, Barkhausen noise and magnetic properties on the permeameter between each 

stage. 

All the heat treatments involved renormalisation at 860°C for 90 minutes fol

lowed by four different cooling rates to encourage varying grain size and degrees of 

spheroidisation between the samples. The process of normalising alone will relieve 

some of the stresses induced during the extrusion process. While the samples were 

in the furnace they were kept enclosed in a silica tube in an argon atmosphere 

throughout. Details of the four treatments used are given in table 5.03. 

Type Sample Heat Treatment 

A 7091E 1.5 hours at 860°C, air cooled 

D 7091A 1.5 hours at 860°C, furnace cooled 

B 7091G 1.5 hours at 860°C, 1 hour at 600°C 

c 7091B 1.5 hours at 860°C, 2 hours at 600°C 

Table 5.03 Heat Treatments for the Low Carbon Content Steel. 

The optical micrographs taken for both the bars and offcuts are presented 

m figures 5.46 to 5.49. All the microstructures showed an irregular grain size 

indicative of incomplete austenisation. As only those grains that have transformed 

are able to then nucleate the growth of ferrite and pearlite on retransformation 

some of the ferrite grains will remain in their initial state. Where samples were air

cooled the increased cooling rate of the smaller 70mm offcut samples has resulted 

in different microstructure from the full 370mm bars. 

The air-cooled sample of heat treatment "A" has cooled quite rapidly resulting 

in a low transformation temperature enabling nodular pearlite growth by nucle

ation similar to that in the pipe-steel. The higher magnification micrograph shows 

the lamellar pearlite structure within the pearlite nodules along with some free 

carbides in the ferrite grains. The more rapid cooling of the offcut has resulted 

in a smaller and more regular grain size. The fast cooling has also caused some 
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Figure 5.46 Optical micrographs of undeformed 7091 Heat treatment "A" a) 

x 100, b) x 1000, c) offcut x 100. 
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Figur 5.47 Optical microgr ph& of und formed 7091 Heat treatment "D" : a) 

xlOO, b) xlOOO, c) offcut xlOO. 
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Figure 5.48 Optical micrographs of undeformed 7091 Heat treatment "B" : a) 

xlOO, b) xlOOO, c) offcut xlOO. 
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Figure 5.49 Optical micrographs of undeformed 7091 Heat treatment "C, a) 

xlOO, b) xlOOO, c) offcut xlOO. 



carbides to be deposited around the ferrite grains, this can have a drastic effect on 

the toughness of the material. Some free carbides are also visible. 

The slower cooling rate during the furnace cooling of heat treatment "D" 

has enabled more complete nulcleation growth with larger ferrite grain sizes and 

pearlite more dispersed through the sample. As the sample was furnace cooled the 

offcut shows a very similar microstructure. 

Heat treatments "B" and "C" which involved holding the sample subcritical 

for one and two hours respectively after normalisation show the effects of carbide 

growth over this period. The microstructure is similar to that prior to heat treat

ment in that due to the slow cooling the pearlite growth is very dispersed with 

fewer nodules and some lath-type growth. Very little of the pearlite now shows a 

lamellar structure and some of the free carbides especially in "C" are exceptionally 

large. The offcuts were cooled more rapidly to 600°C by removing them from the 

furnace briefly and hence the lower transformation temperature has resulted in a 

microstructure similar to that of the air-cooled offcuts of heat treatment "A", but 

without the free carbides deposited on the grain boundaries and with larger ferrite 

grains. 

Further observations under the optical microscope showed that in some cases 

there had been a loss of carbon at the surface and in all the samples the mi

crostructure at the surface was not representative of the bulk. Due to the small 

surface penetration of Barkhausen noise it was decided that any such recordings 

of the heat treated samples could not be relied upon to give a true indication of 

the magnetisation processes within the sample. 

The variation of Vickers Hardness with plastic Deformation for the various 

heat treatments are displayed in figure 5.50. 
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5.4.2 Bulk Magnetic Properties. 

The initial magnetisation curves for each of the undeformed heat treated sam

ples are displayed in figure 5.51 to illustrate the differences between them; and for 

the various stages of plastic deformation for heat treatment "A" in figure 5.52. For 

each heat treatment the variation of magnetic properties with plastic deformation 

followed the same trends as they did prior to heat treatment although the fac

tors by which the properties changed were greater. A summary of these results is 

presented in table 5.04 with a detailed table in Appendix A. Graphs showing the 

variation of J.l.max, Hm and J.l.i with plastic deformation are plotted in figures 5.53 

to 5.55 followed by a typical example of a B-H loop for a highly strained sample 

demonstrating the marked distortion in the central region in figure 5.56. Figures 

5.57 to 5.59 plot the increasing coercivity, J.l.~ax and decreasing Br with plastic 

deformation respectively. 

Heat Treatment Maximum %Deformatiou J.l.i J.l.max Hm He Br I 
J.l.max 

A 8.4 Jj.8.C J,l.4.3 1f6.9 1f3.2 JJ.3.2 JJ.4. 7 

D 8.7 J,I.8.E J,l.5.0 1f8.E 1f3.4 JJ.3.2 JJ.6.9 

B 8.3 JJ.8.8 J,l.4.8 1f8.4 1f3.4 JJ.2. E JJ.6.9 

c 10.8 JJ.8.E J,l.5.1 1f8.0 1f3.4 JJ.3.5 -

Table 5.04 FACTORS by Which the Magnetic Properties of the Heat Treated 

Steels Changed Over the Maximum Range of Plastic Deformation. 

The measurements on the toroids were only made on the undeformed material. 

They all demonstrated that the heat treated material was magnetically "softer" 

and also showed an inverse dependence of coercivity and hysteresis loss and a linear 

increase of maximum susceptibility with estimated grain size. 
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Chapter VI 

Analysis. 

In this chapter the electron microscope observations are correlated with the 

bulk magnetic measurements and used to explain the effects of carbon content, 

heat treatment and in particular plastic deformation on the magnetic properties 

of pearlitic steel. 

6.1 Undeformed Steel. 

The shearing of the hysteresis loop as the pearlite content is increased and the 

ensuing degradation in magnetic properties demonstrate the increasing magnetic 

hardness of the steel. 

The results of Schwerer et al (1978) and English (1967) indicated that pearlite 

could not be considered to be a non-magnetic inclusion below its Curie temperature 

of 483K. They found a maximum in the coercivity at this point, which became 

more pronounced as the carbon content was increased illustrating its increased 

importance in the magnetising process. Spherodised pearlite did not exhibit a peak 

which is supported by the measurements of Jiles (1988a and b) on steels subjected 

to different heat treatments in which he found spherodised pearlite did not reduce 

the coercivity of the steel as much as lamella pearlite. Orthorhombic Cementite 

has a very high anisotropy energy and both the Pitsch-Petch and Bagaryatskii 

crysta.llographic relations show that its easy (001) direction does not coincide with 

that of the interspersed ferrite. Schwerer et al derived a limited model for the 

magnetic coercivity of pearlite based on minimising this anisotropy energy and 

the magnetostatic energy due to the plate form of the layers. They commented 

that in a real situation the loss of regularity in the lamellae would probably have 

a significant affect; this was found to be the case in this study 

A general theory of the coercive force for materials in which the magnetising 

process is dominated by domain wall movement has been developed by Freidburg 

and Paul (1975) and Paul (1976, 1982a and b). This takes into account the wave 
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nature of the domain wall and considers it to behave as a pulse travelling through 

the material. Defects are considered where it is assumed that the curvature of the 

defect is less than that of the wall so that it can be treated as planar. Where the 

wall thickness is small compared to the defect width some dispersion will occur 

in the wall as it passes through it. A set of non-linear differential equations are 

formulated taking into account the different magnetisations and anisotropies in 

the defect region (although the easy direction is assumed to be the same). The 

equations are then solved and a set of solutions obtained for the given boundary 

conditions. The local coercive force is determined to be the largest stable solution. 

From this modelling some general conclusions were made, the most general of 

which stated that in such a material the coercive force is linked to the difference 

in magnetic parameters between the defect material and the host. The equations 

also predicted an increase in local coercive force with defect width, but also that 

this increase would eventually saturate. For a wide enough defect the far side of 

the defect will be invisible to the domain wall and the problem reduced to one of a 

single boundary. The effect of different easy directions of magnetisation was later 

considered for a permanent magnet material (Paul1980) and found to increase the 

effect of the defect and hence the coercivity. 

In the context of Paul's theory the cementite lamellae within a pearlite grain 

can be considered to be planar defects and a complete pearlite grain a single 

boundary situation across which the domain structure will not be continuous. If 

the case of regular pearlite is considered first, a domain wall energy vs. position 

graph can be sketched for the situations where the wall is lying along and across 

the lamellae (figure 6.01). By considering only the decreased wall energy in the 

pearlite a wall running along the lamellae will be very strongly pinned as in Paul's 

theory and domain wall movement across the lamellae will be relatively easy. The 

more irregular the pearlite microstructure, the greater the variation of wall energy 

will be along the wall's path and hence the more difficult the movement. In samples 

where a relatively regular pearlite structure exists extra pinning will result from the 

branching out of the lamellae at the junction of two pearlite colonies. Cementite 

lamellae become more effective at pinning domain walls as their thickness increases 

and spacing decreases. The probability of closure domains forming at cementite

ferrite interfaces within the pearlite increases with the width of the cementite 

lamellae. 
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6.1.1 Electron Microscopy Observations. 

All these effects of the microstructure on the domain wall motion were observed 

by electron microscopy as described in chapters four and five. Walls running across 

pearlite grains seemed to alter their orientation as they crossed each cementite 

lamella, due to the strong anisotropy energy of the cementite. The small inclusions 

of cementite particles provide extra isolated pinning sites within the material. 

Some of the very irregular pearlite structures contained extremely complex domain 

configurations. The domain observations made under the microscope were similar 

to those made by Hetherington (1985) on a variety of constructional steels and 

Alcock (1988) on a fully-killed steel. Taylor (1983) also observed the interaction 

of domain walls with non-magnetic precipitates in some ferromagnetic materials. 

When the lamella pearlite content is close to 100% almost all the domain wall 

motion in the material has to occur within the pearlite nodules. However at lower 

carbon contents the effect of both ferrite-ferrite and ferrite-pearlite grain bound

aries and hence grain size must be considered. In the case of ferrite-ferrite grain 

boundaries the change of easy direction of magnetisation between the two grains 

is an important factor in determining the change in wall energy as the boundary is 

crossed. In general the domain walls were less affected by ferrite-ferrite boundaries 

to which they were perpendicular than by boundaries parallel to the walls which 

provide very strong pinning sites along the wall length. Low angle boundaries only 

affected the walls at the point of intersection by interaction with the line of dislo

cations. Pearlite grain boundaries were always found to have a significant affect on 

the domain configuration with closure domains often forming onto the boundary 

regardless of the orientation between the domain walls and the lamellae inside the 

grain. Walls running parallel to a pearlite boundary subsequently became strongly 

pinned to it during a magnetising sequence. An inverse relationship has previously 

been found (Hetherington et al 1987) between coercivity and grain size in low car

bon steels. The median value of the Barkhausen noise also increases with grain 

size (Tittio 1977 and 1978, Bertotti et al 1989). This relationship was observed in 

the heat treated offcuts of 7091. Domain configurations were significantly simpler 

and wall movement easier within the ferrite grains. 
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6.1.2 Barkhausen NoiBe. 

A study of the Barkhausen noise traces obtained for samples of each carbon 

content (figures 5.22, 5.24, 5.26 and 5.28) gives an insight into the differences in 

the magnetisation processes between them. In the trace for the low carbon 7091 

sample there is a high initial and final peak either side of the zero field region. 

This has been attributed by Buttle (1986 and 1987) to the presence of ferrite, 

he found the size of this peak to increase with annealing times and hence ferrite 

grain size. As the field is reduced from saturation there is a lot of easy irreversible 

domain wall movement in the ferrite resulting in the high initial peak; as the 

remanent point is reached the magnetic force is sufficient to cause discontinuous 

domain wall movement within the pearlite. In this sample there is little pearlite 

and so the central peak is very low. In magneto-acoustic measurements made by 

Buttle (1987) he was able to identify the central peak to be mainly due to 180°wall 

movement and the initial and final peaks to both 90°and 180°movement. As the 

pearlite content is increased to 50% in the 7092 sample the initial peak is lowered 

due to the reduced amount of clear ferrite in which easy domain wall motion can 

occur. The noise in the central portion increases indicating that a greater amount 

of irreversible motion now occurs in the harder pearlite with its inherent complex 

domain configurations. The traces for the higher pearlite content samples of 7093 

and 7094 are almost identical, the microstructures for both these samples appeared 

under the microscope to be almost entirely pearlite. There is now no initial peak 

and the central peak is very much higher as almost all the domain wall movement 

is now within pearlite. 

6.1.3 Variation of the Magnetic Properties with Carbon Content. 

The increased number of pinning sites provided by the pearlite can be directly 

related to the linear increase in coercivity with carbon content. Tanner et al 

(1988) found a direct relationship between coercivity and percentage carbon and 

manganese content for pipe-steels of which the 2401 steel used here was one. This 

relationship: 

He= 1.186%0 + 0.237%Mn ... (6.01) 
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compares with the one found from figure 5.11: 

H c = 0.87%C + 0.2 ... (6.02) 

Using Willcock's formula to predict the coercivities of these samples and plotting 

these against those found experimentally (figure 6.02) show quite a good correla

tion with a gradient of: 1.09+/-0.2. The gradients for the two sets of steels are 

very similar but the values for the pipe steels are displaced due to additional impu

rities and microstructural factors which increase the coercivity in the commercial 

material. When the 7091 samples were heat treated their coercivity was reduced 

by half; the variation between the microstructures of the different heat treatments 

was much smaller indicating that the main reason for this reduction was the re

lease of internal strains during the normalising process. These few examples alone 

indicate how sensitive the magnetic properties of the iron-carbon system are to 

changes in carbon content, residual strain and microstructure. 

The mechanical properties of the steel are also directly affected by the increase 

in carbon content with both the yield strength and Vickers Hardness increasing. 

Both these mechanical properties can be directly related to the coercivity, the linear 

relation for yield strength is plotted in figure 6.03: Y.S. = 305H c + 52. The yield 

strength of the pipesteel was found to be significantly higher (409MNm- 2for 2401 

compared to 135MNm-2for 7091). The Vickers Hardness values for all the steels 

including the plastically deformed ones are plotted against coercivity in figure 6.04 

to show the generality of this relation. Experiments carried out on undeformed 

pipe steels by S.N.M.Willcock (Tanner et al 1988) found the relation for Vickers 

Hardness to be: V H = 166H c + 93 compared to: V H = 129H c + 73 for this study. 

Indicating again the greater hardness of the pipe steel. 

In addition to the increased pinning which results in the increased coercivity 

and decreased initial permeability the addition of the pearlite also restricts the 

proportion of ferrite that can be magnetised in the easy direction and so the hys

teresis loop shears over, and decreases in remanence and differential permeability 

J.L'max result. The smooth shape of the loop however remains intact and plots of dif

ferential permeability against applied field (6.05) show a smooth curve with a peak 

near the increasing coercive force. The lowering of the peak and the broadening 
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of the curve can be attributed to the slower approach to saturation. The reduced 

gradients of the initial magnetisation curves are well described by the variation in 

relative permeability with applied field (6.06) illustrating the slower approach to 

saturation by the lower and broader curve with the peak occurring at a higher field 

Hm. 

6.1.4 Heat Treated Samples. 

The most significant affect of the heat treatments was the normalisation and 

subsequent strain relief resulting in a much softer steel mechanically and magneti

cally. This is reflected in the low coercivity, hardness and yield stress values which 

have been included in figures 6.03 and 6.04 relating the coercive force to these 

mechanical parameters. 

Heat treated samples "A" and "D", air and furnace cooled respectively, will 

be considered together followed by "B" and "C", held subcritical for one and two 

hours respectively. Plots of relative permeability against applied field for each of 

the samples are plotted in figure 6.07. 

The finer grain size of the air cooled sample "A" resulted in harder mechanical 

and magnetic properties compared to "D". Vickers Hardness, coercivity and the 

field at maximum permeability were all higher for "A" whereas the maximum 

differential permeability, initial and maximum permeabilities were all lower. The 

remanence was also a little higher; as little change is expected in the residual strain 

or the available easy directions in the ferrite this can be explained by an increase 

of the irreversible nature of the magnetising process as the grain size is reduced. 

The properties of "B" and "C" were very similar although the increased an

nealing time of "C" caused it to exhibit slightly softer characteristics. The values 

were usually intermediate between "A" and "D" with a coercivity nearer that of 

the furnace cooled "D". A much longer time at 600°C would be necessary to de

termine the effects of the carbide growth. which has only just begun in parts of the 

samples at this stage. 
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6.2 Elastic Deformation. 

During elastic deformation the crystal lattice is distorted and magnetostrictive 

effects occur. For a material with positive magnetostriction such as iron, tensile 

stress enhances the magnetisation parallel to the applied stress and compressive 

stress hinders it. This effect has been the subject of many research programmes 

and recently that of Atherton and Jiles (1983) and Kwun et al (1987). They 

have recorded the shearing of the loop under compressive stress and the result

ing decreases in saturation, remanence, relative and differential permeability and 

the lack of any change in coercivity. The opposite affects of tensile stress were 

not as large for the same amount of applied compressive stress. As the steel is 

compressed the lattice distortion causes the magnetisation vectors to rotate away 

from their axes reducing the overall magnetisation. This slows the approach to 

saturation decreasing both the relative and differential permeability, shears the 

hysteresis loop, reduces the saturation induction and increases the rate of demag

netisation reducing the remanence. The effect has been exploited independently 

by Abuku (1977) and Langman (1981a and b, 1982, 1983 and 1985) who have 

used the anisotropy of the permeability and the rotation of the easy direction of 

magnetisation respectively to develop a magnetic probe to detect stress in a steel. 

The number of pinning sites is not much affected and hence there is little change 

in the coercivity; however some interaction can be expected between the pinning 

sites and the change in internal stress fields hence a change in coercivity is some

times detected. In their consideration of elastic stress Jiles and Atherton ( 1984) 

postulated that this interaction would release some walls from their pinning sites 

so that the magnetisation curve will always move towards the anhysteretic on the 

application of stress. For compressive stress this can result in a small increase 

in coercivity parallel to the direction of stress and a smaller decrease perpendic

ular to it. For tensile stress the reduction parallel to the stress direction will be 

greater than the increase perpendicular. As this effect depends on the nature of 

the pinning sites different microstructures will be affected differently. 

The effect on Barkhausen noise of elastic stress has been studied by various 

authors, using a variety of techniques. They have all found that the Barkhausen 

noise increases with tensile stress and decreases with compressive stress. This effect 

is explained by the preferred arrangement of the domains parallel to tensile stress 
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and perpendicular to compressive stress. Altpeter et al (1990) identified the outer 

peaks, containing most of the 90°walls, to be most stress sensitive and Buttle et al 

(1986 and 1987) described the same effect using the reduction of their initial peak. 

Kwun (1985) measured the amplitude (B.N.A.) as a function of angle between 

the stress magnetisation directions. Jagadish et al (1990) found the rms voltage 

and the total number of pulses to decrease with compressive stress while the pulse 

size distribution shifted to lower amplitudes. Rautioaho et al (1986) measured an 

increase in the power spectra at all frequencies for tensile stress and noted that the 

effect reduced with increased tension which they attributed to the fact that most 

of the domain rearrangement occurs at low stress levels and Tittio (1977) has used 

the observed changes in noise level for the commercial development of a probe for 

detecting residual stresses in engineering components. This reduction in noise is 

explained by the magnetostrictive effect and the rearrangement of the domains to 

favour the direction perpendicular to the applied compressive stress. 

Jiles and Atherton {1983 and 1986) have been responsible for developing a new 

model of hysteresis. This is based on an effective field model for the anhysteretic 

curve to which a pinning parameter "k" is added to generate the hysteresis. This 

expression is further modified to include the effect of reversible domain wall bowing 

by incorporating a parameter "c", the ratio of normal to anhysteretic susceptibil

ities. Sablik et al. {1987) extended the model to include the effects of elastic 

strain by adding an additional magnetostrictive term, H a, to the expression for 

the effective field, He: 

He= H +aM+ Ha(a, M) ... (6.03) 

where a is the effective field parameter. The stress term is modelled as: 

3 >. M 
Ha(a, M) = --M M a ... (6.04) 

2 J.Lo 8 8 

The field and stress dependence of the magnetostriction were then studied and 

three different expressions tested by comparison with their experimentally deter

mined variations of Ms and Br. They found the expression that best described 

the increased curvature of the compressive curve and the smaller effect for tensile 

stress was: 
3 M 2 ) A= -[>.s(a)](-) ... (6.05 
2 Ms 
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where: 

This theory was successfully applied to the stress dependent anhysteretic curves 

of AISI 4130 steels by Garikepati et al (1988) and Dobranski et al (1985). Sablik 

et al (1988) also used their theory to explain the effects of stress on the amplitudes 

of the 1st and 3rd harmonic amplitudes as determined by Willcock et al (1983) 

and Szpunar et al (1984) attempted to extend this theory to plastic strain by 

alteration of the damping parameter "k". Recent results of Pitman (1990) on 

elastically strained steel also support Jiles's analysis. 

6.3 Plastic Deformation. 

Measurements of residual stress using x-ray diffraction techniques indicate that 

tensile plastic deformation results in compressive residual stress (Rusnak et al 

1969, Bagchi et al 1967 and Cullity 1964). Abuku (1973 and 1977) extended 

this work using the magnetic stress probe; its output was monitored as the steel 

sample was cycled through increasing stress cycles continuing past the yield point. 

When applying tensile stress the positive output of the probe increased until the 

yield point was reached when the output decreased, becoming negative as the 

tensile load was removed. On successive cycles the output never again reached the 

positive maximum at the "magnetic yield point". These results were explained by 

considering the different magnetostrictions and yield stresses of the (100}, (110} 

and (111) grains. As the magnetostriction of ferrite is far stronger than that of 

cementite, this dominates the measurements of the probe. Abuku (1973) noted 

that the compressive residual stress found in plastically deformed steel increased 

significantly with increasing carbon content. As pearlite workhardens more readily 

than ferrite the larger tensile deformation there is balanced by the high compressive 

residual stress in the ferrite. 

As tensile stress is applied to the steel sample and taken through the yield 

point, rapid dislocation multiplication occurs. The dislocations readily pile-up 

creating dense dislocation tangles with a high degree of tensile deformation leav

ing the bulk of the sample in residual compression. The increase in workhardening 
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and its sudden increase as fracture approaches is illustrated by a plot of the gra

dient of the stress-strain curve as the load is removed against final strain value as 

in figure 4.04. It is the combination of these two effects that causes the changes 

in the magnetic properties of the steel as it is plastically deformed. As in the 

steel that is subjected to compressive elastic stress, the residual compressive stress 

reduces both the relative and differential permeabilities and the remanence, shear

ing the hysteresis loop. The low field movement in the initial magnetisation curve 

is inhibited reducing the initial permeability. In addition, the dislocation tangles 

form very effective pinning sites increasing the coercivity and hence hysteresis loss. 

The increase in individual pinning energies also tends to reduce the remanence. 

These results (pipesteel: Thompson et al 1990a) are in complete agreement with 

those made on 50D steel by the late M.R. Anderson (1980). This analysis also 

explains the results of D.C.Jiles's experiments on the effects of compressive defor

mation on A.I.S.I. 4130 (1988c) and 4140 (1988d) steels. He found for his lamellar 

pearlite samples not only that coercivity increased and initial permeability de

creased, but that maximum differential permeability and remanence also showed 

small increases. His results for remanence were particularly inconclusive which 

could be explained in the case of compressive deformation by the combination of 

the tensile residual stress tending to increase the remanence and the increasing 

dislocation density tending to decrease it. The changes due to the tensile resid

ual stress were also smaller than those for compression as was predicted from the 

dependence of the magnetostriction on stress. 

It is therefore suggested that not only can the increase in plastic deformation 

be detected from a measurement of coercivity, but that by measuring a parameter 

such as the maximum differential permeability at the coercive point, it should 

be possible to determine whether the deformation is tensile or compressive. In 

addition, for steels in which the coercivity is little affected by elastic stress, any 

confusion that may arise from isolated measurements made to detect elastic stress 

due to the onset of plastic deformation could be resolved by a single coercivity 

measurement parallel to the direction of strain. 
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6.3.1 Barkhausen Noise. 

Fewer measurements have been made of the Barkhausen noise from plastically 

deformed steel and not all the authors are in agreement as to the effect of the 

deformation. In general the level of noise has been seen to decrease as the yield 

point is reached. This has been observed in both silicon-iron (Tittio 1976) and 

mild steel (Karjalainen et al 1979, 1980, Rautioaho et al 1986) although Buttle et 

al (1986) found all three peaks recorded for 4.9% cold-worked polycrystalline iron 

to decrease after annealing. Karjalainen et al (1979) also investigated the effects of 

repeated cycling of the material above and below the yieldpoint and were able to 

detect a change in the trend of the noise as fatigue was approached. The effect of 

plastic strain on the power spectra of the Barkhausen noise also seems to depend 

on the initial microstructure; Rautioaho et al (1986) found a decrease in the low 

frequency noise with increasing deformation for their mild steel samples as did 

Lieneweg (1976) with silicon-iron, however Hwang et al (1988) recorded a decrease 

in their low frequency noise as their mild steel was deformed. 

The Barkhausen measurements on the 2401 pipe steel were a continuation 

of the work of A.J. Birkett (1988) on 1211 pipesteel in which the low frequency 

intercept of the power spectrum had been found to decrease with both plastic 

compression and tension. The power spectrum of the 2401 steel also decreased with 

increasing strain (Birkett et al 1989). In the theory for the clustering of individual 

pulses described in chapter one it was assumed that the number of elementary 

pulses per cluster is proportional to the time interval between the cluster and 

the previous discontinuity. At low frequencies it is possible to approximate the 

equation for the power spectrum ( 1. 31) to: 

<P(O) ~ 2cp(O)p ... (6.07) 

hence the low frequency intercept is determined solely by p the number of elemen

tary pulses per cluster. The restriction of the domain wall movement due to the 

dislocation tangles has been observed under the electron microscope and would 

seem likely to reduce the probability of more than one jump occurring at the same 

time. This will reduce the number of pulses occurring in one cluster and hence the 

value of the low frequency intercept as observed experimentally. 
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The actual Barkhausen traces were studied for the second series of experiments 

on the pure steel, examples of the plots for the deformed steel are in figures 5.23, 

5.25, 5.27, and 5.29. For all the samples the overall volume of noise decreased for 

the deformed samples. The initial peak of 50% pearlite sample 7092 reduced and 

then disappeared completely at the low deformations of 0.4% and 0.8% respectively 

as the 90°wall motion is completely suppressed by the residual compressive stress. 

What was then a single 180°wall peak for all the samples became sharper and 

narrower as the onset of wall motion became more abrupt and only larger jumps 

were feasible. The peak also shifted towards the right, occurring at a higher field, 

this shift can be correlated with the increase of coercivity. 

6.3.2 Shape of the Hysteresis Curve. 

It is remarkable in itself that plastic deformation of as little .as 5% can cause a 

similar change in magnetic properties as an increase from 20% to 100% of pearlite 

content with its associated change in microstructure. Although for tensile defor

mation the changes in properties for the two situations are similar, the increase in 

carbon content does not distort the shape of the hysteresis loop as was observed 

for the plastically deformed samples (figure 5.18). A simple change in the ratio 

of Br /He is not sufficient to produce this distortion as this ratio decreases faster 

for the increase in carbon content than for the increase in plastic deformation. 

The observed bulge in the central portion of the loop is accentuated in the plots 

of differential permeability against applied field shown for 7091 in figure 6.08 and 

after heat treatment "A" in 6.09. As plastic deformation increases, and with it 

the density of the dislocation tangles, the pinning forces due to these tangles also 

increases and hence easy domain wall movement is greatly reduced. As the field is 

reduced from saturation very little irreversible domain wall movement is possible 

due to the very high pinning energies and magnetisation is forced to occur either 

by rotation or by reversible bowing between pinning sites. As zero field is reached 

there is sufficient magnetic force to overcome these strong pinning sites. How

ever this movement is very difficult and the permeability drops dramatically when 

this point is reached. This is reflected in the dip in the differential permeability 

that develops around the remanent point as the degree of plastic deformation is 

increased. The dip in the curve also broadens as the deformation progresses and 

an increased proportion of the magnetisation reversal must take place in this way. 
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This marked decrease in the gradient of the hysteresis curve around remanence 

gives the distorted hysteresis loop its characteristic bulge. The interaction in some 

steels between internal stress and the pinning sites that results in an increase in 

coercivity even for elastic compressive stress, also has a bulging hysteresis curve. 

This reduction in discontinuous low field movement is also demonstrated by 

the results of the minor loop data. At very low maximum fields, Hmax, values 

of coercivity and remanence are both extremely low as most of the magnetisation 

takes place by reversible low energy domain wall movement. As Hmax is increased 

enough energy is eventually supplied by the applied field to release some of the 

walls from their pinning sites, irreversible motion increases rapidly as do values of 

Br and He until high field reversible rotation begins to dominate. The low field 

region of reversible domain wall motion is represented by the flattening of the Br 

vs. Hmax curves (figures 4.12 to 4.15). This region was found to be wider for 

the deformed sample due to the higher field necessary to overcome the increased 

pinning energies. The energy distribution of these barriers can be represented by 

the differentials of these curves (figures 4.16 to 4.19). The higher the outer peaks of 

these curves the faster the increase of Br with Hmax i.e the easier it is to unpin the 

walls. The broader the peaks the greater the amount of high field motion and the 

wider the central dip the higher the field/ energy required to overcome the smallest 

pinning sites. The curve for the deformed sample had lower, broader peaks and 

a wider central portion than the undeformed one. This broader central trough 

in the graph of dB/dHmax for a plastically deformed sample makes it especially 

important that a sample is saturated before either Br or He are determined. 

6.3.3 Electron Microscopy Observations. 

The observations made of domain wall movement under the electron micro

scope support this analysis and extended the previous observations of plastically 

deformed high purity polycrystalline iron made by Astie et al (1981), Degauque et 

al (1982) and R.A.Taylor (1983). Hetherington (1985) studied some undeformed 

constructional steels and commented that the dislocations present had little effect 

on the domain wall movement. This supports the statement that it is the dense 

tangles of dislocations that are effective as pinning sites. 
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Dislocated areas were present in both deformed and undeformed steel due to 

the inherent microstructure of the steel and the extrusion process, but far more 

dense dislocation tangles were observed in the deformed samples. Wherever domain 

walls encountered these regions their movement was affected. In some cases this 

resulted in noticeably more movement taking place in surrounding dislocation free 

areas, but in most cases the domain walls were locally affected weaving through 

the dislocated areas in which the stress fields will be very non-uniform to find the 

minimum wall energy. Where a domain wall was pinned by dislocations it would 

bow between the strongest pinning sites under an applied field until sufficient 

energy was acquired to release it; some bowing often remained after the applied 

field had been removed. These observations describe a more difficult magnetisation 

process with an increase in high field reversible motion in highly dislocated areas. 

It is possible to derive expressions for the interaction of domain walls with various 

dislocations (Cullity 1972); but such equations are specific for types of dislocation 

and orientation with the domain wall. It is difficult to generalise these expressions 

for such an inhomogenous material (Jiles et al 1983), but the prediction that the 

dislocations will have a greater effect on 90°walls than on 180°ones is supported by 

figure 5.30 in which the walls forming the closure domains are more distorted than 

the main 180°walls. Seeger et al (1964) have discussed the effects of dislocations 

on domain walls in f.c.c. crystals. 

6.3.4 Inter-relationship of Magnetic Properties. 

He, Hm and Jl.i are all affected by the reduction of easy domain wall move

ment due to the increased domain wall pinning and some covariance can be found 

between these parameters (Jiles 1988a, b c and d), and (Tanner et al 1988). 

For the initial magnetisation curve, the increase in the proportion of domain 

wall movement that occurs at higher fields is demonstrated by the lowering and 

broadening of the plots of relative permeability against applied field shown for a 

range of deformations for 7091 and 7094 in figures 6.10 to 6.11 and for heat treat

ment "A" in figure 6.12. The field at which the maximum permeability occurs 

increases in line with the coercivity as this represents the point on the initial mag

netisation curve where most of the pinning sites have been overcome and rotational 

processes start to dominate. Graphs showing Hm as a function of He are plotted 
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for each carbon content and the pipe steel in figure 6.13. This linear dependence 

also holds for increasing carbon content although the gradient is significantly lower 

indicating the increased shearing of the loop for the plastically deformed steel. 

The very rapid increase of dislocations in the early stages of deformation fol

lowed by the reduction in the flow stress increment as workhardening increases 

causes the initial rapid change in magnetic properties. As workhardening pro

gresses the dislocation tangles become denser and the pinning forces stronger. As 

observed under the electron microscope the bowing of the domain walls between 

strong pinning sites becomes more noticeable and the ratio of reversible to irre

versible processes that occur increases and hence the rate of increase in the coer

civity decreases. The dislocation density of iron has been found to be proportional 

to the square root of the deformation for iron: 

1 
N = constc:2 ... (6.08) 

Quereshi et al (1977) successfully tested predictions that the coercivity should be 

proportional to the square root of the dislocation density on SiFe. Combining this 

relation with equation 6.08 we have the relation between coercivity and deforma

tion: 
1 

H c = Dc:l ... (6.09) 

1 
where D is a constant. This equation has been tested by plotting He against ci in 

figure 6.14. The fit is reasonably good for the low pearlite steels, but as the per

centage of pearlite, which is more readily workhardened increases, the dislocation 
1 

density in the ferrite will not increase as rapidly as c:2 reducing the effect on He 

and causing the curve to flatten out at higher deformations. The actual change 

in coercivity as plastic deformation increases is independent of the carbon content 

and hence the initial value of coercivity. This is demonstrated in figure 6.15 in 
1 

which tl.H c = H c(c:) - H c(O) is plotted against c:i for all carbon contents, heat 

treated samples and 2401 pipe steel producing the general relation for all but the 

pipe steel: 
1 

tl.H c = 33.5c:4 - 15.5 ... 6.10 

The pipesteel also increases linearly, but with a lower gradient: 16.6. Although 

the points are scattered most of the steels generally follow this relation, but as for 
1 

the variation of He with c:i the curve for the 100% pearlite 7094 is convex. 
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As observed under the electron microscope it is in fact the dislocation tangle 

density that has the pinning effect on the domain walls and not simply the dislo

cation density. Hence the above equations should to be modified with a prediction 

as to how the tangle density increases with external strain. This is not a simple 

prediction to make as it will vary with the different microstructures, Fortunately 

dislocation density seems to provide a convenient approximation. 

Measuring the reduction in coercivity with temperature (figure 4.09) showed 

that the contribution to the coercivity from the dislocations remained constant 

within the temperature range 4.2K to 300K. This is emphasised in figure 6.16 where 

the differences between the three curves are plotted as a function of temperature. 

The increase in dislocation density also affects the mechanical properties of 

the steel and hence an increase similar to that of coercivity was found for Vickers 

Hardness with plastic deformation (figure 5.12). This is also reflected in that 

the general linear trend of coercivity with hardness also holds for the plastically 

deformed samples (figure 6.04). 

The covariance of initial permeability with coercivity was expressed by Jiles 

(1988b)in the form : 

lnJ.L~n = a- bH c ... (6.11) 

where a and b are constants. In this study initial differential permeability is 

identical to initial relative permeability and this relation was tested in figure 6.17. 

It was found to hold best for the higher carbon content steels with b = -0.9+ I -0.6 

and a = 4.8 + I - 0.06, but low carbon 7091 at low strains and the softer heat 

treated samples of 7091 with higher initial permeabilities had steeper gradients. 

Jiles himself found the variation to be scattered for his range of lamella pearlite 

samples. 

Tanner et al (1988) related J.Li and He with the relation: 

1 - = 7.95Hc + 1.23 ... (6.12) 
J.Li 

(Converting his formula so that J.Li is dimensionless and He measured in kAm -l.) 
which indicates the dominance of a domain wall pinning mechanaism for these 
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steels. This inverse relation was found to fit this data better than the logarithmic 

one in 6.11 although there was still some deviation at low carbon contents. The 

graph is plotted in figure 6.18 and the the relation found here to be: 

1 
- = 18.1Hc + 1.63 ... (6.13) 
I-Li 

Jiles (1988d), working from his results obtained from a series of Rayleigh curves 

found the initial differential permeability to vary as : 

1-L~n(c:) 
1-L~n(O) 

1 
--1;--- ... (6.14) 
(1 + cc:!) 

where c = 17.3 for pure iron. The ratio of initial permeabilities as a function of 

d is plotted in figure 6.19. All the gradients are significantly less than the 17.3 

for iron and reduce dramatically as the steel becomes harder. The curve is only 

found to be linear in the region below about 2.2% strain after which the gradient 

reduces producing a convex curve. 

Using equation 6.11 for /-Lin and He it is possible from 6.14 above to derive an 

equation relating ~He and c:: 

1 ! ~He= bln(1 + cc ) .... (6.15) 

It is hard to distinguish between this relation and the simpler variation of ~H c ex: 

c:i evaluated earlier. 

6.3.5 Anisotropy of Coercivity 

Using the V.S.M. to make coercivity measurements on the pipesteel it was pos

sible to measure the coercivity both parallel and perpendicular to the rolling and 

deformation direction. The undeformed steel had a higher coercivity perpendicular 

to the rolling direction. That this could be due to the deformation of the steel dur

ing pipe manufacture was considered but rejected as the anisotropy was also seen 

in the type "B" discs in which both directions of magnetisation are perpendicular 

to any circumferential strain existing in the pipe. In addition the samples were 
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taken from the center of the pipe wall which should be undeformed in the change

over from compressive to tensile strain. Willcock (1985) also made measurements 

for the variation of coercivity with angle with respect to the rolling direction and 

found the same anisotropy with the largest variations in the controlled rolled and 

fully killed steels. These results indicate that it is the elongation of the grains 

during the rolling process that make the magnetisation more difficult perpendic

ular to the rolling direction. The pipesteels in this context are low carbon steels 

and the majority of the domain wall movement is in the ferrite grains. Parallel to 

the rolling direction the magnetisation will be parallel to the elongated grains and 

therefore the domain walls will be perpendicular to most of the ferrite-ferrite grain 

boundaries that they encounter along their length. Once movement has occurred 

in the ferrite, the walls will then extend into the pearlite grains to complete the 

magnetisation. However when magnetised perpendicular to the rolling direction 

the domain walls must lie across the elongated structure probably forming closure 

domains onto the pearlite grains. As the sample is magnetised the walls movement 

will be restricted by the parallel ferrite-ferrite grain boundaries, hence the more 

difficult movement is reflected in the higher coercive force. As the microstructure 

becomes more banded, as it does for the controlled rolled and fully killed steels, this 

effect will become more important hence the higher measured values of anisotropy 

on He. 

A formalism has been developed by Szpunar and Tanner (1984) to describe the 

grain shape and grain boundary distribution in polycrystalline materials. These 

have shown that there is an anisotropy in the grain size of the pipesteel, especially 

in the pearlite (Tanner, private communication). 

The anisotropy in coercivity that develops in the pipe steel with increasing 

plastic deformation is due to the compressive stress reducing the increase in the 

coercivity from the dislocation tangles perpendicular to the direction of strain and 

increasing it parallel to the direction of strain. The opposite anisotropy of coerciv

ity develops with increasing plastic strain to that which existed in the undeformed 

state. 
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6.3.6 Highell' Pearlite Content Steel. 

The increase in the coercivity with plastic deformation was seen to be similar 

for all carbon contents and heat treatments although the increased workhardening 

in the 7094 100% pearlite sample was seen to reduce the rate of increase. How

ever values of J.Lmax, J.li,and Br decreased far more rapidly in the early stages of 

deformation for the softer steel. The distortion in the hysteresis curve represented 

by the dip in the J.L'max vs. Happ curve was also much more prominent for these 

steels. These curves are shown for the higher carbon content steels in figures 6.20 

to 6.22 and should be compared to those for 7091 in figures 6.08 and 6.09. Most 

of the other linear relations showed most deviation at low carbon contents such as 

the variation of J.li with He. 

These differences suggest a fundamental change in the magnetisation process 

as the carbon content is raised. Observations of the microstructure of all the steels 

used showed that the increase in pearlite content from 20% to 50% results in a 

very different microstructure. In all the 7091 samples and the pipesteellarge areas 

of clear ferrite were visible creating a two phase system with clearly defined ferrite 

and pearlite grains, whereas at higher carbon contents the pearlite is well dispersed 

throughout the sample resulting in a single phase system. 

During the initial magnetisation curve for the low carbon samples there will be 

a large amount of low field domain wall movement in the ferrite grains in preference 

to motion in the pearlite, which does not occur until higher fields. This results in 

the very high values of permeability for these steels compared to the higher carbon 

contents in which there are no large ferrite areas for free domain wall movement 

and the difficult magnetisation of the pearlite is more important. This is reflected 

in the Barkhausen noise taken for a hysteresis loop where most of the domain 

wall movement occurred in initial and final peaks representative of discontinuous 

90°and 180°domain wall motion in ferrite grains. Only low residual compressive 

stresses are necessary to suppress the 90°walls and reorientate the magnetisation 

perpendicular to the strain direction. Hence even for the initial stages of deforma

tion the effect of suppressing this rapid domain wall movement will have a dramatic 

effect on its magnetic properties. At the higher carbon contents the pearlite is well 

dispersed through the microstructure and the Barkhausen plots have shown that 
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there is little facility for easy low field movement. Plastic deformation still reduces 

the domain wall movement but the effect is less dramatic as there was no easy mo

tion in the undeformed state. As the cementite is so effective at pinning domain 

walls it also requires more stress to suppress the closure domains present within 

the pearlite reducing the stress related effects. 

Jiles (1988c and d) extended his study of compressive deformation to a wide 

range of different heat treatments to include bainites and martensites. The former 

were found to follow similar trends to the lamellar samples, but the martensitic 

steels exhibited softer magnetic properties as they were deformed. This was at

tributed to the high degree of strain inherent in the undeformed martensite that 

may be relieved when external stress is applied. 

6.4 The Kneppo Relation 

An approximation to the initial magnetisation curve has been made by Kneppo 

(Gonda et al 1984)of the form: 

B = Ak--fr ... (6.16) 

where A and k are constants. If a good linear fit is found between lnB and 1/H 

for the type of steel concerned then values can be found for the constants and this 

formula can be employed. Willcock et al (1988) found that in general this relation 

held reasonably well for most pipe steels and, assuming the saturation induction to 

be constant for these steels, he was able to predict the whole B-H curve from the 

coercivity alone. However studies of welds in pipe steel (Thompson et al 1990b) 

showed that the Kneppo relation did not hold either for the weld material or the 

heat affected zone until it was renormalised. Plots of lnB against 1/H are plotted 

for different carbon contents in figure 6.23 and for a range of plastic deformations 

for 7091 prior to heat treatment in figure 6.24, heat treatment "A"in figure 6.25 

and 7094 in figure 6.26. 

The first portion of the initial magnetisation curve is expanded over the higher 

end of the 1/H x-axis, in this low induction region lnB is very sensitive to increases 

in B and hence there is a sharp increase in the Kneppo gradient (KP) at the field 

(HK) where the permeability increases and irreversible domain wall motion begins. 
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A small change in HK will be reflected in a large shift along the x-axis of KP. It 

is in the field region above HK that the linearity of the Kneppo curve is tested 

and the gradient measured from which the predictions are made. As there is little 

change in ln(Bs) then this gradient is wholly dependent on and very sensitive to 

the onset of irreversible motion. This point corresponding to the field at which 

there is sufficient energy to overcome the pinning sites must be closely related to 

the coercivity and Hm. The gradient increased as a function of carbon content and 

of plastic deformation reflecting the measured values of coercivity. The sensitivity 

of the gradient is demonstrated by the very low gradient for the heat treated steel 

which is significantly softer than 7091 prior to heat treatment. 

The approach to saturation after the knee of the magnetisation curve is very 

compressed near the origin of the Kneppo x-axis; after saturation the curve turns 

upwards towards the origin deviating from linearity, but this latter region is of 

no interest here. At the knee of the magnetisation curve just after the maximum 

relative permeability at Hm the permeability decreases. In the Kneppo curves for 

the softer steels this change in gradient is represented by a small peak above the 

generally linear curve. For these steels, as the plastic deformation increases and 

hence also Hm, this local maximum is further compressed as it approaches the 

origin and becomes more pronounced. This process can be seen in the Kneppo 

plots for all heat treatments of 7091. 

Above Hm the Kneppo gradient is similar for all the steels, the main deviation 

from linearity occurring in the largest field region between HK and Hm. This 

concavity is present in the curves of the soft steels and increases with plastic 

deformation. Even for the 100% pearlite 7094 it is possible to detect the increase 

in concavity. For the soft steels with low values of Hm it is possible to see this 

detail in the Kneppo curve which represents the increasing permeability between 

HK and Hm. For all the steels as the degree of plastic deformation is increased the 

rate of increase in permeability is slower as the low field movement is restricted and 

the concavity of the curve increases. By studying the plots of relative permeability 

against applied field (figures 6.06 and 6.07) it was noted that Hm increased faster 

than J.Lmax decreased for increasing deformation than for increasing carbon content, 

another demonstration of increased shearing of the curve. The deviation from the 

undeformed value for this ratio will produce a concave curve. 
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It seems that the Kneppo relation holds best for the single phase system of 

the higher carbon contents due to the more uniform magnetisation process. The 

pipeline steels that are harder than 7091 should have a reasonable fit, as was found 

by Willcock (1985). Any deviations from this largely single phase process which 

changes the variation of permeability with applied field either by some types of 

heat treatment or plastic deformation will cause the curve to deviate from linearity. 
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Chapter VII 

Conclusion. 

The increase in pearlite content was found to increase both the mechanical 

and magnetic hardness of the steel and the effectiveness of pearlite, in particular 

the cementite lamellae, at pinning the domain walls was observed using Lorentz 

electron microscopy. Analysis of the Barkhausen traces demonstrated the increase 

in the magnetic force necessary to release the domain walls from these pinning 

sites. There was very little free ferrite even in the 50% pearlite samples severely 

resticting easy domain wall movement. The additional impurities in the pipe steel 

resulted in a harder material than the corresponding pure Fe-C samples and also 

exhibited an anisotropy in the coercivity, with a lower coercivity in the rolling 

direction. This is attributed to the elongation of the grains during the rolling 

process. 

All the steels reacted in a similar manner to the tensile plastic deformation; the 

hysteresis loop shearing over as for elastic compressive stress, but also increasing 

the coercivity. Previous work (Jiles 1988a and b) has shown that after compressive 

plastic deformation the differential permeability and remanence actually increase, 

although the coercivity still increases. It seems that there are two mechanisms 

that affect the magnetic properties of the steel as it is plastically deformed. The 

residual stress causes the hysteresis loop to shear over for compressive residual 

stress resulting from tensile deformation, and to become steeper for tensile residual 

stress resulting from compressive plastic deformation. The coercivity of the steel 

is mainly affected by the pinning and subsequent bowing of the domain walls 

by the dislocation tangles as observed under the electron microscope, causing the 

coercivity to increase for both compressive and tensile deformation. In steels where 

the interaction of the internal stress and the domain walls is strong enough for 

a change in coercivity to be observed even for elastic stress, an anisotropy of 

coercivity will develop parallel and perpendicular to the strain direction as observed 

in the pipe steel. By monitoring the magnetic properties of a sample it should be 
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possible to determine whether plastic or elastic deformation has occured, whether 

the strain is elastic or compressive, and in which direction it is applied. 

For the low carbon content steels, where prior to deformation there are large 

areas of free ferrite and hence easy domain wall movement, the magnetostrictive 

effect is greatest, rotating the magnetisation away from the easy direction. This 

effect produces a pronounced drop in the differential permeability at remanence 

and hence the characteristic bulge in the hysteresis loop. The slower increase of 

remanence and coercivity with maximum applied field for a deformed sample also 

illustrates the larger pinning forces that have to be overcome before irreversible 

domain wall motion can occur. The Barkhausen noise traces also showed the 

reduction in easy domain wall movement in the ferrite and the reduction in the 

low frequency intercept of the power spectrum indicated the lower probability of 

more than one Barkhausen jump occuring at the same time. 

Inter-relationships were found between coercivity and both initial permeability 

and the field at which the maximum relative permeability occurs. Correlations were 

also found between coercivity and both Vickers Hardness and Yield Stress. These 

relationships held even for the deformed samples although the softer low carbon 

and heat treated steels had the largest deviations. The Kneppo formula was found 

to have a reasonable fit to all the steels, but this improved with the more uniform 

higher carbon content steels and deteriorated with increasing plastic deformation. 

The contribution to the coercivity due to the dislocation tangles remained 

constant over the range 4.2K to 300K. Previous work (Schwerer et al 1978) has 

demonstrated a peak in the coercivity at the Curie temperature of cementite, 

increasing with carbon content as the pearlite becomes more important in the 

magnetisation process. Conducting similar experiments on the low carbon steel 

for a range of deformations may indicate any change in the role of the pearlite as 

the ferrite becomes harder to magnetise. 

Although disloction density has provided a convenient parameter to relate to 

the increase in coercivity, the electron microscope observations show that it is in 

fact the dislocation tangle density that pins the domain walls. A prediction of 

this tangle density with plastic strain would be necessary to correctly predict the 

change in the dependent magnetic properties. In order to extend the model due 
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to Jiles and Atherton (1986 and Sablik et al 1988) of ferromagnetic hysteresis to 

include the effects of plastic strain it will be necessary not only to add a term to 

the pinning parameter "k" based on the density of dislocation tangles, but also 

to include the effects of residual stress. The additional anisotropic change in the 

coercivity due to the residual stress must also be taken into account. 

The heat treatments used here served mainly to normalise the steel and anneal 

it, resulting in a softer material in which the change in magnetic properties due 

to the plastic deformation was more marked. Jiles (1988b) has shown that the 

strained martenstitic steels actually become softer as they are deformed as some of 

the internal strains are relieved. It is therefore imperative that any nondestructive 

testing techniques must be matched to the particular steel in use, and control tests 

be made. Provided that such care is taken, mesasurements of coercivity parallel 

and perpendicular to the direction of strain could be useful in the detection of 

deformation and on the approach of fatigue. The changes in relative permeability 

have implications for nondestructive testing techniques that rely on attaining a 

known value of flux density such as magnetic flux leakage; as compressive or tensile 

strain will increase or decrease the flux obtained depending on whether the strain 

is elastic or plastic and in what direction it is applied. 
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Appendix A : 2401 Pipe §teel Data 

%C %Mn %Si %S %P %AI %Ni %Cu %Co %Cr %Mo 

0.15 0.7 0.07 0.02 0.018 0.005 0.034 0.04 0.011 0.010 0.010 

Table Al: Chemical Composition of 2401 Pipe §teel. 

V. Hardness U.T.S. Y.S. (MN/m2) Mean ferrite diameter Mean pearlite diameter 

150 462 371 21.88J.Lm 7.81J.Lm 

Table A2) : Mechanical Properties of 2401 Pipe §teel as Determined 

by §.N.M. Willcock {1985). 

Bs@ 25kAm- 1(T) J.Li J.Lmax Hm (kAm-1) He (kAm-1) Br(T) 

2.031 300 1241 0.46 0.321 0.98 

Table A3) : Magnetic Properties of 2401 Pipe §teel as Determined by 

§.N.M. Willcock {1985). 
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%Strain J.Lmaz Hm(kAm- 1) HeW (kAm-1) He J...r (kAm- 1) Br(T) I 
1-Lmaz 

+/-0.5 +/-60 +/-0.1 +/-0.02 +/-0.02 + /-0.05 +/-50 

0 1186 0.33 0.31 0.40 0.79 307 

2.4 820 0.27 0.38 0.39 0.59 154 

6.1 613 0.92 0.44 0.41 0.54 127 

7.6 557 0.97 0.44 0.40 0.54 115 

7.8 613 1.07 0.53 0.38 0.53 113 

11.5 565 0.83 0.47 0.42 0.54 109 

11.9 501 1.16 0.48 0.43 0.50 107 

20.3 - - 0.50 0.43 0.53 -

20.4 462 1.02 0.60 0.44 0.54 100 

FACTORS .Jj.2.6 1f4.2 1f1.8 - .Jj.l.5 .Jj.3.1 

Table A3 : Magnetic Properties of 2401 Pipe Steel as a Function of 

Plastic Deformation. 
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Temperature (K) He (kAm-1) He (kAm- 1) He (kAm-1) 

O%Strain 7.8%Strain 20.4%Strain 

4.2 - 0.59 0.64 

20 - 0.57 0.64 

40 - 0.58 0.62 

60 - 0.58 0.62 

80 0.4 0.56 0.62 

125 0.38 - -

130 - 0.53 0.61 

175 0.36 - -

180 - 0.52 0.58 

230 0.35 0.50 0.56 

290 0.33 - -

300 - - 0.53 

330 - 0.47 -

Table A4 : Coercivity as a Function of Temperature 
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Appendix B: "Pure" Steel Data 

%Strain HV10 J.Li J.LTmax Hm (kAm- 1) He (kAm- 1) Br(T) I 
J.Lmax 

+/-0.5 +/-15 +/-20 +/-20 +/-0.05 +/-0.02 +/-0.05 +/-25 

0 91 618 1892 0.27 0.16 0.94 5916 

0.80 92 165 963 0.89 0.30 0.36 1761 

1.90 104 116 741 1.13 0.38 0.31 1546 

4.20 117 90 513 1.63 0.46 0.27 1144 

8.40 127 77 442 1.86 0.51 0.26 1269 

Table Bl: Magnetic Properties of 7091: 0.17 wt% Carbon Content 

Heat Treatment "A" (Aircooled) 

%Strain HV10 J.Li J.LTmax Hm (kAm- 1) He (kAm-1) Br (T) I 
J.Lmax 

+/-0.5 +/-15 +/-20 +/-20 +/-0.05 +/-0.02 +/-0.05 +/-25 

0 81 816 2492 0.20 0.12 0.89 7352 

1.14 88 146 899 0.83 0.24 0.27 1690 

2.30 95 122 695 1.05 0.31 0.23 1148 

4.90 104 97 588 1.39 0.38 0.26 1269 

8.70 113 95 500 1.61 0.41 0.28 1065 

Table B2: Magnetic Properties of 7091: 0.17 wt% Carbon Content 

Heat Treatment "D" (Furnace Cooled) 
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%Strain HV10 J.Li J.LTmax Hm (kAm- 1) He (kAm- 1) Br (T) I 
J.Lmax 

+f-0.5 +/-15 +/-20 +/-20 +/-0.05 +/-0.02 +/-0.05 +/-25 

0 88 792 2155 0.20 0.13 0.73 5082 

1.20 96 156 979 0.86 0.27 0.33 1919 

4.24 108 112 979 1.36 0.38 0.27 1057 

6.90 118 92 516 1.56 0.42 0.26 1327 

10.8 130 90 450 1.67 0.44 0.28 -

Table B3: Magnetic Properties of 7091: 0.17 wt% Carbon Content 

Heat Treatment "B" (Held at 600°C 1 hour, Aircooled) 

%Strain HV10 J.Li J.LTmax Hm (kAm-1) He (kAm-1) Br(T) I 
J.Lmax 

+/-0.5 +/-15 +/-20 +/-20 +/-0.05 +/-0.02 +/-0.05 +/-25 

0 82 753 2410 0.21 0.13 0.94 7368 

0.60 89 213 1118 0.74 0.23 0.34 2121 

1.90 98 139 851 0.97 0.31 0.28 1416 

4.34 113 99 582 1.43 0.39 0.26 1146 

8340 117 77 473 1.66 0.44 0.27 1066 

Table B4: Magnetic Properties of 7091: 0.17 wt% Carbon Content 

Heat Treatment "C" {Held at 600°C 2 hours, Aircooled) 
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%Strain HV10 J.Li J.LTmax Hm (kAm-1) He (kAm- 1) Br (T) I 
J.Lmax 

+/-0.5 +/-15 +/-20 +/-20 +/-0.05 +/-0.02 +/-0.05 +/-25 

0 107 288 1266 0.52 0.35 1.15 3625 

0.75 105 171 782 0.87 0.39 0.69 2015 

1.13 112 99.5 606 1.41 0.49 0.40 1228 

2.25 112 78 484 1.56 0.51 0.35 983 

2.63 118 78 478 1.81 0.6 0.37 1466 

4.13 123 75 454 2.01 0.59 0.34 1175 

7.33 132 71 383 2.31 0.69 0.34 1037 

9.76 132 70 398 2.16 0.68 0.34 910 

Table B5: Magnetic Properties of 7091: 0.17 wt% Carbon Content 

%Strain HV10 J.Li J.LTmax Hm (kAm- 1) He (kAm-1) Br(T) I 
J.Lmax 

+f-0.5 +/-15 +/-20 +/-20 +/-0.05 +/-0.02 +/-0.05 +/-25 

0 121 86 535 1.01 0.58 0.85 1913 

0.37 167 76 490 1.09 0.64 0.81 1774 

1.12 165 65 378 1.47 0.73 0.66 1174 

1.34 158 59 317 1.91 0.81 0.59 1160 

1.70 178 56 300 2.29 0.82 0.58 1111 

2.65 174 54 243 2.18 0.83 0.54 940 

3.83 173 48 287 2.38 1.00 0.54 777 

6.0 181 52 242 2.58 0.96 0.48 699 

Table B6: Magnetic Properties of 7092: 0.44 wt% Carbon Content 
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%Strain HV10 Jl.i Jl.Tmax Hm (kAm- 1) He (kAm-1) Br(T) I 
Jl.max 

+/-0.5 +/-15 +/-10 +/-20 +/-0.05 +/-0.02 +/-0.05 +/-25 

0 151 63 351 1.40 0.78 0.72 1262 

0.37 216 59 321 1.55 0.85 0.70 1028 

0.57 217 57 298 1.77 0.91 0.67 970 

1.50 205 49 248 2.09 1.04 0.61 784 

2.30 216 44 217 2.22 1.14 0.57 782 

3.80 225 42 199 2.53 1.24 0.56 793 

6.80 228 43 199 2.50 1.27 0.57 708 

7.10 228 44 224 2.07 1.17 0.55 702 

Table B7: Magnetic Properties of 7093: 0.67 wt% Carbon Content 

%Strain HV10 J.Li J.LTmax Hm (kAm- 1) He (kAm-1) Br(T) I 
f.Lmax 

+f-0.5 +/-15 +/-10 +/-20 +/-0.05 +/-0.02 +/-0.05 +/-25 

0 187 56 295 1.67 0.96 0.73 1011 

0.75 217 49 252 2.03 1.11 0.64 844 

1.1 242 44 210 2.55 1.17 0.61 853 

1.5 251 41 213 2.38 1.23 0.61 874 

2.3 261 42 208 2.38 1.32 0.59 674 

3.8 257 39 188 2.72 1.29 0.57 768 

5.5 263 39 180 2.62 1.36 0.57 848 

10.2 267 39 174 2.92 1.39 0.58 636 

Table B8: Magnetic Properties of 7094: 0.87 wt% Carbon Content 
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Appendix C: Programs 

{. *) 

{* PROGRAM BH_HYS (ANALYSIS OF INITIAL MAGNETISATION AND HYSTERESIS CURVES)*) 
{* S.Thompson July 1990 *} 
{. *} 

{*******************************************************•*******************} 

PROGRAM BH HYS; 

USES crt,graph,BH_Glob,BH_Utils,BH_graph,Num_Rec,BHDATA,HYSDATA; 

PROCEDURE HYS DATA; 
BEGIN 

BH:-FALSE; 
HYS:=TRUE; 
PERM: ... FALSE; 
dp_perm:=FALSE; 
KNEPP:=FALSE; 
AUTOSCALE:=FALSE; 
dr:•'A:\'; 
prog_head:=' 
HYS menu; 

END; 

HYSTERESIS CURVE ANALYSIS'; 

(--------------------------------------------------------~------------------} 

PROCEDURE BH DATA; 
BEGIN 

BH:=TRUE; 
HYS:=FALSE; 
PERM:=FALSE; 
KNEPP:=FALSE; 
AUTOSCALE:=FALSE; 
dr:='A:\'; 
prog_head:=' 
BH_menu; 

END; 

INITIAL MAGNETISATION CURVE ANALYSIS'; 

(---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 
PROCEDURE MENU; 
BEGIN 

prog_head:=' INITIAL MAGNETISATION AND HYSTERESIS CURVE ANALYSIS'; 
action:='MAIN MENU'; 
heading(prog_head,action,sample,pdef); 
writeln; 
writeln('l. Analyse an INITIAL magnetisation curve'); 
writeln('2. Analyse a HYSTERESIS curve'); 
writeln('3. EXIT'); 
writeln; 
writeln('Please type the number for the option you require'); 
readln(m_menu); 
CASE m menu of 
1 BH data; 
2 : HYS data; 
3 : EXIT; 
END; 
MENU; 

END; 
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BEGIN 
MULT:=FALSE; 
sample:=' ______ '; 
pdef:=O; 
g~aphset:=false; 

MENU; 

END. 
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{ * 
{ * 
{ * 
{ * 

UNIT BHDATA (PROCEDURES tOR INITIAL MAGNETISATION CURVE ANALYSIS) 
S.Thompson July 1990 

UNIT BHDATA; 

INTERFACE 

USES crt,graph,BH_Glob,BH_Utils,BH_Graph,Num_Rec; 

PROCEDURE perm_calc; 
PROCEDURE kneppo; 
PROCEDURE BH menu; 

IMPLEMENTATION 

PROCEDURE perm_calc; 
BEGIN 

clrscr; 
action:=' Permeability Calculation'; 
heading(prog_head,action,sample,pdef); 
perm_Data[1] :=(B_Data(1]/H_Data[1]*0.00125637); 
for i:=2 to npts do 
BEGIN 

perm_Data[i] :=(B_Data[i]/H_Data(i]*0.00125637); 
if perm_Data[i]>perm_Data[i-1] then 
BEGIN 

maxperm:=perm_Data[i]; 
B_maxperm:=B_Data[i]; 
H_maxperm:=H_Data[i]; 

END; 
END; 
iniperm:=perm_Data[1]; 

*} . ) . ) 
* ) 

writeln('Maximum permeability : ',maxperm:5:1); 
writeln('Maximum permeability occured at an applied field of 
writeln; 

',H_maxperm:3:2,' kA 

writeln('Initial permeability 
writeln; 
calc PERM:=TRUE; 

',iniperm:4:1): 

writeln('Do you want to save the permeability data?'); 
yes_no; 
if YES then 
BEGIN 

writeln(' The permeabilities will be put in a file with the ex~ension 
assign(f,dr+filnam+' .pem'); 
rewrite(f); 
cret:=chr(13); 
space:=chr(32); 
write(f,sample,npts,pdef,cret); 
for i:=1 to npts do 
write(f,H_Data[i],perm_Data[i],cret); 
close(f); 

END; 
pause; 

END; 

.pem'); 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------) 
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PROCEDURE kneppo; 
BEGIN 

clrscr; 
action:='Kneppo Calculation'; 
heading(prog_head,action,sample,pdef); 
for i:=l to npts do 
BEGIN 

xknepp[i] :=1/H_Data(i]; 
yknepp(i] :=ln(B Data(i]); 

END; 
KNEPP:=TRUE; 
writeln('Do you want to plot the data?'); 
yes_no; 
if yes then P KNEPP; 
writeln; 
writeln('Do you want to do a least squares fit to the data?'); 
yes_no; 
if YES then 
BEGIN 

writeln('Over what region of 1/H ?'); 
writeln('Please enter the minimim 1/H value.'); 
readln(knepp_min); 
writeln('PLease enter the maximum 1/H value.'); 
readln(knepp_max); 
j:=l; 
for i:=1 to npts do 
BEGIN 

if ((xknepp(i]<=knepp max) and (xknepp[i]>=knepp_min)) then 
BEGIN 

x_knepp(j] :=xknepp(i); 
y_knepp[j] :=yknepp[i]; 
j:=j+1; 

END; 
END; 
nfit:=j-1; 

mwt:=O; 
fit(x knepp,y knepp,nfit,sig,mwt,a,b,siga,sigb,chi2,q); 
for i:=1 to npts do 
knepp_fit[i) :=b*xknepp(i]+a; 
FIT KNEPP:=TRUE; 
writeln('gradient : ',b:5:2,'+/-' ,sigb:5:2); 
writeln('constant : ',a:5:2,'+/-' ,siga:5:2); 
writeln('Do you want to plot the data?'); 
yes_no; 
if yes then P KNEPP; 

END; 
FIT KNEPP:=FALSE; 
KNEPP:=FALSE; 
END; 
{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

PROCEDURE BH_menu; 
BEGIN 

writeln; 
action:=' Initial Magnetisation Curve Menu'; 
heading(prog_head,action,sample,pdef); 
writeln('l. Load a data file.'); 
writeln('2. Data Modification.'); 
writeln('3. Permeability Calculation.'); 
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writeln('4. Plot initial curve.'); 
writeln('5. Plot initial curve showing the permeabilities.'); 
writeln('6. Plot permeability vs. applied field.'); 
writeln('7. Plot multiple initial curves.'); 
writeln('8. Plot multiple permeability vs. applied field curves.'); 
writeln(' (CALCULATE AND SAVE PERMEABILITY DATA FIRST)'); 
writeln('9. KNEPPO Calculation'); 
writeln('lO. Return to Main Menu.'); 
writeln; 
writeln('Please Enter the code of the option that you require'); 
readln(m_menu); 
CASE m menu of 

1 fileload; 
2 data mod; 
3 perm_ calc; 
4 BH HYS; -
5 BH PERM; 
6 H PERM; -
7 mult BH; -
8 mult H PERM; 
9 kneppo; 
10 : Exit; 

END; 
if i<>9 then BH menu; 

END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------) 
END. 
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{ * 
{* UNIT HYSDATA (PROCEDURES FOR HYSTERESIS CURVE: ANALYSIS) 
{* S.Thompson July 1990 
{ * 

* } . } 

~} 

{***********•********~******************************************************} 

UNIT HYSDATA; 

INTERFACE 

USES crt,graph,BH_Glob,BH_Utils,BH_graph,Num_Rec; 

PROCEDURE HYS loss calc; 
PROCEDURE He calc; -
PROCEDURE Br calc; -
PROCEDURE dif_perm_ calc; 
PROCEDURE HYS menu; -

IMPLEMENTATION 

PROCEDURE HYS loss calc; 
BEGIN 

ClrScr; 
action:=' Hysteresis Loss Calculation'; 
heading(prog_head,action,sample,pdef); 
hys lossl:=O; 
for i:=2 to npts do 
hys lossl:=hys lossl+O.S*(B_Data[i-l)+B_Data[i])•abs(H_Data[i)-H Data[i-1)); 
hys_loss2:=0; 
for i:=2 to npts do 
hys_loss2:=hys loss2+0.5*(-B_Data[i-l)+(-B C•ata[i))) ~abs(H Data[i)-H Data[i-1]); 
hys lossT:=hys lossl-hys_loss2; 
writeln('Hysteresis Loss on the first curve : ',hys lossl:4:2,' TkA/m'); 
writeln('Hysteresis Loss on the second curve : ',hys loss2:4:2,' TkA/m'); 
writeln; 
writeln('Total Hysteresis Loss : ',hys lossT:4:2,' TkA/m'); 
pause; 

END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------) 

PROCEDURE Hc_calc; 
BEGIN 

clrscr; 
action:='Coercivity Calculation'; 
heading(prog_head,action,sample,pdef); 
BHc:=0.75; 
writeln('The coercivity will be calculated between B-values 
writeln('Do you want to accept this?'); 
yes_no; 
if NO then 
BEGIN 

writeln('Please enter the maximum B-value to be included'); 
readln(BHc); 

END; 
writeln('Field (kA/m) 
j:=O; 
for i:=l to npts do 
BEGIN 

Flux Density (T) '); 
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if (abs(B Data[i))<=BHc) then 
BEGIN 

j:=j+l; 
xHcDat(j) :=H Data[i); 
yHcDat ( J) : =B Data ( i J ; 
writeln(xHcCat[j),' 

END; 
END; 
writeln; 

' , yHcDat [ j) ) ; 

writeln(j,' .... it is recommended that no more r.han 6 points be used.'); 
polint(yHcDat,xHcDat, j,O.O,Hc,dHc); 
writeln; 
writeln('Coercivity : ',Hc:4:2,' kA/m'); 
writeln('Error on He : +/-' ,dHc:5:3); 
writeln; 
writeln('Do you want to accept this value?'); 
yes no; 
if NO then He calc; 
calc Hc:=TRUE; 

END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 
PROCEDURE Br calc; 
BEGIN 

clrscr; 
action:=' Remanence Calculation'; 
heading(prog_headlaction,sample,pdef); 
HBr:=0.75; 
writeln('The remenance will be calculated between H-values 
writeln('Do you want to accept this?'); 
yes_no; 
if NO then 
BEGIN 

writeln('Please enter the maximum H-value to be included'); 
readln(HBr); 

END; 
writeln('Field (kA/m) 
j: =0; 
for i:=l to npts do 
BEGIN 

Flux Density (T) '); 

if (abs(H_Data[i])<=HBr) then 
BEGIN 

j:=j+l; 
xBrDat[j] :=H_Data[i]; 
yBrDat[j] :=B_Data[i]; 
writeln(xBrDat[j),' 

END; 
END; 
writeln; 

1 
I yBrDat [ j) ) ; 

+!-' ,HBr:3:2,' i<A/rn'); 

writeln(j,' .... it is recommended that no more than 6 points be used.'); 
polint(xBrDat,yBrDatljiO.O~Br~dBr); 

writeln; 
writeln( 1 Remanence : ',Br:4:2,' T'); 
writeln('Error on Br : +/-' ,dBr:5:3); 
writeln; 
writeln('Do you want to accept this value?' l; 
yes no; 
if NO then Br_calc; 
calc Br:=TRUE; 
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END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------! 

PROCEDURE dif_perm_calc; 
BEGIN 

clrscr; 
action:='Differential Permeability Calculation'; 
heading(prog_head,action,sample,pdef); 
dp _Data ( 1 ] : = 7 9 5 . 7 7 * ab s ( ( B _Data ( 1] - B _Dar. a ( 2 ] l I ( H Cat a [ 1 ] - H _Data [ 2 ) ) J ; 

dp_HData(1] :=(H_Data[1]+H Data(2])/2; 
maxdp:=dp_Data[1]; 
for i:=2 to (npts-1) do 
BEGIN 

dp_Data(i] :=797. 77*abs ( (B_Data[i]-B_Data[i+l]) I (H Data[i]-H Dat.a[i+1])); 
dp_HData[i] :=(H Data[i]+H_Data[~+1])12; 
if (dp_Data(i]>=maxdp) then 
BEGIN 

maxdp:=dp_data[i]; 
low_h:=H_Data[i]; 
high_H:=H Data[i+1]; 

END; 
END; 
writeln('maximum differential permeability : ',maxdp:5:1); 
writeln('Field region : ',low_h:4:1,' kAim,and ',high_h:4:l,' kAI~'); 

writeln('Please input the coercivity .'); 
readln(Hc); 
i:=1; 
repeat 

high H:=H_Data(i]; 
i:=i+1; 
until high_H>Hc; 

i:=i-1; 
low_h:=H_Data[i-1]; 
dp_Hc:=795.77*abs((B_Data[i]-B_Data(i-1])/(high_H-low_h) J; 
writeln('differential permeability at He : ',dp_Hc:5:1); 
writeln('Field region : ',1ow_h:4:1,' kAim,and ',high h:4:1,' kA/m'); 
writeln('Do you want to save the differential permeability data?'l; 
yes_no; 
if YES then 
BEGIN 

writeln('The file extension will be 
assign(f,dr+filnam+' .dpm'); 
rewrite(f); 
cret:=chr(l3); 
space:=chr(32); 
writ.e(f,sample,npts,pdef,cret); 
for i:=1 to (npts-1) do 
wr~te(f,H_Data[~],dp Data[i],cret.); 
close(f); 

END; 
pause; 

END; 

.dpm'); 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------) 

PROCEDURE HYS menu; 
BEGIN 

ClrScr; 
action:=' Hysteresis Curve Menu'; 
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heading(prog_head,action,sample,pdef); 
writeln('l. Load a file.'); 
writeln('2. Data Modification.'); 
writeln('3. Coercivity Calculation.'); 
writeln('4. Remanence Calculation.'); 
writeln('S. Hysteresis Loss Calculation.'); 
writeln('6. Calculate differential permeabillty.' J; 
writeln('7. Plot Hysteresis Curve.'); 
writeln('8. Plot Hysteresis curve including He and Br.'); 
writeln('9. Plot Differential permeability vs. Applied field.'); 
writeln('lO. Return to Main Menu.'); 
writeln; 
writeln('Pease enter the code for the option you require.' J; 
readln(m menu); 
CASE m menu of 

l fileload; 
2 data mod; 
3 He calc; -
4 Br calc; -
5 hys_ loss calc; -
6 dif _perm_ calc; 
7 BH HYS; -
8 HYS He Br; - -
9 H DPERM; -
10 : Exit; 

END; 
if i<>lO then HYS menu; 

END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------) 
END. 
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{ * 
{* UNIT BH_Graph (PROCEDURES USED FOR SCREEN GRAPHICS) 
{ * 
{* S.Thompson July 1990 
{ * 

~ ', 

"} . } 

{******************************************~*****~*******·~***************~*} 

UNIT BH_Graph; 

INTERFACE 

USES crt,graph,BH_Glob,BH_Utils; 

PROCEDURE graph_mode; 
PROCEDURE set graph_var; 
PROCEDURE set_plot_var; 
PROCEDURE plot_calc; 
PROCEDURE disp_plot_var; 
PROCEDURE plot_var; 
PROCEDURE ch_plot_var; 
PROCEDURE HYS_ch_plot_var; 
PROCEDURE DPERM_ch_plot var; 
PROCEDURE border; 
PROCEDURE grid; 
PROCEDURE axes label; 
FUNCTION xconv(x:REAL) :LONGINT; 
FUNCTION yconv(y:REAL) :LONGINT; 
PROCEDURE multload; 
PROCEDURE multdata(ifile:integer); 
PROCEDURE plot_mult(ifile:integer); 
PROCEDURE mult_BH; 
PROCEDURE mult H PERM; 
PROCEDURE BH HYS; 
PROCEDURE BH PERM; 
PROCEDURE H PERM; 
PROCEDURE H DPERM; 
PROCEDURE P KNEPP; 
PROCEDURE HYS_Hc_Br; 
PROCEDURE inscale; 
PROCEDURE plot_BH_HYS; 
PROCEDURE plot_BH_perm; 
PROCEDURE plot_HYS_Hc_Br; 
PROCEDURE plot_H_perm; 
PROCEDURE plot_H_dperm; 
PROCEDURE plot_knepp; 

IMPLEMENTATION 

PROCEDURE graph_mode; 
var 

GraphDriver,ErrorCode : INTEGER; 
BEGIN 

if graphset then SetGraphMode(GraphMode) 
else BEGIN 

GraphDriver:=Detect; 
InitGraph(GraphDriver,GraphMode, '' ); 
ErrorCode:=GraphResult; 
if ErrorCode<>grOk then 
BEGIN 
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END; 

RestoreCrtMode; 
writeln('Graphics Error : ',·::;raphEr r·~rMsg(ErrorCode)); 
writeln('Program aborted'); 
Halt (1); 

END; 
colour:=(GetPaletteSize=l6); 
graphset:=TRUE; 
END; 

(---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 
PROCEDURE set_graph_var; 
BEGIN 

color:=GetMaxColor; 
sc xmax:=GetMaxX; 
sc ymax:=GetMaxY; 
x_max:={sc_xmax-(sc_xmax I 10) ); 
x_min:={sc xmax I 10); 
y_max:=sc_ymax-(sc ymax I 10); 
y_min:=y_max I 10; 
x_diff:=x_max-x_min; 
y_diff:=y_max-y_min; 
if BH then x_gap:=7; 
if HYS then x_gap:=8; 
y_gap:=4; 
x_step:={abs(x_diff)lx_gap); 
y_step:=(abs(y_diff)ly_gap); 
real_x_scale[1) :=x_min; 
for i:=2 to (x_gap+l) do 
real_x_scale(i] :=real_x_scale[i-1] + x_step; 
real_y_scale[l) :=y_min; 
for i:=2 to (y_gap+l) do 
real_y_scale[i) :=real_y_scale[i-1] + y step; 
for i:=l to (x_gap+l) do 
x_scale[i] :=Round(real_x_scale[i]); 
for i:=l to (y gap+l) do 
y_scale[i] :=Round(real y scale[l]); 
i_sc_xmax:=Round(sc_xmax); 
i sc_ymax:=Round(sc ymax); 
END; 

(---------------------------------------------------------------------------) 

PROCEDURE set_plot_var; 
BEGIN 

if BH then 
BEGIN 

field_max:=42; 
field min:=O; 
flux_max:=2.0; 
flux_min:=O; 
x label:=' Field H(kA/m)'; 
y_label:='Flux density B(T)'; 
gph_head:='Initial Magnetisation curve for : '+sample+' Plastic Def. 
if MULT then gph head:='Initial Magnetisatiun curves for : '+msample; 

END; 

if HYS then 
BEGIN 

field_max:=32; 
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field min:=-32; 
flux max:=2.2; 
flux min:=-2.2; 
x label:='Field H(kA/m) '; 
y_label:='Flux density B(T)'; 
gph_head:='Hysteresis curve for 

END; 

if PERM then 
BEGIN 

field max:=42; 
field min:=O; 
flux max:=lOOO; 
perm_max:=flux_max; 
flux min:=O; 
perm_min:=flux_min; 
x_label:='Field H(kA/m)'; 
y label:=' Permeability '; 

'+sample+' Plastic Def. '+rtostr (pdef) -.-' %'; 

gph_head:='Permeability vs Field for : '+sample+' Plastic Def. : '-.-rtostr(pdefJ+' 
if MULT then gph_head:='Permeability vs Field for samples :'+msample; 

END; 

if dp_perm then 
BEGIN 

field_max:=6; 
field min:=-6; 
flux max:=4600; 
perm_max:=flux_max; 
flux min:=-10.0; 
perm_min:=flux_min; 
x label:='Field H(kA/m) '; 
y_label:='Diff. Permeability '; 
gph head:='Diff Perm vs Field for : '+samp.Lc:t' Plastic Def. : '+rtostr(pde~J+'%'; 

if MULT then gph_head:=' Permeability vs ficold for samples : '+msarr.ple; 
END; 

if KNEPP t.hen 
BEGIN 

field max:=lS; 
field min:=O.O; 
f 1 u x rna x : = 1. 0 ; 
flux min:=-5.0; 
x label:='l/H 1/(kA/m)'; 
y_label:='lnB (T) '; 
gph_head:='ln(B) vs 1/H: KNEPPO for: '+sample+' Plastic Def.: '+rtostr(pdefJ+' 
if MULT then gph_head:='Permeability vs t'i.tdd for samples :'+msample; 

END; 

plot calc; 
END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

PROCEDURE plot calc; 
BEGIN 

field_diff:=abs(field_max-field min); 
flux_diff:=abs(flux_max-flux_min); 
perm_diff:=perm_max-perm_min; 
field_step:=field_diff/x_gap; 
flux step:=flux_diff/y_gap; 
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perm_step:=perm_diff/y_gap; 
END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

PROCEDURE disp_plot_var; 
BEGIN 

clrscr; 
if AUTOSCALE then write.!.n('AUTOSCALE is in op•n<~t:ion .... '); 
writeln('The plotting variables are currently s~t to the following:'); 
writeln; 
writeln('l. Maximum field 
writeln('2. Minimum field 
if (NOT PERM) then 
BEGIN 
writeln('3. Maximum flux 
writeln('4. Minimum flux 
END; 
if PERM then 
BEGIN 

',field_max:3:l,' kA/m'); 
',field_min:2:l,' kA/m'); 

',flux_max:3:2,' T' ); 
', flux_min: 2: l,' T') 

writeln('3. Maximum permeability 
writeln('4. Minimum permeability 

END; 

' , perm_ max: 4 : l) ; 
', perm_min: 4: l) 

END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

PROCEDURE plot_var; 
BEGIN 

action:=' Plotting variables'; 
heading(prog_head,action,sample,pdef); 
disp _plot_ var; 
writeln; 
writeln('Do you want to accept these variables?'); 
yes_no; 
if (NO and BHJ then ch_plot var; 
lf (NO and dp perm) then DPERM ch plot_var; 
if ((NO and HYS) and (not dp_perm)) then HYS ch __ plot var; 
plot calc; 

END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 
PROCEDURE ch_plot var; 

BEGIN 
disp_plot var; 
if (NOT MULT) then writeln('5. AUTOSCALE'); 
writeln('6. Default values'}; 
writeln; 
writeln('Please chose an option? (1-6) 'J; 
writeln('If you have finished making alterations type 
readln(i); 
if i=l then 
BEGIN 

writeln('Please enrer the new maximum field.'); 
readln(field_max); 

END; 
if i=2 then 
BEGIN 

writeln('Please enter the new minimum fielJ.'); 
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END; 

readln(field_min); 
END; 
if ((i=3) and (NOT PERM)) then 
BEGIN 

writeln('Please enter the new maximum flux.'); 
readln(flux_max); 

END; 
if ((i=4) and (NOT PERM)) then 
BEGIN 

writeln('Please enter the new minimum flux.'); 
readln(flux_min); 

END; 
if ((i=3) and PERM) then 
BEGIN 

writeln('Please enter the new maximum permeability.'); 
readln(flux_max); 
perm_max:=flux_max; 

END; 
if ((i=4) and PERM) then 
BEGIN 

writeln('Please enter the new minimum permei1bility.'); 
readln(flux_min); 
perm_min:=flux_min; 

END; 
if i=5 then 
BEGIN 

AUTOSCALE:=TRUE; 
field_max:=H_Data[l]; 
field_min:=H Data[l]; 
flux_max:=B_Data[l]; 
flux_min:=3_Data(1]; 
if PERM then 
BEGIN 

perm_max:=perm_Data[l]; 
perm_min:=perm_Data(1]; 

END; 
for k:=2 to npts do 
BEGIN 

if H_Data[k]>H_Data[k-1] then field_max:=l+H Data[k]; 
if H_Data[k)<H_Data[k-1] then field_min:=H_Data[k)-1; 
if B_Data[k)>B_Data[k-1] then flux_max:=B_Data[k]+0.1; 
if B_Data(k]<B_Data[k-1) then f1ux_min:m8 Data[k)-0.1; 
if PERM then 
BEGIN 

if perm_Data[k]>perm_Data[k-1] then pf!rm_max:=perm_Data(k]+5; 
flux_max:=perm_max; 
if perm_Data [k] <perm_Data ( k-1] then pc·rm_min: =perm_ Data ( k] -5; 
flux_min:=perm_min; 

END; 
END; 

END; 
if i=6 then 
BEGIN 
set_plot var; 
END; 
if i<>S then AUTOSCALE:=FALSE; 
if i=O then exit 
else ch_plot var; 
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{---------------------------------------------------------------------------[ 

PROCEDURE HYS_ch_plot var; 
BEGIN 

clrscr; 

END; 

if AUTOSCALE then writeln('AUTOSCALE is in operation .... '); 
writeln('The plotting variables are currently set to the follcwing:'): 
wr.:.r.eln('1. Absolute Maximum field: ',field __ max:3:1,'kA/m'); 
writeln('2. Absolute Maximum flux ',flux_rna:<:3:2,'T'); 
writeln('3. AUTOSCALE'); 
writeln('4. Default values'); 
writeln; 
writeln('Please chose an option? (1-4) '); 
writeln('THE VALUES WILL BE MADE SYMNETRIC'); 
writeln('If you have finished making alterations type 
readln(i); 
if i=l then 
BEGIN 

writeln('Please enter the new maximum field.'); 
readln(field_max); 

END; 
field min:=-field max; - -
if i=2 then 
BEGIN 

writeln('Please enter the new maximum flux.'); 
readln(flux max); 

END; 
flux_min:=-flux_max; 
if i=3 then 
BEGIN 

AUTOSCALE:=TRUE; 
field_max:=abs(H Data(1]); 
flux_max:=abs(B Data(1)); 
for k:=2 to npts do 
BEGIN 

0.,); 

if abs(H_Data[k))>abs(H Data(k-1]1 then (ield_max:=1+abs(H Data[k]); 
if abs(B_Data(k])>abs(B Data(k-1]) then flux_max:=abs(B_Data(k))TO.l; 

END; 
field min:=-field max; 
flux min:=-flux max; - -

END; 
if i=4 then 
BEGIN 
set_plot_ var; 
END; 
if i<>3 then AUTOSCALE:=FALSE; 
if i=O then exit 
else HYS ch_plot var; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

PROCEDURE DPERM_ch_plot var; 
BEGIN 

clrscr; 
if AUTOSCALE then writeln('AUTOSCALE is in opPration .... ' ); 
writeln('The plotting variables are currently set to the following:'); 
writeln('l. Absolute Maximum field : ',field_max:3:l,'kA/m'); 
writeln('2. Absolute Maximum diff perm. ', f Lux_max:3:2, 'T'); 
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writeln('3. AUTOSCALE'J; 
writeln('4. Default values'); 
writeln; 
writeln('Please chose an option? (1-4) '); 
writeln ('THE FIELD VALUES WILL BE MADE SYMMf::TRIC'); 
writeln('If you have finished making alterations type 
readln(i); 
if i=l then 
BEGIN 

writeln('Please enter the new maximum field.'); 
readln(field_max); 

END; 
field min:=-field max; - -
if i=2 then 
BEGIN 

writeln('Please enter the new maximum ditf perm.'); 
readln(flux_max); 
writeln('Please enter the new minimum diff perm.'); 
readln(flux_min); 

END; 

if i=3 then 
BEGIN 

AUTOSCALE:=TRUE; 
field_max:=abs(dp_HData[l]); 
flux_max:=abs(dp_Data[1]); 
for k:=2 to npts do 
BEGIN 

0 . ' ) ; 

if abs(dp HData[k])>abs(dp_HData[k-1]) UP-'!n field_max:=1+abs(dp !-Wa.ta~k]); 

if abs(dp_Data[k])>flux_max then flu:< mnx:=abs(dp Data[k])-r-0.1; 
if abs(dp Data[k])<flux_min then flux mlrl:=abs(dp_Data[k])-0.1; 

END; 
field_min:=-field_max; 

END; 
if i=4 then 
BEGIN 
set_plot_var; 
END; 
if i<>3 then AUTOSCALE:=FALSE; 
if i=O then exit 
else DPERM_ch_plot_var; 

END; 

(---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

PROCEDURE plot_menu; 
BEGIN 

heading(prog_head,action,sample,pdef); 
writeln('l. Display and alter plotting variableH'); 
writeln('2. Plot curve'); 
writeln('3. Return to the main menu.'); 
readln(p_menu); 
if p_menu=1 then plot var; 
if p_menu=2 then 
BEGIN 

if BH then 
BEGIN 

CASE m menu of 
4 : plot BH HYS; 
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5 plot_BH_PERM; 
6 plot H PERM; 
7 plot_mult(ifilel; 
8 plot_mult(ifile); 
9 plot_knepp; 
END; 

END; 
if HYS then 
BEGIN 

CASE m menu of 
7 plot_BH_HYS; 
8 : plot_HYS_Hc_Br; 
9 : plot H dperm 

END; 
END; 

END; 
if p_menu=3 then exit; 
plot_menu; 

END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

PROCEDURE border; 
BEGIN 

MoveTo(0 1 0); 
LineTo(i sc_xmax~O); 
LineTo(i_sc_xmax~i_sc_ymax); 

LlneTo(Oii sc ymax); 
LineTo(O~Ol; 

END; 

{------~--------------------------------------------------------------------} 

PROCEDURE gdd; 
BEGIN 

border; 
for i:=l to (x gap+l) do 
Line{x_scale(il~Y_scale[l) 1 X_scale[i)~Y scale[y_gap+1)); 
for i:=l to (y_gap+l) do 
Line(x_scale(l) 1 y_scale[i) 1 x_scale[x_gap+l) 1 Y_s~ale[i)); 

END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

PROCEDURE axes label; 
BEGIN 
SetTextJustify(centertext~centertext); 

for i:=1 to x_gap +l do 
OutTextXY(x_scale[i) 1 (y_scale(y_gap+1)+Round(y_min/3)) ~rtostr(field_min+(i-1) *field 
for i:=y_gap+l downto 1 do 
OutTextXY({x_scale[l]-Round{x_min/3))~Y scale[ Ll~rtostr{flux_mln+(y_gap+l-i\ •flu:-: s 

Out TextXY {Round {sc_xmax/ 2) 1 { y _scale [ y _gap-r ll + Prund (y _:nin" 2 I 3)) 1 x_label) ; 
SetTextStyle{defaultfont 1 VertDir 1 l); 
OutTextXY( (x_scale[l)-round(x_min*3/4)) 1 Found(sc· ymax/2) 1 Y label); 

SetTextStyle(defaultfont 1 HorizDirl 1); 
OutTextXY (Round(sc_xmax/2) I round(y_min/2) I -Jr:.·h ttt~dd); 

SetTextJustify(LeftText~TopText); 

END; 
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{---------------------------------------------------------------------------! 

FUNCTION xconv(x:REAL) :LONGINT; 
BEGIN 

if (BH or PERM) then 
xconv:=Round((x_diff/field_diff)*x+x_min); 
if HYS then 
xconv: =Round ( (x_diff I field_diff) * (x+field_di f f /?) +-x_min) ; 

END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

FUNCTION yconv(y:REAL) :LONGINT; 
BEGIN 

{ if BH then) 
yconv:=Round(sc_ymax-(y_diff/flux_diff) *(y-flux_min)-y_min); 
if PERM then 

yconv:=Round(sc_ymax-(y_diff/perm_diff) *y-y_min); 
if (HYS and (not dp_perm)J then 
yconv:=Round(sc_ymax-(y_diff/flux_diff) *(y+flux_diff/2)-y_min); 
if dp_perm then 
yconv: =Round ( sc_ymax- (y_diff /perm_diff) *y-y __ min) ; 

END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

PROCEDURE BH HYS; 
BEGIN 

graph_mode; 
set_graph_var; 
set_plot_var; 
RestoreCR";::-Iode; 
acti8n:='Magnetisation Curve Plot'; 
plot_menu; 

END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------) 

PROCEDURE BH PERM; 
BEGIN 

if (NOT calc PERM) then 
BEGIN 

writeln('You have not calculated the permeability yet'); 
pause; 
exit; 

END; 
graph_ mode; 
set graph_var; 
set _plot_ var; 

RestoreCRTMode; 
action:='Initial Magnetisation Curve Plot wit!> permeabilities'; 
plot_menu; 

END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

PROCEDURE H_PERM; 
BEGIN 
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if (NOT calc_PERM) then 
BEGIN 

writeln('You have not calculated the permeability yet'); 
pause; 
exit; 

END; 
PERM:=TRUE; 
graph_mode; 
set_graph_var; 
set_plot_ var; 
RestoreCRTMode; 
action:=' Permeability vs. Applied Field Plot'; 
plot_menu; 
PERM:=FALSE; 

END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

PROCEDURE H DPERM; 
BEGIN 

dp_perm:=true; 
graph_mode; 
set graph_var; 
set_plot_var; 
RestoreCRTMode; 
action:='Diff Per vs. Applied Field plot'; 
plot_menu; 
dp_perm:=FALSE; 

END; 

{--------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

PROCEDURE P KNEPP; 
BEGIN 

KNEPP:=TRUE; 
graph_mode; 
set graph_var; 
set_plot_var; 
RestoreCRTMode; 
action:='KNEPPO plot'; 
plot_menu; 
KNEPP:=FALSE; 

END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

PROCEDURE HYS Hc_Br; 
BEGIN 

if (NOT calc He) then 
BEGIN 

writeln('You have not calculated He yet'); 
pause; 
exit; 

END; 
if (NOT calc Br) then 
BEGIN 

writeln('You have not calculated Br yet'); 
pause; 
exit; 

END; 
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graph_mode; 
set_graph_var; 
set_plot_var; 
RestoreCRTMode; 
action:=' Hysteresis Curve Plot with He and Br.'; 
plot_menu; 

END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 
PROCEDURE multload; 
BEGIN 

writeln('How many files do you want to plot ? (maximum 10) '); 
readln(nofiles); 
for ifile:=l to nofiles do 
BEGIN 

if (NOT PERM) then 
BEGIN 

file load; 
multdata(ifile); 

END; 
if PERM then 
BEGIN 

permload; 
multdata(ifile); 

END; 
END; 

END; 

{--------------------------------------------------------------------------} 
PROCEDURE multdata; 
BEGIN 

if ifile=l then 
BEGIN 

for j:=l to npts do 
BEGIN 

Hdatal ( j] : =H_Data ( j]; 
if (NOT PERM) then Bdatal(j] :=B_Data(j]; 
if (PERM) then Pdatal(j] :=Pdata[j]; 

END; 
END; 

if ifile=2 then 
BEGIN 

for j:=l to npts do 
BEGIN 

Hdata2[j] :=H_Data(j]; 
if (NOT PERM) then Bdata2[j] :=B_Data[j]; 
if (PERM) then Pdata2 [ j] : =Pdata [ j]; 

END; 
END; 

if ifile=3 then 
BEGIN 

for j:=l to npts do 
BEGIN 

Hdata3 [ j] : =H_Data ( j]; 
if (NOT PERM) then BdataJ(j] :=B_Data(j]; 
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if (PERM) then Pdata3 [ j] : =Pdat.a [ j]; 

END; 
END; 

if ifile=4 then 
BEGIN 

for j:=l to npts do 
BEGIN 

Hdata4 [ j) : =H_Data [ j) ; 
if (NOT PERM) then Bdata4[j] :=B_Dat.a(j]; 
if (PERM) then Pdata4(j) :=Pdata(j); 

END; 
END; 

if ifile=S then 
BEGIN 

for j:=l to npts do 
BEGIN 

HdataS[j] :=H_Data[j); 
if (NOT PERM) then Bdat.aS[j) :=B Data[j]; 
if (PERM) then PdataS[j) :=Pdata(j); 

END; 
END; 

if ifile=6 then 
BEGIN 

for j:=l to npts do 
BEGIN 

Hdata6[j) :=H_Data[j]; 
if (NOT PERM) the~ Bdata6(j) :=B Data[j]; 
if (PERM) then Pdata6 [ j]: =Pdata [ j); 

END; 
END; 

if ifile=7 then 
BEGIN 

for j:=l to npts do 
BEGIN 

Hdata7 ( j J: =H_Data ( j J; 
if (NOT PERM) then Bdata7[j) :=B_Data(j]; 
if (PERM) then Pdata7[j] :=Pdata(j); 

END; 
END; 

if ifile=8 then 
BEGIN 

for j:=l to npts do 
BEGIN 

Hdata8 [ j] : =H_Data ( j]; 
if (NOT PERM) then Bdata8(j) :=B_Data(j]; 
if (PERM) then Pdat.a8[j] :=Pdata(j); 

END; 
END; 

if ifile=9 then 
BEGIN 

for j:=l to npts do 
BEGIN 

Hdata9(j) :=H_Data(j]; 
if (NOT PERM) then Bdata9[j] :=B_Data(j]; 
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if (PERM) then Pdata9[j]:=Pdata[j]; 
END; 

END; 

if ifile=lO then 
BEGIN 

for j:=l to npts do 
BEGIN 

HdatalO [ j J : =H_Data [ j J; 
if (NOT PERM) then BdatalO[j]:=B Data(J]; 
if (PERM) then Pdatal 0 [ j] : =Pdata [ j] ; 

END; 
END; 

END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

PROCEDURE mult BH; 
BEGIN 

MULT:=TRUE; 
PERM:=FALSE; 
writeln('Please enter the sample for the titl~!'); 

readln(msample); 
multload; 
graph_mode; 
set_graph_var; 
set_plot_var; 
plot calc; 
RestoreCRTMode; 
action:=' Plotting Multiple BH Curves'; 
plot_menu; 
MULT:=FALSE; 

END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

PROCEDURE mult H PERM; 
BEGIN 

MULT:=TRUE; 
PERM:=TRUE; 
writeln ('Please enter the sample for the head.Lr,<J'); 

readln(msample); 
multload; 
graph_ mode; 
set_graph_var; 
set_plot_ var; 
plot calc; 
RestoreCRTMode; 
action:=' Plotting Multiple H vs. Permeabilit',' r:ucves'; 
plot_menu; 
MULT:=FALSE; 
PERM:=FALSE; 

END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

PROCEDURE inscale; 
BEGIN 
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if NOT PERM then 
if (((H Data(i]<field_max) and (H Data[i]>Elt!ld min)) and ((3 Dac.a[i]<flux rna:·:) Oi 

then SCALE:=TRUE else SCALE:=FALSE; 
if PERM then 

if ( ( (H_Data ( i] <f ield_max) and ( H_Data ( i] >fie ld_min) ) and ( (perm_Data [ i] <perm_r..ax) 
then SCALE:=TRUE else SCALE:=FALSE; 

END; 

(---------------------------------------------------------------------------\ i 

PROCEDURE plot_BH_HYS; 
BEGIN 

graph_mode; 
ClearDevice; 
grid; 
axes label; 
Set.Color(4); 
for i:=l to npts do 
BEGIN 

inscale; 
if SCALE then 
PutPixel(xconv(H Data(i]) ,yconv(B_Data[i]J ,calor); 

END; 
if HYS then 
BEGIN 

for i:=l to npts do 
BEGIN 

inscale; 
if SCALE then 
PutPixel(xconv(-H_Data[i]),yconv(-B_Data[L]) ,color) 

END; 
END; 
gpause; 
Rest.oreCRTMode; 

END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------) 

PROCEDURE plot_BH_PERM; 
BEGIN 

graph_mode; 
ClearDevice; 
grid; 
axes label; 
for i:=l to npts do 
BEGIN 

inscale; 
if SCALE then 
PutPixel(xconv(H_Data[i]),yconv(B_Data(i]) ,color); 

END; 
Line (xconv ( field_min), yconv (flux_ min) , xconv ( 1000 * f lux_max/maxperm) , yconv (flux_ rna:·: 1 I 
Line (xconv ( field_min), yconv ( flux_min), xconv ( 1 00\J • flux_ max/ iniperm), yconv ( flux_ma:.;)) 
Line(xconv(H_maxperm),y_scale[y_gap+l],xconv(H_maxperm),yconv(B_maxperm)); 
OutTextXY(xconv(lOOO* (2*flux_max/(3*maxpermJ )+tield_step/4) ,yco~v(2•flux_max/3), 'rna 
OutText.XY(xconv(l000*(l*flux_max/(3*iniperm)) 1 fleld_step/4),yconv(l*flux_max/3) ,'in 
OutText.XY (xconv (H_maxperm+field_st.ep/4) 1 yconv ( t l'lx_min+flux_step/4) I' H at max pe~m: 

gpause; 
RestoreCRTMode; 

END; 
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{---------------------------------------------------------------------------\ ' 
PROCEDURE plot_HYS_He_Br; 
BEGIN 

graph_mode; 
ClearDeviee; 
grid; 
axes label; 
for i:=l to npts do 
BEGIN 

inseale; 
if SCALE then 
PutPixel(xconv(H Data[i]) ,yconv(B_Data[i]),color); 
PutPixel(xeonv(-H_Data[i]),yeonv(-B_Data[i)l ,color) 

END; 
Line(xeonv(He),yeonv(O-flux_diff/20) ,xeonv(llc) ,yconv(O+flux_diff/2011; 
Line(xeonv(0-field_diff/20),yeonv(Brl ,xeonv(Ql[Leld_diff/20) ,yconv(Br)); 
Out TextXY (xeonv (He+f ield_step/ 4 I , yeonv ( 0 -r [lux_ st:ep/ 4) , 'He:' +rtost:: (He)+' kA/m' I ; 
OutTextXY(xeonv(O+field_step/4),yeonv(Br+flux_:3tep/4) ,'Br:'+rtostr(Br)+'T'I; 
gpause; 
RestoreCRTMode; 

END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 
PROCEDURE plot H PERM; 
BEGIN 

graph_mode; 
ClearDeviee; 
grid; 
axes label; 
for i:=l to npts do 
BEGIN 

inseale; 
if SCALE then 

PutPixel(xeonv(H_Data[i)),yeonv(perm_Datall)l ,cnJor); 
END; 
gpause; 
RestoreCRTMode; 

END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 
PROCEDURE plot_H_dperm; 
BEGIN 

graph_mode; 
ClearDeviee; 
grid; 
axes label; 
MoveTo(xeonv(dp_HData[l]),yeonv(dp Data[i))): 
for i:=2 to (npts-1) do 
BEGIN 

in seale; 
if SCALE then 
LineTo(xeonv(dp_HData[i]l ,yconv(dp_Data[l)) J; 

END; 
Line (xcomr (He), yeonv (flux_min), xeonv (He), ycorw ( flux_max) l; 
OutTextXY(xconv(field_min+field_step/10),yconv(flux_max-flux_step/3),'diff perm. ma 
OutTextXY(xconv(field_min+field_step/10) ,yconv(flux_max-2*flux_step/3),'diff perm. 
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OutTextXY (xconv (field_min+field_step/10), ycc•nl' ( flux_max-4 • flux_stetJ/3), 'f-lc 
gpause; 
RestoreCRTMode; 

END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

PROCEDURE plot knepp; 
BEGIN 

graph_mode; 
ClearDevice; 
grid; 
axes label; 
for i:=1 to (npts-1) do 
BEGIN 

{ inscale; 
if SCALE then} 
PutPixel(xconv(xknepp(i]),yconv(yknepp[i]) ,color); 
Line(xconv(xknepp(i]),yconv(yknepp[i]),xconv(xknepp[i+1]) ,yconv(yknepp[i+l])); 

END; 
PutPixel(xconv(xknepp(npts]) ,yconv(yknepp(nptsll ,colo=); 
if FIT KNEPP then 
BEGIN 

for i:=l to (npts-1) do 
Line(xconv(xknepp[i]),yconv(knepp_fit[i)) ,xconv(xknepp[i+1]),yconv(knepp_fit[i+l] 
OutTextXY(xconv(field_max-3*field_step) ,yconv(flux_max-flux_step/3),'gradient : ' 
OutTextXY(xconv(f~eld_max-3*f~eld_step),yconv(flux_max-2*flux step/3), 'constant 

END; 
gpause; 
RestoreCRTMode; 

END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

PROCEDURE plot_mult; 
BEGIN 

graph_mode; 
ClearDevice; 
grid; 
axes label; 
SetColor(4); 
for ifile:=l to nofiles do 
BEGIN 

if ifile"'l then 
BEGIN 

for i:=l to npts do 
BEGIN 

in scale; 
if SCALE then 
if (NOT PERM) then PutPixel(xconv(HdiitJI (i]) ,yconv(Bdatal[i)) ,color); 
if PERM then PutPixel(xconv(HDatal (i]),yconv(Pdatal(i]) ,color); 

END; 
END; 

if ifile=2 then 
BEGIN 

for i:=l to npts do 
BEGIN 

inscale; 
if SCALE then 
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if (NOT PERM) then PutPixel(xconv(Hdat.a?[i]),yconv(Bdata2[i]),colon; 
if PERM then PutPixel(xconv(HData2[i]),yconv(Pdata2[i]) ,color); 

END; 
END; 

if ifile=3 then 
BEGIN 

for i:=l to npts do 
BEGIN 

inscale; 
if SCALE then 
if (NOT PERM) then PutPixel(xconv(Hdat.aJ[i]),yconv(Bdata3[i]),color); 
if PERM then PutPixel(xconv(HData3(i]),yconv(Pdata3[i)),color); 

END; 
END; 

if ifile=4 then 
BEGIN 

for i:=l to npts do 
BEGIN 

inscale; 
if SCALE then 
if (NOT PERM) then PutPixel(xconv(Hdata4[i)),yconv(Bdata4[i]),color); 
if PERM then PutPixel(xconv(HData4(i]),yconv(Pdata4[i]),color); 

END; 
END; 

if ifile=S then 
BEGIN 

for i:=l to npts do 
BEGIN 

inscale; 
if SCALE then 
if (NOT PERM) then PutPixel(xconv(Hdat-J'j[i]),j'Conv(BdataS[i]),color); 
if PERM then PutPixel(xconv(HDataS(i] l,yconv(PdataS[i]) ,color); 

END; 
END; 

if ifile=6 then 
BEGIN 

for i:=l to npts do 
BEGIN 

inscale; 
if SCALE then 
·if (NOT PERM) then PutPixel(xconv(HdaL16[i]),yconv(Bdata6[i]),color); 
if PERM then PutPixel(xconv(HData6[.L]),yconv(Pdata6[i)l ,color); 

END; 
END; 

if ifile=7 then 
BEGIN 

for i:=l to npts do 
BEGIN 

in scale; 
if SCALE then 
if (NOT PERM) then PutPixel(xconv(Hdata7[i]),yccr.v(Bdata7[i]),color); 
if PERM then PutPixel(xconv(HData7[i]),yconv(Pdata7(i]) ,color); 

END; 
END; 
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if ifile=8 then 
BEGIN 

for i:=l to npts do 

END; 

BEGIN 
inscale; 
if SCALE then 
if (NOT PERM) then PutPixel(xconv(Hdata8[i]),yconv(Bdata8(ij),colorl; 
if PERM then PutPixel(xconv(HData8[i]),yconv(Pdata8~i]),color); 

END; 

if ifile=9 then 
BEGIN 

for i:=l to npts do 

END; 

BEGIN 
inscale; 
if SCALE then 
if (NOT PERM) then PutPixel(xconv(HddLiCl(i]),yconv(Bdata9[i]),color); 
if PERM then PutPixel(xconv(HData9[ij),yconv(Pdata9[i]),color); 

END; 

if ifile=lO then 
BEGIN 

for i:=l to npts do 

END; 

BEGIN 
inscale; 
if SCALE then 
if (NOT PERM) then PutPixel(xconv(Hd.=tta10[i]),yconv(BdatalO[i]J,color); 
if PERM then PutPixel(xconv(HDatalO[iJ),yconv(PdatalO[i]),color); 

END; 

END; 
gpause; 
RestoreCRTMode; 

END; 
{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 
END. 
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{ * 
{ * UNIT BH Utils (UTILITY PROCEDURES USED IN BH ANALYSIS) 
( * 
(* S.Thompson July 1990 
( * 

UNIT BH Utils; 

INTERFACE 

USES Crt,BH_Glob; 

FUNCTION rtostr(r:REAL) :STRING; 
PROCEDURE pause; 
PROCEDURE gpause; 
PROCEDURE yes_no; 
PROCEDURE heading(prog_head,action:string;samp1e:string;pdef:real); 
PROCEDURE fileload; 
PROCEDURE permload; 
PROCEDURE data mod; 
PROCEDURE int constant; 
PROCEDURE sam dim; 
PROCEDURE H mod; 
PROCEDURE B mod; 
PROCEDURE ch file; 

IMPLEMENTATION 

FUNCTION rtostr(r:REAL) :STRING; 
var 

s :STRING [ 15) ; 
BEGIN 

Str(r:4:2,s); 
rtostr:=s; 

END; 

. ) . } . } 

*} 

(---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 
PROCEDURE pause; 
BEGIN 

writeln; 
writeln('Please press any key to continue ...... '); 
BEGIN 

repeat until keypressed; 
ch:=readkey; 

END; 
END; 

(---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

PROCEDURE gpause; 
BEGIN 

BEGIN 
repeat until keypressed; 
ch:=readkey; 

END; 
END; 
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{---------------------------------------------------------------------------; 

PROCEDURE yes no; 
BEGIN 

ANS:=FALSE; 
while NOT ANS do 
BEGIN 

writeln( 1 Please answer Y or N'); 
readln(ch); 
if ( (ch=' Y 1 l or (ch= 1 y 1 l) then 
BEGIN 

YES:=TRUE; 
NO:=FALSE; 
ANS:=TRUE 

END; 
if ( (ch='N') or (ch= 1 n' )) then 
BEGIN 

NO:=TRUE; 
YES:=FALSE; 
ANS:=TRUE 

END; 
END; 

END; 

1 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 
PROCEDURE heading; 
BEGIN 

Window (1, 1, 80, 8); 
TextBackground(4); 
TextColor(7); 
ClrScr; 
writeln; 
writeln(prog_head); 
writeln; 
writeln('Sample : 1 ,sample); 
writeln( 1 Plastic Deformation 
writeln; 

I 1 pde f: 3: 1 1 I %I ) i 

writeln(action); 
Window(1,9,80 1 25); 
TextBackground(7); 
TextColor(1); 
ClrScr; 
writeln; 
END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

PROCEDURE fileload; 
BEGIN 

calc PERM:=FALSE; 
calc Hc:=FALSE; 
calc Br:=FALSE; 
action:= 1 Loading in a datafile 1

; 

heading(prog_head,action,sample,pdefl; 
if BH then 
BEGIN 

filnam:= 1 psh2c1'; 
ext := 1 .bh 1 

END; 
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if HYS then 
BEGIN 

filnam:='psh2c2'; 
ext:='.hys' 

END; 
writeln('Default file to be loaded is : ',filnam+ext); 
writeln('Do you want to accept the default?'); 
yes no; 
if NO then 
BEGIN 

writeln('Please enter the file to be loaded (without the extension)'); 
readln(filnam) 

END; 
assign(f,dr+filnam+extl; 
reset (f); 
readln(f,sample,npts,pdef); 
for i:=l to npts do 
read(f,H_Data[i],B_Data[i]); 
writeln(filnam+ext,' has been loaded.'); 
writeln; 
writeln('This is the data for sample : ',sample); 
writeln('Plastic deformation : ',pdef:J:l,'%' ); 
writeln('Number of points : ',npts); 
close (f); 
pause; 

END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------) 

PROCEDURE permload; 
BEGIN 

action:=' Loading in a permeability datafiles'; 
heading(prog_head,action,sample,pdef); 

filnam:='psh2cl'; 
ext:='.pem'; 

writeln ('Default file to be loaded is ', filn.1m+ext); 
writeln('Do you want to accept the default?'); 
yes_no; 
if NO then 
BEGIN 

writeln('Please enter the file to be loaded (without the extension)'); 
readln(filnam) 

END; 
assign(f,dr+filnam+ext); 
reset (f); 
readln(f,sample,npts,pdef); 
for i:=l to npts do 
read(f,H_Data[i],Pdata[i]); 
writeln(filnam+ext,' has been loaded.'); 
writeln; 
writeln('This is the data for sample : ',sampL~); 

writeln('Plastic deformation : ',pdef:J:l,'%'); 
writeln('Number of poir.ts : ',npts); 
close(f); 
pause; 

END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------) 

PROCEDURE ch_file; 
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BEGIN 
writeln; 
writeln('What extension would you like on the modified file?'}; 
readln(ext}; 
ext:=' .'+ext; 
assign(f,dr+filnam+ext); 
rewrite (f); 
space:=chr(32); 
cret:=chr(l3); 
write(f,sample,npts,pdef,cret); 
for i:=l to npts do 
write(f,H_Data[i],space,B_Data[i],cret); 
close (f); 

END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

PROCEDURE int constant; 
BEGIN 

action:=' Data mod: Integrator Constant'; 
heading(prog_head,action,sample,pdef); 
writeln('Please enter the existing integrate~ constant'); 
readln(old_int const); 
writeln('Please enter the new integrator con~tant.'); 
readln(new_int_const); 
int factor:=old int canst/new int_const; 
for i:=l to npts do 
B_Data[i] :=8 Data[i]*int factor; 
pause; 

END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------1 
PROCEDURE sam_dim; 
BEGIN 

action:=' Data mod: Sample Dimensions'; 
heading(prog_head,acticn,sample,pdef); 
writeln('Please enter the existing bar width (cnt)'); 
readln(old_bar_width); 
writeln ('Please enter the existing bar :.hick.nf,~; s (em) 1}; 
readln(old_bar_thick}; 
old_X_area:=old_bar_width/old_bar_thick; 
writeln('Please enter the new bar width (cml 1 

); 

readln(new_bar_width}; 
writeln('Please enter the new bar thickness (rm) 1

); 

readln(new_bar_thick}; 
new_X_area:=new_bar_width/new bar thick; 
dim_factor:=old_X_area/new_X_area; 
for i:=l to npts do 
B_Data[i] :=B_Data[i]*dirn_factor; 
pause; 

END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

PROCEDURE H_rnod; 
BEGIN 

action:=' Data mod: Field Data'; 
heading(prog_head 1action1sample1pdef); 
writeln('Please enter the factor you wish to llillltiply the field data with'); 
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readln(H_factor); 
for i:=l to npts do 
H_Data[i) :=H Data[i)*H factor; 
pause; 

END; 

(---------------------------------------------------------------------------) 

PROCEDURE B mod; 
BEGIN 

action:=' Data mod: Flux Data'; 
heading(prog_head,action,sample,pdef); 
writeln ('Please enter the factor you wish to mu Lt.iply the flux data with'); 
readln(B_factor); 
for i:=l to npts do 
B_Data[i] :=B_Data[i]*B_factor; 
pause; 

END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

PROCEDURE data_mod; 
BEGIN 

action:=' Data modification'; 
heading(prog_head,action,sample,pdef); 
writeln(' 1. Change the integrator constant'); 
writeln('2. Change the sample dimensions'); 
writeln('3. Multiply the field data by a factor'); 
writeln('4. Multiply the flux data by a f~ctoL' ); 
writeln('S. Save the changes'); 
writeln('6. Return to the main menu'); 
writeln; 
writeln; 
writeln('Please enter the code for the option you require.'); 
readln(i); 
case i of 

1 int constant; 
2 sam dim; -
3 H mod; 
4 B mod; 
5 ch file; -
6 Exit; 

END; 
data mod; 

END; 

(----------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

END. 
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{ * 
{* UNIT num rec 
{ * 
{* from 'Numerical Recipes in Pascal' 
{ * 

... } 

* \ 

* } 
" } 
~ } 

{**********************~·~****************************************~********} 

UNIT num_rec; 

interface 

USES BH_Glob; 

PROCEDURE polint(VAR xa,ya: RealArrayNP; 
n: integer; 
x: real; 

VAR y,dy: real); 

PROCEDURE fit(VAR x,y: RealArrayNDATA; 
ndata: integer; 

VAR sig: RealArrayNDATA; 
mwt: integer; 

VAR a,b,siga: real; 
VAR sigb,chi2,q: real); 

implementation 

PROCEDURE polint; 
VAR 

ns,m,i: integer; 
w,hp,ho,dift,dif,den: real; 
c,d: ARealArrayNP; 

BEGIN 
new (c); 
new (d); 
ns : = 1; 
dif := abs(x-xa(1]); 
FOR i := 1 TO n DO BEGIN 

dift := abs(x-xa[i]); 
IF dift < dif THEN BEGIN 

ns : = i; 
dif := dift 

END; 
CA [ i] 

dA [ i l 
END; 

· = ya [ i]; 

·= ya[i] 

y := ya[ns]; 
ns : = ns-1; 
FOR m := 1 TO n-1 DO 3EGIN 

FOR i ·= 1 TO n-m SO BEGIN 
ho := xa(i]-x; 
hp := xa[i+m]-x; 
W := cA[i+1]-dA~i]; 

den := ho-hp; 
IF den= 0.0 THEN BEGIN 

writeln ('pause in routine POLINT'); 
readln 

END; 
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den := w/den; 
d~(i] ·= hp*den; 
c~ (i] := ho*den 

END; 
IF 2*ns < n-m THEN 

dy :=c"[ns+1] 
ELSE BEGIN 

dy ·= d"[ns]; 
ns := ns-1 

END; 
y := y+dy 

END; 
dispose(d); 
dispose(c) 

END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

PROCEDURE fit; 
VAR 

i: integer; 
wt,t,sy,sxoss,sx,st2,ss,sigdat: real; 

BEGIN 
sx := 0.0; 
sy := 0.0; 
st2 := 0.0; 
b := 0.0; 
IF mwt <> 0 THEN BEGIN 

ss := 0.0; 
FOR i ·= 1 TO ndata DO BEGIN 

wt ·= 1.0/sqr(sig[i)); 
ss ·= ss+wt; 
sx ·= sx+x[i]*wt; 
sy ·= sy+y(i]*wt 

END 
END 
ELSE BEGIN 

FOR i ·= 1 TO ndata 
sx := sx+x[i]; 
sy ·= sy+y(i) 

END; 
ss ·= ndata 

END; 
sxoss ·= sx/ss; 
IF mwt <> 0 THEN BEGIN 

DO BEGIN 

FOR i := 1 TO ndata DO BEGIN 
t := (x[i]-sxoss)/sig[i]; 
st2 : = st2+t *t; 
b ·= b+t*y[i]/sig[i] 

END 
END 
ELSE BEGIN 

FOR i := 1 TO r,data DO BEGIN 
t := x(i]-sxoss; 

END 
END; 

st2 := st2+t*t; 
b ·= b+t*y[i] 

b := b/st2; 
a := (sy-sx*b)/ss; 
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siga ·= sqrt ( (l.O+sx*sx/(ss*st2))/ss); 
sigb ·= sqrt(l.O/st2); 
chi2 : = 0. 0; 
{IF mwt = 0 THEN BEGIN} 

FOR i := 1 TO ndata DO 
chi2 := chi2+sqr(y[i)-a-b*x[i]); 

q := 1.0; 

sigdat := sqrt(chi2/(ndata-2)); 
siga ·= siga*sigdat; 
sigb := sigb*sigdat 

END 
ELSE BEGIN 

FOR i := 1 TO ndata DO 
chi2 := chi2+sqr((y[i)-a-b*x[i])/sig[i]); 

q := gammq(O.S* (ndata-2) ,0.5*chi2) 
END;} 

END; 

END. 
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{ * 
(* UNIT BH_Glob (VARIABLES FOR BH ANALYSIS PROGRfu~) 

{ * 
{* S.Thompson July 1990 
{ * 

* \ I 

~ } 

*} 

*} 

{************~*****~~**************•*******************~****•*******~·····*} 

UNIT BH Glob; 

INTERFACE 

CONST 
np=SO; 
ndatap=lOO; 

TYPE 
RealArrayNP=Array(l .. np] of REAL; 
RealArrayNDATA=Array(l .. ndatap] of REAL; 

VAR 
color:word; 
f:text; 
ch,cret,space:STRING(l); 
ext:STRING(4]; 
dr,filnam,lfilnam,msample,sample:STRING[lO]; 
x_label,y_label:STRING[20]; 
action,prog_head,gph_head:STRING[lOO]; 

calc_PERM,calc_Hc,calc_Br,dp_perm,MULT,SCALE,AUTOSCALE:BOOLEAN; 
colour,graphset,BH,HYS,PERM,KNEPP,FIT_KNEPP,YES,NO,ANS:BOOLEAN; 
i, j,k,ifile,nofiles,p_menu,m_menu,GraphMode,npts,nfit,mwt:INTEGER; 
x_diff,y_diff:REAL; 
sc_xmax,sc_ymax,x_max,y_max,x_min,y_min,x_step,y_step:REAL; 
i sc xmax,i_sc_ymax,x gap,y gap:INTEGER; 

real x scale,real_y_scale:ARRAY [1 .. 20) OF REAL; 
x scale,y_scale:ARRAY [1 .. 20) OF LONGINT; 

pdef,r,x,y:REAL; 
old_int_const,new_int_const,int_factor,H_factor,B factor:REAL; 
old_bar_width,old_bar_thick,old_X_area:REAL; 
new_bar_width,new_bar thick,new_X_area,dim_factor:REAL; 
maxperm,H_maxperm,B_maxperm,iniperm,maxdp,dp_Hc,low_h,high_h:REAL; 
a,b,siga,sigb,chi2,q,knepp_min,knepp_max:REAL; 
hys_loss1,hys_loss2,hys_1ossT,BHc,Hc,dHc,HBr,Br,dBr:REAL; 
field_step,field_max,field_min, field_diff:REAL; 
flux_step,flux_max,flux_min,flux_diff:REAL; 
perm_step,perm_max,perm_min,perm_diff:REAL; 

B_Data,H_Data,Perm_Data,dp_Data,dp_HData,knepp fit:ARRAY [1 .. 100] OF REAL; 
Bdata1,Bdata2,Bdata3,Bdata4,Bdata5:ARRAY [1 ... 100) OF REAL; 
Bdata6,Bdata7,Bdata8,Bdata9,Bdata10:ARRA'l [1 .. 100] OF REAL; 
Hdata1,Hdata2,Hdata3,Hdata4,Hdata5:ARRAY [1 ... 100) OF REAL; 
Hdata6,Hdaca7,Hdata8,Hdaca9,Hdatal0:ARRAY [1 .. 100) OF REAL; 
Pdata1,Pdata2,Pdata3,Pdata4,Pdaca5:ARRAY [1 ... 100) OF REAL; 
Pdata6,Pdata7,Pdata8,Pdata9,Pdata10:ARRAY [1 .. 100) OF REAL; 

xHcDat,yHcDat,xBrDat,yBrDat:RealArrayNP; 
xknepp,yknepp,x_knepp,y_knepp,sig:RealArrayNDATA; 
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IMPLEMENTATION 
END. 
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{***~*************************~~***~~~******··~~~--~··~··~~**~~*~~~~~~-~~·~~ 

* 
* PROGRAM BARK - Collection of Barkhausen data. 
* 21/05/90 S.M.Thompson 

* * 
***************************************•*******-·~************~************} 

{This program leads the operator through setting up the apparatus and in 
particular adjusting the settings on the waveform analyser (wfa) through 
the IEEE interface. Once the operator is satisfied with the trace obtained 
on the wfa then the program will record the data in the required format 
for the analysis and GHOST plotting programs to be found on NUMAC. 

program bark; 

uses crt,ieee,smtglob,vsmglob,se2250,wsetup; 

{crt: 
smtglob 
se2250 
ieee 
wsetup 

global variables for use with bark.pas 
routines for the waveform analser 
IEEE routines (D.B.Lambrick) 
procedures for setting up the waveform analyser) 

begin 
textbackground(4); 
textcolor(l4); 
clrscr; 
writeln('**************•*****************••*•~••*****************•*********~~~**~~~ 

for i:=l to 9 do 
writeln('* 
writeln('* 
writeln('* 
writeln('* 
for i:=l to 9 do 
writeln(' * 

WELCOME TO THE BARKHAUSEN PROGRAM 

by S.M.Thompson 

writeln('************************************••w******************************~··~~ 

writeln('Please press any key to continue'); 
repeat 

until keypressed; 
ch:= readkey; 
clrscr; 
writeln; 
writeln(' 
writeln (' 
writeln; 
writeln; 

SETTING UP THE WAVEFORM ANALYSER : SE2550'); 
-----------------------------------------'); 

writeln('Initialising the waveform analyser ..... '); 
wfa init; 
writeln('Setting the waveform analyser to predetermined settings .... ' I 

preset; 
writeln; 
varset; 
writeln; 
writeln('Please press any key to continue') 
repeat: 

until keypressed; 
ch:= readkey; 
writeln('Reading all the settings from the wave~orm analyser ..... '); 
readset; 
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clrscr; 
disprset; (Displays the predetermined settings} 
writeln('Please press any key to continue.'); 
repeat 

until keypressed; 
ch:=readkey; 
clrscr; 
setup; (Displays the settings that can be altered (disvars) and 

uses setup to alter settings and test the signal) 
clrscr; 
writeln('The apparatus is now set up and ready to col~ect the data'); 
writeln; 
Writeln('What do you want the datafile to be called?'); 
readln (filnam); 
writeln (filnam); 
writeln('Which section of the recording is this?'); 
readln(sectn); 
writeln('What is the maximum current (positive)'); 
readln ( imax l ; 
writeln('Please press any key when you are ready to start data collection.'); 
repeat 
until keypressed; 
clrscr; 
for i:=l to 6 do 
writeln; 
writeln(' DATA COLLECTION'); 

str_write(' !20,CD5'); 
read_setup(devnum); 
str_search(' !27'); 
str search('FS'); 
repeat 

byt_read; 
until data<>'O'; 
str_marker(' ,'); 
val(mkstr,fstsam,cd); 

str_search('LS'); 
repeat 

byt read; 
until data<>'O'; 
str_marker(' ,'); 
val(mkstr,lstsam,cd); 

nosam:=lstsam-fstsam+l; 
str(nosam,nos); 

assign(datout,filnam); 
rewrite(datout); 
cret:=chr(l3); 

file string(sectn, filnam); 
file_string(nos,filnam); 
file_string(sdl,filnam); 
file_string(imax,filnam); 
file_string(ssp2,filnam); 
write(datout,cret); 

{Reads in the mmll;er of the first sample} 

{Reads in the numuer of the last sample) 

(Calculates the number of samples) 

(Open the data file/ 

Writes det~ils of recording to ~he file} 
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writeln; 
writeln (' 

atst:='+'; 
btst:='-'; 

DATA TRANSFER') ; 

for i:=1 to nosam div 10 do 
begin 

for j:=1 co 10 do 
begin 

repeat 
byt read; 
uncil (data=atst) or (data=btst); 
byt read; 
str_marker(' ,'); 
file_string(mkstr,filnam); 

end; 
write(datout,cret); 

end; 

for i:=1 to (nosam mod 10) do 
begin 

repeat byt read 
until (data=atst) or (data=btst); 
byt read; 
str_marker(' ,'); 
file string(mkstr,filnam); 

end; 

read end; 
close(datoutJ; 

clrscr; 
for i:=1 co 10 do writeln; 

(Reads in data and writes co the} 
{file in rows of 10} 

{Reads Ln last line of data if} 
(the numher of samples is not a 
(multiple of 10} 

writeln (' DATA TRANSFER HAS FINISHED'); 
for i:=1 to 10 do writeln; 

sound(220); 
delay (1000); 
nosound; 

end. 
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* * 
* PROGRAM RECORD - Collection of Barkhausen data. 
* 21/05/90 S.M.Thornpson 

*************************************~~···~*****~******•*****~*************} 

{This program assumes the operator has already set up the apparatus in 
particular adjusting the settings on the waveform analyser (wfa) . 
Once the operator is satisfied with the trace obtained 
on the wfa then the program will record the data in the required format 
for the analysis and GHOST plotting programs to be found on NUMAC. 

program bark; 

uses crt,ieee,srntglob,vsrnglob,se2250,wsetup; 

{crt: 
srntglob 
se2250 
ieee 
wsetup 

global variables for use with bark.pas 
routines for the waveform analser 
IEEE routines (D.B.Lambrick) 
procedures for setting up the waveform analyser) 

begin 
textbackground(4) 
textcolor(l4J; 
clrscr; 
writeln('*************~******************~•••~**************************~*******~~* 

for i:=l to 9 do 
writeln('* 
writeln('* 
writeln('* 
writeln('* 
for i:=l to 9 do 
writeln('* 

WELCOME TO THE Bl\RKHAUSEN DATA 
TRANSFER PROGRAH. 

by S.M.Thornpson 

writeln('***********************************"'*********************************•••· 
writeln('Please press any key to continue'); 
repeat 

until keypressed; 
ch:= readkey; 
clrscr; 
writeln; 
writeln(' ENSURE THE WAVEFORM ANALYSER IS SET UP'); 
writeln(' -----------------------------------------') 
writeln; 
writeln; 
writeln('Please press any key to continue') 
repeat 

until keypressed; 
ch:= readkey; 
writeln; 
writeln(' Initialising the waveform analysP.r .... ') 
wfa in it; 
readset; 
clrscr; 
writeln('The apparatus is now set up and ready to collect the data' I 
writeln; 
Writeln('What do you want the datafile to be Ccilled?'); 
readln(filnarn); 
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writeln (filnam); 
writeln('Which section of the recording is this?'); 
readln (sectn); 
writeln('What is the maximum current (positive!'); 
readln(imax); 
writeln('What is the delay in microseconds?'); 
readln ( sdl) ; 
writeln('What is the time period between samples in mi2roseconds?'); 
readln(ssp2l; 
writeln('Please press any key when you are reddy to start data collection.'); 
repeat 
until keypressed; 
clrscr; 
for i:=l to 6 do 
writeln; 
writeln (' DATA COLLECTION' ) ; 

str_write(' !20,CD5'); 
read_setup(devnurn); 
str_search(' !27'); 
str_search('FS'); 
repeat 

byt_read; 
until data<>'O'; 
str_marker(' ,'); 
val(mkstr,fstsam,cd); 

str_search('LS'); 
repeat 

byt read; 
until data<>'O'; 
str_marker(' ,'); 
val(mkstr,lstsam,cd); 

nosarn:=lstsam-fstsam+l; 
str(nosam,nos); 

assign(datout,filnam); 
rewrite(datout); 
cret: =chr (13); 

file_string(sectn ,filnam); 
file_string(nos,filnam); 
file_string(sdl,filnarn); 
file_string(imax,filnarn); 
file string(ssp2,filnam); 
write(datout,cret); 

{Reads in the nwnber of t.he first. ::;ample} 

{Reads in the number of the last. sample) 

{Calculates t.he number of samples) 

{Open the data file) 

{ Writes details of recording to the file) 

writeln; 
writeln (' DATA TRANSFER'); 

atst:='+'; 
btst:='-'; 
for i:=1 to nosarn div 10 do 
begin 

for j:=l to 10 do 
begin 

repeat 

{Reads ln data and writes t.o the) 
{file in rows of 10) 
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byt_read; 
until (data=atst) or (data=btst); 
byt read; 
str_marker(' ,'); 
file_string(mkstr,filnam); 

end; 
write(datout,cret); 

end; 

for i:=l to (nosam mod 10) do 
begin 

repeat byt_read 
until (data=atst) or (data=btst); 
byt_read; 
str_marker(' ,'); 
file_string(mkstr,filnam); 

end; 

read end; 
close \datout); 

clrscr; 
for i:=1 to 10 do writeln; 

{Reads .Ln last line of data if) 
{the number of samples is not a 
(multlr:lP of 10) 

writeln(' DATA TRANSFER HAS FINISHED'); 
for i:=1 to 10 do writeln; 

sound ( 220); 
de 1 a y ( 1 0 0 0) ; 
no sound; 

end. 
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* 
* 
* 
* 

UNIT WSETUP - procedures for setting up the waveform analyser 
22/5/90 S.M.Thompson * 

**********************************************~*****•***•*******************} 

unit wsetup; 

interface 

uses smtglob,ieee,crt,se2250; 

procedure preset; {Sets the waveform analyser to predetermined settings.) 
procedure varset; {Sets up the values that may be altered} 
procedure readset; {Reads the settings from the waveform analyser} 
procedure start read(sttst:string); {Ensures correct string is read in} 
procedure discodset; {Displays the codes read in from the waveform Analyser} 
procedure disprset; {Display the preset settings) 
procedure nextfunc(nf:string); {Conversion of code to next function) 
procedure disvars; {Display the variable settings} 
procedure fftable(iff:string); {Conversion of code to frequency} 
procedure setup; {Organises alteration of the variable settings & testing} 
procedure test; {Tests the Barkhausen noie) 
procedure display; {displays graphics page} 
procedure choice; {Option to change, retest or transfer data} 
procedure channel; {To change the channel number} 
procedure iaffreq; {Filter frequency) 
procedure iamps; {To change the input amplifier setting) 
procedure trigdelay; {Trigger delay) 
procedure segl; {Segment settings} 
procedure seg2; 
procedure segJ; 
procedure seg4; 
procedure segS; 
procedure seg6; 
procedure seg7; 
procedure seg8; 
procedure seg9; 

{Set first sample) 
{Set last sample) 

procedure seg10; 
procedure fsample; 
procedure lsample; 
procedure iochann; {Set no. channels for input./r:.ulput) 

{--------------------------------------------------------------------------} 
implementation 

procedure preset; 
begin 

writeln('Service Requests:-'); 
str write(' !19,SRl,S01,SVl, !17,SS1'); 
writeln; 

writeln('Input Amplifiers:-'); 
st r _write (' ! 21, CH 1, FMl, E'Ll, OFS 0, P Il, NI 0, TMJ, P LS '::;, NL4 5, ~FO, ! 17, SS 1' ) ; 
writeln; 

writeln('Analog Input:-'); 
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str_write(' !22,INO,TBO,ET1,NF6, !17,SS1'); 
writeln; 

writeln('Digital Input Output:-'); 
str_write(' !25,M02,IOO,BN1,NFO, !17,SS1'); 
writeln; 

end; {preset) 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

procedure varset; 
begin 

writeln('Input Amplifiers:-'); 
str_write(' !21,CH1,FF08,AM120, !17,SS1'); 
writeln; 

writeln('Analog Input:-'); 
str_write(' !22,CHl,DL5500000,SE01,SN000008,SP00000010,'); 
str_write('SE02,SN032760,SP00000031,'); 
str_write('SE03,SNOOOOOO.SP00000000,'); 
str_write('SE04,SNOOOOOO.SP00000000,'); 
str_write('SEOS,SNOOOOOO.SPOOOOOOOO,'); 
str_write('SE06,SNOOOOOO.SP00000000,'); 
str_write('SE07,SNOOOOOO.SP00000000,'); 
str_write('SE08,SNOOOOOO.SP00000000,'); 
str_write('SE09,SNOOOOOO.SP00000000,'); 
str_write (' SE10, SNOOOOOO. SPOOOOOOOO, ! 17, SS1'); 
writeln; 

writeln('Digital Input/Output:-'); 
str_write(' !25,CHll,FS000009,LS32768, !17,SS1'); 
writeln; 

end; { varset) 

(---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

procedure readset; 
begin 

start read('SR'); 

repeat 
. .., r it e 1 n ( ' ! 1 7 , RS 1' ) ; 
writeln('Reading the Service Registers ... '); 
str_write('?19'); 
writeln(' sent'); 
read_setup(devnum); 
chr_test('S'); 
str_test('SR'); 
read end 

until datastring='SR'; 
read_setup (devnum); ) 
writeln('about to byt_read'l; 
byt read; 
sr:=datastring+data; 
writeln(sr); 
str_marker(' ,'); 
for i:=l to 2 do 
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begin 
byt read; 
str_marker(' ,'); 
case i of 

1 so:=mkstr; 
2 sv:=mkstr; 

end; 
end; 
writeln (so); 
writeln(sv); 
delay(100); 
read end; 

writeln('Reading the Input Amplifiers .... '); 
str_write('?21'); 
read_setup(devnum); 
for i:=1 to 12 do 
begin 

byt_read; 
str_marker (', ') ; 
case i of 

1 fm:=mkstr; 
2 ianf:=mkstr; 
3 ff:=mkstr; 
4 iach:=mk.str; 
5 am:=mkstr; 
6 ofs:=mkstr; 
7 pi:=mkstr; 
8 ni:=mkstr; 
9 tm:=mkstr; 

10 pl: =mkst r; 
11 negl:=mk.str; 
12 fl:=mkstr; 

end; 
end; 
for i:=1 to 10 do 
str_marker(' ,'); 
read end; 

writeln('Reading the Analog Input set~ings .... '); 
str_write('?22'); 
read_setup(devnum); 
for i:=1 to 36 do 
begin 

byt read; 
str_marker (', '); 
case i of 

1 ain:=mkstr; 
2 tb:=mkstr; 
3 et:=mkstr; 
4 bl: =mkstr; 
5 dl:=mkstr; 
6 ainf:=mk.str; 
7 se1:=mkstr; 
8 s n 1 : =mk s t r ; 
9 spl:=mkstr; 

10 se2:=mkstr; 
11 sn2:=mkstr; 
12 sp2:=mkstr; 
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13 se3:=mkstr; 
14 sn3:=mkstr; 
15 sp3:=mkstr; 
16 se4:=mkstr; 
17 sn4:=mkstr; 
18 sp4:=mkstr; 
19 se5:=mkstr; 
20 sn5:=mkstr; 
21 sp5:=mkstr; 
22 se6:=mkstr; 
23 sn6:=mkstr; 
24 sp6:=mkstr; 
25 se7: =mkstr; 
26 sn7:=mkstr; 
27 sp7:=mkstr; 
28 se8:=mkstr; 
29 sn8:=mkstr; 
30 sp8: =mkstr; 
31 se9:=mkstr; 
32 sn9:=mkstr; 
33 sp9:=mkstr; 
34 se10:=mkstr; 
35 sn10:=mkstr; 
36 sp10 :=mkstr; 

end; 
end; 
read end; 

writeln('Reading Digital Input/Output Settings .... '); 
str write('?25'); 
read_setup(devnurn); 
for i:= 1 to 7 do 
begin 

byt read; 
str_marker(' ,'); 
case i of 

1 mo:=mkstr; 
2 io:=mkstr; 
3 bn:=mkstr; 
4 ioch: =mkst r; 
5 fs:=mkstr; 
6 ls:=mkstr; 
7 ionf:=mkstr; 

end; {case} 
end; 
writeln ('Junk'); 
str_marker(','); 
str_marker(','); 
writeln('About to read_end'); 
read end; 
writeln('Read end'); 

end; {readset) 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------) 
procedure start_read; 
label 100; 
var schar:string; 
begin 

s t r _write ( ' ! 1 7, RS 1 ' ) ; 
str write('?19'); 

{Recalling the settinq~l 
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read_setup(devnum); 
schar:=copy (sttst, 1,1); 
chr_test(schar(1]); 
writeln('chr_test finished'); 
str_test(sttst); 
if datastring='SR' then goto 100 
else 
read_end; 
start read(SR); 
100: 

end; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

procedure discodset; 
begin 

writeln('PREDETERMINED SETTINGS (CODES)'); 
writeln('-----------------------'); 
writeln; 
writeln('Service Requests:-'); 
writeln('------------------'); 
writeln(sr,so,sv); 
writeln; 
writeln('Input Amplifiers:-'); 
writeln('------------------'); 
writeln(fm,fl,ofs,pi,ni,tm,pl,negl,ianf); 
writeln; 
writeln('Analog Input:-'); 
writeln('--------------'); 
writeln(ain,tb,et,ainf); 
writeln; 
writeln('Digital Input/Output'); 
writeln('--------------------'); 
writeln(mo,io,bn,ionf); 
writeln('Please press any key to continue'); 
repeat 
until keypressed; 
ch:=readkey; 
writeln('Variable Settings'); 
writeln('-----------------'); 
writeln(ff,am,dl); 
write(se1,sn1,sp1); 
write(se2,sn2,sp2); 
write(se3,sn3,sp3); 
write(se4,sn4,sp4); 
write(seS,snS,spS); 
write(se6,sn6,sp6); 
write(se7,sn7,sp7); 
write(se8,sn8,sp8); 
write(se9,sn9,sp9); 
writeln(se10,sn10,sp10); 
writeln(fs,ls); 
writeln(iach,ioch); 

end; {discodset} 

{--------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

procedure disprset; 
begin 
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textcolor(3); 
writeln('PREDETERMINED SETTINGS'); 
writeln('----------------------'); 
writeln ('Service Requests (SRQ) : -'); 
textcolor(l4); 
if sr='SRO' then ssr:='No' 
else ssr:=''; 
writeln(ssr,' SRQ at the end of the recording'); 

if so='SOO' then sso:='No' 
else sso:=''; 
writeln(sso,' SRQ at the end of output'); 

if sv='SVO' then ssv:='No' 
else ssv:=''; 
writeln(ssv,' SRQ at input overload'); 

textcolor(3); 
writeln('Input Amplifiers :
textcolor(l4); 

(Uses Channel 1) '); 

if frn='FMO' then sfrn:='autornatic' 
else sfrn:='rnanual'; 
writeln('Filter mode : ',sfrn); 

if fl='FLO' then sfl:='off' 
else sfl:='on'; 
writeln('Anti-alias filters ',sfl); 

sofs:=copy(ofs,3,2); 
writeln ('Offset is ', sofs,' %'); 

ipi:=copy(pi,3,1); 
val(ipi,i,cd); 
case i of 

0 spi:='ground'; 
1 : spi:='AC'; 
2 : spi:='DC'; 

end; 
writeln('Positive Input is ',spi); 

ini:=copy(ni,3,1); 
val ( ini, i, cd) ; 
case i of 

0 sni:='ground'; 
1 : sni:='AC'; 
2 : sni:='DC'; 

end; 
writeln('Negative Input is ',sni); 

itrn:=copy(trn,3,1); 
val(itrn,i,cd); 
case i of 

0 stm:='off'; 
1 strn:='negative after positive'; 
2 strn:='positive after negative'; 
3 strn:='positive or negative': 

end; 
writeln('Slope triggering : ',stm); 

iianf:=copy(ianf,3,1); 
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if ans='y' then setup; 
writeln; 
writeln('Amplitude Ranges:-'); 
writeln('1 0.1-0.99 V'); 
writeln('2 1 - 9.9 V'); 
writeln('3 10- 99 V'); 
writeln; 
writeln('Please enter which range of amplitudes you require '); 
readln (vl); 
writeln; 
writeln('Please enter two digits for the numerical value 1

); 

readln (v2); 
am:='AM'+vl+v2; 
str_write ('! 21 1 

1
); 

str write(iach); 
str_write(' ~'); 
str write(am); 
str_write ('I ! 17 I SSl'); 
readset; 
setup; 
end; 

(---------------------------------------------------------------------------) 

procedure trigdelay; 
begin 
clrscr; 
writeln( 1 The present trigger delay is 1

1 Sdl 1 ' microseconds'); 
writeln('Type: y if this is O.K. or: n to change the se~ting'l; 
readln(ansl; 
if ans='y 1 then setup; 
writeln; 
writeln ('Please enter the delay in microsecond" '/')U require 1

); 

readln ( v 1) ; 

dl:='DL'+vl; 
str_write ('! 22 1 

1
); 

str_write (dl); 
str_write(' 1 !17 1 SS1'); 
readset; 
setup; 
end; 

(---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 
procedure seg1; 
begin 
clrscr; 
writeln('Segment 1 : sample number : '~ssnl,' I sdmple period : 1 ISSfl); 
writeln( 1 Type: y if this is O.K. or: n to chan~e the se~ting 1 ); 

readln(ans); 
if ans='y' then setup; 
writeln; 
writeln ('Please enter the new sample number of .-:;e9ment 1 '); 
readln (vl); 
snl:='SN'+vl; 
writeln('and the new sample period (in microserands) '); 
readln(v2); 
spl:='SP'+v2; 
str_write(' !22~SEOl~'J; 
str write(snl); 
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str_write(' ,'); 
str_write(spl); 
str_write (',! 17, SSl'); 
readset; 
setup; 
end; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------) 
procedure seg2; 
begin 
clrscr; 
writeln('Segment 2 : sample number : ',ssn2, ', sample period : ',ssp2); 
writeln('Type: y if this is O.K. or: n to change the setting'); 
readln(ans); 
if ans='y' then setup; 
writeln; 
writeln('Please enter the new sample number of segment 2 '); 
readln(vl); 
sn2:='SN'+vl; 
writeln ('and the new sample period (in microseconds) '); 
readln(v2); 
sp2:='SP'+v2; 
str_write ('! 22, SE02, '); 
str_write(sn2); 
str_write (', '); 
str_write (sp2); 
str_write(', !17,SS1'); 
readset; 
setup; 
end; 

{-----------------------------------------------·---------------------------) 
procedure seg3; 
begin 
clrscr; 
writeln('Segment 3: sample number: ',ssn3,', :;C~mple period: ',ssp3); 
writeln('Type: y if this is O.K. or: n to change the setting'); 
readln(ans); 
if ans='y' then setup; 
writeln; 
writeln ('Please enter the new sample number of :;egment 3 '); 
readln (vl); 
sn3:='SN'+vl; 
writeln('and the new sample period (in microsecc>nris) '); 
readln(v2); 
sp3:='SP'+v2; 
str write('!22,SE03,'); 
str write(sn3); 
str_write(' ,'); 
str_write(sp3); 
str_write(', !17,SS1'); 
readset; 
setup; 
end; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------) 

procedure seg4; 
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begin 
clrscr; 
writeln('Segment 4 : sample number : ',ssn4,', sample period : ',ssp4); 
writeln('Type: y if this is O.K. or: n to change the setting'); 
readln(ans); 
if ans='y' then setup; 
writeln; 
writeln('Please enter the. new sample number of seqment 4 '); 
readln(vl); 
sn4:='SN'+vl; 
writeln('and the new sample period (in microseconds) '); 
readln(v2); 
sp4:='SP'+v2; 
str_write(' !22,SE04,'); 
str_write(sn4); 
str_write (', 1

); 

str_write(sp4); 
str_write(', !17,SS1'); 
readset; 
setup; 
end; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

procedure segS; 
begin 
clrscr; 
writeln('Segment 5 : sample number : ',ssnS,', ~ample period : ',sspS); 
writeln('Type: y if this is O.K. or: n to chanqe the setting'); 
readln(ans); 
if ans= 1 y' then setup; 
writeln; 
writeln ('Please enter the new sample number of Oif'•Jment 5 '); 
readln(vl); 
snS:='SN'+vl; 
writeln('and the new sample period (in microseconds) '); 
readln(v2); 
sp5:='SP'+v2; 
str_write ( 1 ! 22, SEOS,'); 
str_write(sn5); 
str_write (', 1

); 

str_write(sp5); 
str_write (',! 17, SSl'); 
readset; 
setup; 
end; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

procedure seg6; 
begin 
clrscr; 
writeln('Segment 6 : sample number : ',ssn6,', sample period : ',ssp6); 
writeln('Type: y if this is O.K. or: n to change ~he setting'); 
readln(ans); 
if ans='y' then setup; 
writeln; 
writeln ('Please enter the new sample number of .~;t~gment 6 '); 
readln(vl); 
sn6:='SN'+vl; 
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writeln('and the new sample period (in microseconds) '); 
readln(v2); 
sp6:='SP'+v2; 
str_write(' !22,SE06,'); 
str_write (sn6); 
str_write(' ,'); 
str_write (sp6); 
str_write(', !17,SS1'); 
readset; 
setup; 
end; 

(---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

procedure seg7; 
begin 
clrscr; 
writeln('Segrnent 7 : sample number : ',ssn7,', sample period : ',ssp7); 
writeln('Type: y if this is O.K. or: n to change the setting'); 
readln(ans); 
if ans='y' then setup; 
writeln; 
writeln('Please enter the new sample number of segment 7 '); 
readln (vl) ; 
sn7:='SN'+vl; 
writeln('and the new sample period (in microsecunds) '); 
readln(v2); 
sp7:='SP'+v2; 
str_write (' ! 22, SE07,'); 
str_write(sn7); 
str_write(' ,'); 
str_write(sp7); 
str_write (',! 17, SSl'); 
readset; 
setup; 
end; 

(---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

procedure seg8; 
begin 
clrscr; 
writeln ('Segment 8 : sample number : ', ssn8, ', s,1mple period : ', ssp81; 
writeln('Type: y if this is O.K. or: n to change Lhe setting'); 
readln(ans); 
if ans='y' then setup; 
writeln; 
writeln('Please enter the new sample number of segment 8 '); 
readln(vl); 
sn8:='SN'+vl; 
writeln('and the new sample period (in microseconds) 'I; 
readln(v2); 
sp8:='SP'+v2; 
str_write ('! 22, SE08, '1; 
str_write(sn8); 
str_write(' ,'); 
str_write(sp8); 
str_write(', !17,SS1'); 
readset; 
setup; 
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end; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

procedure seg9; 
begin 
clrscr; 
writeln('Segment 9 : sample number : ',ssn9,', sample period : ',ssp9); 
writeln('Type: y if this is O.K. or: n to change the setting'); 
.readln(ans); 
if ans='y' then setup; 
writeln; 
writeln('Please enter the new sample number of segment 9 1

); 

readln(vl); 
sn9:='SN'+vl; 
writeln('and the new sample period (in microseconds) 1); 
readln(v2); 
sp9:='SP'+v2; 
str_write(' !22~SE09,'); 
str_write (sn9); 
str_write (','); 
str_write{sp9); 
st r _write {' , ! 17 1 SS 1' ) ; 
readset; 
setup; 
end; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------) 

procedure seg10; 
begin 
clrscr; 
writeln{'Segment 10 : sample number : '~ssn101 1 

I sample period : 1 ,ssp10); 
writeln{'Type: y if this is O.K. or: n to change the setting'); 
readln(ans); 
if ans='y' then setup; 
writeln; 
writeln {'Please enter the new sample number of ~;egment 10 '); 
readln{v1); 
sn10:='SN'+v1; 
writeln('and the new sample period (in microseconds) '); 
readln{v2); 
sp10:='SP'+v2; 
str_write {'! 22, SElO,'); 
str_write{sn10); 
str_write {','); 
str_write{sp10); 
str write(' 1 !17,SS1'); 
readset; 
setup; 
end; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

procedure fsample; 
begin 
clrscr; 
writeln('The first sample number is ',sfs); 
writeln('Type: y if this is O.K. or: n to change the setting'); 
readln(ans); 
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if ans='y' then setup; 
writeln; 
writeln('Please enter the first sample number you require '); 
readln (v1); 
fs:='FS'+v1; 
str_write(' !25,'); 
str write(fs); 
str_write (', ! 17, SSl'); 
readset; 
setup; 
end; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------) 

procedure lsample; 
begin 
clrscr; 
writeln('The last sample number is ',sls); 
writeln('Type: y if this is O.K. or: n to change the setting'); 
readln(ans); 
if ans='y' then setup; 
writeln; 
writeln('Please enter the las<: sample number you require '); 
readln (v1) ; 
ls:='LS'+v1; 
str_write (' !25, '); 
str_write(ls); 
st r _write (' , ! 17, SS 1' ) ; 
readset; 
setup; 
end; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------) 

procedure iochann; 
begin 
clrscr; 
writeln('The current setting is to send or receive ',siocha); 
writeln('Type: y if this is O.K. or: n to change the setting'); 
readln(ans); 
if ans='y' then setup; 
writeln; 
writeln('Please enter :0 to use all channel memories or'); 
writeln(' 1 to use just a single ch3nnel'); 
readln (vl); 
writeln; 
writeln('Please enter the channel number required '); 
readln(v2); 
ioch:='CH'+v1+v2; 
str_write(' !25,'); 
str_write(ioch); 
str_write(', !17,SS1'); 
readset; 
setup; 
end; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 
end. 
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nextfunc(iianf); 
sianf:=snf; 
writeln('Next function is ',sianfl; 

writeln('Analog Input:-'); 
if ain='INO' then sain:='pretrigger' 
else sain:='block'; 
writeln('The set mode is '~sain); 

if tb='TBO' then stb:='internal' 
else stb:='external'; 
writeln('The timebase is set to' 1 Stb); 

if et='ETO' then nset:='off' 
else nset:='on'; 
writeln('The external trigger is switched' ,nset); 

iainf:=copy(ainf 1 3~1); 
nextfunc(iainf); 
sainf:~snf; 

writeln('The next function is ' 1 Sainf); 

textcolor(3); 
writeln('Digital Input/Output:-'); 
textcolor(14); 
imo:=copy(mo~3~ll; 
val(imo 1 i 1 Cd); 
case i of 

0 smo:='parallel'; 
1 smo:='serial'; 
2 smo:='IEEE'; 

end; 
writeln( 1 The mode is' ~smo); 

if io='IOO' then sio:= 1 output' 
else sio:='input'; 
writeln('Comrnunication direction '1 sio); 

ibn:=copy(bn~3,1); 

if ibn='O' then sbna:='all blocks' 
else sbna:='a single block'; 
writeln('Transmitting '~sbna); 
sbnb:=copy(bn,4,4); 
writeln('Block number 

iionf:=copy(ion£~3~1); 

nextfunc(iionf); 
sionf:=snf; 

'I sbnb); 

writeln( 1 The next function is ',sionf); 

end; 
{-------------------------------------------------------------------------) 

procedure nextfunc; 
begin 

val (n£, i, cd); 
case i of 

0 snf:='off'; 
1 snf:='Analog Inp~t'; 
2 snf:='Recycle mode'; 
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3 snf:='Analog Output'; 
4 snf:='Timer'; 
5 snf:='Digital Input/Output'; 
6 snf:='Display'; 

end; 
end; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------) 

procedure disvars; 
begin 

clrscr; 
textcolor(3); 
writeln ('VARIABLE SETTINGS OF THE WAVEFORM ANALYSER'); 
writeln('------------------------------------------ 1

}; 

writeln('Input Amplifiers:-'}; 
textcolor(l4}; 
siach:=copy(iach,S,l}; 
writeln ('Channel : ', siach); 

iff:=copy(ff,3,2); 
f ft ab 1 e ( i f f ) ; 
writeln(' 1 : Filter Frequency ',sff,'kHz') 

iam:=copy(am,4,2); 
val(iam,riam,cd); 
irange:=copy(am,3,1); 
val(irange,i,cd}; 
case i of 

1 arange:=O.Ol; 
2 : arange:=O.l; 
3 : arange:=l; 

end; {case) 
rsam:=riam*arange; 
writeln(' 2 : Peak Voltage 

textcolor(3}; 
writeln('Analog Input:-'}; 
textcolor(l4}; 
sdl:=copy(dl,3,8); 
writeln(' 3 : Trigger Delay 

ssel:=copy(sel,5,2}; 
ssnl:=copy(snl,3,6}; 
sspl: =copy (spl, 3, 8}; 

' , r sam, ' V' } ; 

', sdl,' microseronds'); 

writeln(' 4 : Segment: ',ssel,' Sample Number: ',ssnl,' Sample Period: ',sspl}; 

sse2:=copy(se2,5,2); 
ssn2:=copy(sn2,3,6); 
ssp2:=copy(sp2,3,8); 
writeln(' 5 : Segment: ',sse2,' Sample NumbPr: ',ssn2,' Sample Period: ',ssp2); 

sse3:=copy(se3,5,2}; 
ssn3:=copy(sn3,3,6); 
ssp3:=copy(sp3,3,8); 
writeln(' 6: Segment: ',sse3,' Sample Number: ',ssn3,' Sample Period: ',ssp3); 

sse4:=copy(se4,5,2); 
ssn4:=copy(sn4,3,6); 
ssp4:=copy(sp4,3,8); 
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writeln(' 7: Segment: ',sse4,' Sample Number: ',ssn4,' Samp2.e E'e::!..od: ',ssp4); 

sse5:=copy(se5,5,2); 
ssn5:=copy(sn5,3,6); 
ssp5:=copy(sp5,3,8); 
writeln(' 8 : Segment: ',sse5,' Sample Nun~er: ',ssn5,' Sample Period: ',sspS); 

sse6:=copy(se6,5,2); 
ssn6:=copy(sn6,3,6); 
ssp6:=copy{sp6,3,8); 
writeln{' 9 : Segment: ',sse6,' Sample Number: ',ssn6,' Sample Period: ',ssp6); 

sse7:=copy{se7,5,2); 
ssn7:=copy(sn7,3,6); 
ssp7:=copy(sp7,3,8); 
writeln('lO : Segment: ',sse7,' Sample Number: ',ssn7,' Sample Period: ',ssp7); 

sse8:=copy(se8,5,2); 
ssn8:=copy(sn8,3,6); 
ssp8:=copy(sp8,3,8); 
writeln('ll : Segment: ',sse8,' Sample Numbe~: ',ssn8,' Sample Period: ',ssp8); 

sse9:=copy(se9,5,2); 
ssn9:=copy(sn9,3,6); 
ssp9:=copy(sp9,3,8); 
writeln( 1 12 : Segment: 1 ,sse9,' Sample Number: 1 ,ssn9, 1 Sample ?eriod: 1 ,ssp9); 

sse10:=copy(sel0,5,2); 
ssn10:=copy(snl0,3,6); 
sspl0:=copy(spl0,3,8); 
writeln('l3 : Segment: ',sselO,' Sample Numbe1 

textcolor(3); 
writeln('Digital Input/Output'); 
textcolor(l4); 
sf s: =copy ( f s, 3, 6) ; 
writeln('l4: First Sample: ',sfs); 

sls:=copy(ls,3,6); 
writeln('lS : Last Sample: ',sls); 

iioch:=copy(ioch,3,1); 
if iioch= 1 0' then siocha:='all memory channel~' 
else siocha:='a single memory channel'; 
·,...riteln('16: Set to send or receive ',siochn); 
siochb:=copy(ioch,4,1); 
writeln('Channel number 

end; 
', siochb); 

', ssnlO,' Sample Perlod: ', ssplO); 

(------------------------------------------------·---------------------------} 

procedure fftable; 
begin 

val(iff,i,cd); 
case i of 

01 sf£:='100'; 
02 sf£:='66.4'; 
03 sf£:='44.3'; 
04 sf£:='32.3 1

; 

OS sf£:='26.7 1
; 
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06 sff:='19.9'; 
07 sff:=' 17 .5'; 
08 sff:='14.5'; 
09 sff:='12.0'; 
10 sff:='9.19'; 
11 sff:='6.93'; 
12 sff:='5.54'; 
13 sff:='4 .18'; 
14 sff:='3.65'; 
15 sff:='3.04'; 
16 sff:=' 1.89'; 
17 sff: =' 1. 69'; 
18 sff:='l.45'; 
19 sff:='l.14'; 
20 sff:='0.84'; 
21 sff:='0.760'; 
22 sff:='0.595'; 
23 sff:='0.515'; 
24 sff:='0.322'; 
25 sff:='0.305'; 
26 sff:='0.243'; 
27 sff:='0.185'; 
28 sff:='0.140'; 
29 sff:='0.106'; 
30 sff:='0.079'; 
31 sff:='0.061'; 
32 sff:='0.046'; 

else writeln ('ERROR IN FILTER FREQUENCY STATEM~NT RUN PROGRAM AGAIN' ) ; 
end; 

end; 

{----------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

procedure setup; 
begin; 
disvars; 

writeln('Type 
readln(i}; 
case i of 

0 test; 
1 iaffreq; 
2 iamps; 

0 

3 trigdelay; 
4 seg1; 
5 seg2; 
6 seg3; 
7 seg4; 
8 seg5; 

9 seg6; 
10 seg7; 
11 seg8; 
12 seg9; 
13 seg10; 
14 fsample; 
15 lsample; 
16 iochann; 
20 halt; 

else setup; 
end; {case) 

end; 

to test, 20 to abort , 1- to to change the setting'); 
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{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

procedure test; 
begin 
clrscr; 
writeln('Recalling settings ......... '); 
str_write ('! 17, RSl'); 
writeln; 
writeln('Analog recording started ........ '); 
str_write (' ! 20, COl'); 
writeln; 
writeln('Watch for "ARMED .. TRIGGERED"'); 
choice; 
end; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

procedure display; 
begin 
clrscr; 
str_write(' !20,DI5'); 
writeln('When you have finished looking at the display'); 
writeln('press any key to return to the menu'); 
repeat 
until keypressed; 
ch:=readkey; 
str_write {' ! 20, CD6'); 
choice; 
end; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------) 
procedure choice; 
begin 
writeln{'Examine the trace and then type:'); 
writeln(' 1 to retest without changing the settings'); 
writeln(' 2 to change some of the settings'); 
writeln(' 3 to abort the program'); 
writeln(' 4 to display information on th0 wfa'); 

writeln('ANY-THING ELSE WILL TRANSFER THE DATA TO THE P.C.'); 
readln(ans); 
val (ans,i,cd); 
case i of 

1 test; 
2 setup; 
3 halt; 
4 display; 

else end; 
end; 

!---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

procedure channel; 
begin 
clrscr; 
writeln('The present channel number is ',siach); 
writeln('Type: y if this is O.K. or: n to change the setting'); 
readln{ansl; 
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if ans='y' then setup; 
writeln; 
writeln('Please enter the number of the channel you require '); 
readln (vl) ; 
iach:='CH'+vl; 
str_write(' !21, '); 
str_write (iach}; 
str_write(', !17,SS1'); 
delay(1000); 
readset; 
setup; 
end; 

(---------------------------------------------------------------------------) 

procedure iaffreq; 
begin 
clrscr; 
writeln('The present filter frequency is' ,sff,' kHz'); 
writeln('Type: y if this is O.K. or: n to change the setting'); 
readln(ans); 
if ans='y' then setup; 
writeln('Here are the available filter frequencie~:-'); 
writeln(' CODE FREQUENCY (kHZ) CODE FREQUENCY (kHZ)'); 
writeln (' 
writeln (' 
writeln (' 
writeln (' 
'"'riteln (' 
writeln (' 
writeln (' 
writeln (' 
writeln(' 
writeln (' 
writeln (' 
writeln(' 
writeln (' 
writeln (' 
writeln (' 
writeln (' 
writeln (' 
writeln; 

01 
02 
03 
04 
OS 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

100 
66.4 
44.3 
32.3 
26.7 
19.9 
17.5 
14.5 
12.0 
9.19 
6.93 
5.54 
4.18 
3.65 
3.04 
1. 89 

17 
1 8 
19 
('0 

21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 

------~--------'); 
1.69'); 
1.45'); 
1, 14 I ) i 

0, 84 I) i 

0.760'); 
0. 595'); 
0.515'); 
0.322'); 
0.305'); 
0.243'}; 
0.185'); 
0. 14 0,) ; 
0.106'); 
0.079'); 
0.061'); 
0.046'); 

writeln('Please enter the code of the frequency yuu require : '); 
readln(v1}; 
ff:='FF'+v1; 
str_write (' !21, '); 
str_write (ff); 
str_write(', !17,SS1'); 
readset; 
setup; 
end; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------) 

procedure iamps; 
begin 
clrscr; 
writeln('The present peak voltage is set to : ', r~am,' V'); 
writeln('Type: y if this is O.K. or: n to change the setting'); 
readln(ans); 
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{ * 
{ * 
{ * 
{ * 

UNIT SE2250 - routines for use with the waveform analyser 
11/04/90 S.M.Thompson 

. ' I 
* l 
*) 

*) 

{**********************~***********************••-t**~~·~·~****************} 

unit se2250; 

interface 

uses smtglob,vsmglob,ieee,crt; 

procedure wfa init; 
procedure byt read; 

{initialises the waveform analyser) 
{reads character achar must be preceeded by read_setup } 

procedure str wrice(datascring:string); {writes datastring to wfa} 
procedure chr test(chtst:char); {searches for the specified character chtst) 
procedure str_test(sttst:string) ;{reads datastring same length as stcs~) 
procedure str_search(sttst:string); {searches for the string sttst) 
procedure str_marker (marker: char); {reads string: mkstr until reaches marker) 
procedure file_write(filnam:namfil;devnurn:integer); 
procedure file_string(mkstr:string;filnam:namfil) ;{writes string to file) 

{--------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

implementation 

procedure wfa_init; 
begin 

zero add; 
cntrllr:=true; 
my_flag:=false; 
my _addr: =1; 
intlstat:=O; 
devla[l) .prim:=12; 
devta[l) .prim:=l2; 
eois:=chr(l0); 
iors:='i'; 
devnum:=l; 
init; 

end; 

{--------------------------------------------------------------------------} 
procedure byt_read; 
var iobyt:integer; 
begin 

repeat 
intlstat:=port[Bdadd+l); 
until ((intlstat and 1)<>0); 

iobyt:=Port[Bdadd+O]; 
data:=chr(iobyt); 

end; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

procedure str write; 
var iobyt,strcnt:integer; 

schar:string[l); 
achar:char; 
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begin 
write setup(devnum); 

for strcnt:=l to length(datastring) do 
begin 

schar:=copy(datastring,strcnt,l); 
achar:=schar[l); 
iobyt:=ord(achar); 
wr_byte(iobyt); 

end; 
dat:=13; 
Port[Bdadd+S] :=$6; 
Port[Bdadd+O) :=dat; 
Port[Bdadd+O) :=ord(eois); 
lastintl:=intlstat; 
if cntrllr then tcsy; 

end; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

procedure chr_test; 
begin 

repeat 
byt read; 

until data=chtst; 
end; 

(---------------------------------------------------------------------------! 

procedure str_test; 
var leng:integer; 
begin 
writeln('testing for string' ,sttst); 
datastring:=''; 
datastring:=data; 

for leng:=l to length(sttst)-1 do 
begin 

byt read; 
datastring:=datastring+data; 

end; 
writeln('string read in is:' ,datastring); 
delay (2000); 
end; 

(---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

procedure str_search; 
var schar:string[l]; 
begin 

schar:=copy(sttst,l,l); 
repeat 

chr_test(schar(l]); 
str_test(sttst); 

until datastring=sttst; 
end; 

(---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

procedure str_marker; 
(var data:char;} 
begin 
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mkstr:=''; 
repeat 
mkstr:=mkstr~data; 

byt read; 
until data=marker ; 

end; 

(---------------------------------------------------------------------------) 

procedure file_write; 
var datout : file of char; 

i, j,iobyt : integer; 
achar : char; 

begin 
assign(datout,filnam); 
rewrite(datout); 
read_setup(devnum); 
{intlstat:=Port(Bdadd+l); 
while ((intlstat and 1)=1) do 
begin} 

for i:=l to (nosam div 70) do 
begin 

for j:=l to 70 do 
begin 

iobyt:=Port(Bdadd+O); 
achar:=chr(iobyt); 
write(datout,achar); 

{ write(achar) ;} 
intlstat:=Port(Bdadd+l); 

end; 
write(achar); 
achar:=chr(13); 
write(datout,achar); 
end; 

end;} 
read end; 
close(datout); 
end; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------) 

procedure file string; 
var strcnt:integer; 

schar:string(l]; 
achar:char; 

begin 
for strcnt:=l to length(mkstr) do 
begin 

schar:=copy(mkstr,strcnt,ll; 
achar:=schar[l]; 
write(datout,achar); 

end; 
achar:=chr(32J; 
write(datout,achar); 

end; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

end. 
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* 
* 
" 

SMTGLOB-global variables for use with Barkhausen progr~ms 
12/04/90 S.M.Thompson 

* 
*******************************************~*A**•*~~****~*********~********} 

unit smtglob; 

interface 

const Bdadd:integer=$310; {Address of the IEEE board} 

var i,j,cd,devnurn,gset,iaset,nosam: integer; 
fstsam,lstsarn:longint; 
atst,btst,ch,chst,cret,data,marker:char; 
vl,v2,ans:string(l0]; 

sr,so,sv,fm,ff,fl,iach,am,ofs,pi,ni,tm,pl,negl,ianf:string[l5]; 
ain,tb,et,bl,dl,ainf:string[l5]; 
sel,se2,se3,se4,se5,se6,se7,se8,se9,selO:slrlng[l5); 
snl,sn2,sn3,sn4,snS,sn6,sn7,sn8,sn9,snlO:string[l5]; 
spl,sp2,sp3,sp4,sp5,sp6,sp7,sp8,sp9,spl0:str1ng[l5]; 
mo,io,bn,ioch,fs,ls,ionf,nf:string[lS]; 

ssr,sso,ssv,sfm,sff,sfl,siach,sam,sofs,spi,sni,stm,spl,snegl,sianf:string(25]; 
sain,stb,nset,sbl,sdl,sainf:string[25]; 
ssel,sse2,sse3,sse4,sse5,sse6,sse7,sse8,sse9,ssel0:string[25]; 
ssnl,ssn2,ssn3,ssn4,ssn5,ssn6,ssn7,ssn8,ssn9,ssnl0:string[25]; 
sspl,ssp2,ssp3,ssp4,ssp5,ssp6,ssp7,ssp8,ssp9,sspl0:string[25]; 
smo,sio,sbna,sbnb,siocha,siochb,sfs,sls,sionf,snf:string[25); 
iarn,irange,ibn,iff,ipi,ini,itm,iianf,iainf, imo,iionf,~ioch:string[25]; 
riam,arange,rsam:real; 

imax,nos,nosec,sectn,st,sttst,trigl:string[25]; 
as,datastring,mkstr:string[255); 
datout:file of char; 

{Description of the variables:-

Integers:-
i, j : counting integers 
cd : 
devnurn : the number of the device to be adressed 
gset,iaset : case selector 
nosam the number of samples to be recorded 
no sec 
sectn 
trigl 

the number of sections that will be recutded for th.i.s bar sample 
the number of the section to be recorded 
the delay set in microseconds after the ~rigger point 

Long integers:-
fstsam : the number of the first sample to be recorded 
lstsam : the number of the last sample to be recn:·ded 
Characters:-
atst,btst : test characters 
Strings:-
as,st : used in set-up procedure 
sr,so,sv,fm,ff,fl,iach,am,ofs,pi,ni,tm,pl,negl,idnf input amplifier 
ain,tb,et,bl,se,dl,sn,sp,ainf : analog input 
mo,io,bn,ioch,fs,ls,ionf,tr : digital input/output & status} 
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implementation 

end. 
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( * 
( * 
( * 
( * 

UNIT vsmglob - Global variables for VSM programs 
12/04/89 D.B.Lambrick : NECESSARY FOR THE IEEE ROUTINES 

unit vsmglob; 

. ) 
.. ) 

"') 

*) 

{------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

interface 
type 

namfil = string(l2]; 
str2 string(2]; 
str3 string(3]; 
str4 string(4]; 
str5 string[S]; 
str6 string ( 6]; 
str8 string[8]; 
strlO string[lO]; 
strl2 string[l2]; 
strl4 string ( 14]; 
str16 string(l6]; 
str20 string(20]; 
str25 string[25]; 
str80 string[80]; 
str255 string(255]; 

var 
bdeal,flke : integer; 

(------------------------------------------------------------------------) 

implementation 

{------------------------------------------------------------------------} 
end. 
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